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SUllunm)': The main objective of this pnper is to present n ncw tcnsile test used to identify metnllic mntcrin l behaviours under 
dynmnic loading at high strain ratcs. The idcntification mcthodology adopted is based on numcrical-cxperimental optimization nnd 
uses a combined Monte-Carlo and Levenberg-Marqunrdt algorithm developed by the CMAO teant. The basic idea of this 
methodology is to comparc predicted final results from finite element model (like geometrical dimensions of the deformcd shnpe, 
etc.) to the same experimental resu lts measured using a macro-photographic device. The experimental set-up is a ballistic gas gun 
used to launch the projcctilc, in vacuum conditions; up to 300m/s. Numericnl simulations nrc cnrried out using Abnqus Explicit finite 
elemenl code. The device used for conducting tensile testing at high strain rate encloses three principal parts: a target. a target support 
and a projectile. The target is des igned in an attempt to ensure a lIseful zonc of high plastic strain in tension. The paper ends by a 
presentation of an identificntion obtained by this test for two metall ic materials (42CrM04 Steel and Aluminum 20 17T3) assumed to 
follow thc Johnson-Cook strain-stress law. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been widely demonstrated that the resistance of materials to applied loading depends significantly 0 11 the rate at 
which loads are applied. That is why a great interest has been accorded to the study of the impact at high strain rate in 
many mechanical domains, industrial activities (machining, sheet forming ... ) and transport infraslructure (aeronautic. 
cars ... ). The objective is to predict the behaviour of material under sllch solicitation. which explains the development 
of computational methods and specially finite element method. As the reliability and accuracy of obtained numerical 
results me directly conditioned by constitutive laws, all accurate identification of the material used is needed. 

Our objective is the development of experimental tests and identi fi cation methodology of mater ial constitutive laws 
specific to test types and adapted to high strain rates. This paper is concerned by a tensile test. Other tests (Taylor tests, 
shear tests, extrusion tests) have been already carried Ollt [2) [3) [4)[5). 

Whatever the law identified by impact tests. the presented ident ification method implies the use of three tools or steps: 

- a specific test to the studied law, 
- a parameterised finite elements model of the test, 
- an algorithm of optimisation allowing minimization of the difference between the experimental 
data and the responses resulting from the numerical simulation. 

In this paper. we present an identification of two metallic materials (42CrM04 Steel and Aluminium 20 l7T3) using a 
tensile test. These two materials are assumed to follow the Johnson-Cook strain-stress law. 

IDENTIFICATION METHOD 

The identification methodology lIsed in this paper is based on a combination between experimental and numerical 
techniques. This combination is piloted by a numerical code based on the Monte Carlo method and the Levenberg
Marquardt algorithm . The identification methodology llsed is equivalent to an optimisation technique. The basic idea of 
this technique is to compare predicted results (easy to measure and to control like geometrical dimensions) obtained 
using a finite element model to the same experimental results. The difference between these two sets of parameters is 
minimised by the driving code. 
The identificat ion methodology is st ructured into two steps. In the first step a coarse research is done by a derived 
Monte·Carlo random-stochastic method. In the second step, a refinement of the research is achieved using a Levenberg· 
Marquardt algorithm, where results provided by coarse research are lIsed as initial condition. 
The idea to use a Monte-Carlo method for this kind of identification is related to the need of exploring the topological 
space parameters law with the aim of numerical simulation. The principal steps of the Monte-Carlo algorithm are 
described below: 

I. lntroduction of the stal1ing input data; 
2. Drawing of lois which generates the sets of parameters; 
3. Solving the numerical model for all the sets of parameters; 
4. Evaluating the objective function of each set of parameters; 
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5. If the convergence cri teria is not satisfied , reposit ioning the new start point and 
return to the second step. 

The accuracy of the results obta ined and the rate of convergence are meaningfhlly influenced by the choice of the 
objective function. The object ive function represents the difference (to be optimized) between experimental and 
numerical results. Now, according to the used methodology, two forms of the objective function are used: 

Shnplc-tcst mcthodology: 

In this methodology each attempted test is cons idered separately and an identification is made on each one. 
Consequently the identification is only based on the deviation between responses of one test and the numerical model 
correspond ing. In this case, the Euclidian norm used for the objective function is: 

where III is total Humber of responses; 
R_EF is the vector of the finite element responses; 
R_EXP is the vector of experimental responses; 
11', is the vector of the response weights. 
For Illore details concerning this subsection, refer [3]. 

Multi-tes t methodology: 

EF(j) - R EXPU))' 
R_EXP(j) 

The simpl e-test methodology gives as lllany tests of parameters as there are tests. The difficulty, thereafter, is to make 
the choice of the opt imal set of parameters. 
The alternative method recently developed is not to consider each test separately but to consider several tests at the 
same time and build the objective funct ion with all the deviations between experimental and nUlllerical responses. 

In this methodology the object ive fUllction is written as follows: 

1 " ( . (R f= - L LW, (J) 
In .n' .-1 J-I 

EF(ij)- R EXP(ij))' ) 
R_EXP(ij) 

where II is the Ilumber of the considered tests and III keeping the value fo r each test. 

This methodology allows to make an average of the different parameters and to min im ise the deviation between each 
experimental parameter of all the tests at the same time and the answers given by the different Ilumericalmodels. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP: TENSILE TEST DEVICE 

Domai ns (ranges) for which we develop the methodology of identification under high speed impact implies a level of 
high strain rate ( 105 

S-I). Because of this characterist ic, a gas-gull device has been chosen to carry out impact tests. On 
the other hand post-1l1011elll analyses of impacted specimens are needed. 
The gas-gun Ims a calibre of20 nllll and a length of barrel of 1400 111111 . The projectile can be propelled up to 350 m/s 
for a 30 gr mass, the propulsion being provided by a mixture compressed gas nitrogen-oxygen. All tests are achieved in 
vacuum condit ions. Projectile ve locities are measured just before impact by an opto-electronic system. 

This gas-gull has been initia lly designed for the Taylor test. Making some adaptat ions and taking into account some 
specificat ions it can be exploited to set-up many other tests. 
In this work we prescnt a tensile te,st carried out by the he lp of this gas-gull . To identi fy the const itutive law, by stich 
test, for studied mater ials, the test consists in launching a projectile into the target as showed in figure I. 
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~:J~ 
Target-support Target Projectile Projectile-support 

Figure I: The tensile test device (schematic concept) 

The device lI sed for conducting tensile testing at high strain rate encloses three principal parts: a target, a target support 
and a project ile. The targe t Sllpport is designed to simplify the installation of the target in the gas launcher and to ensure 
a tensile loading. The proj ect ile-supp0J1 (i ll polycarbonate) ensures, by the help of a plast ic O-ring, the sealing in the 
pneumatic part at the t ime of sett ing high pressure. Fm1hennore this latter will facilitate the displacement and guidance 
of the projectile in the barrel. 

48 mm Imm 

]

119 nun (Useful tensile part) 

" 

Figure 2: The target lIsed for the tens ile test 

In the designing step of the target two specifications and requi rements have been taken into accou nt: 
- according to the type of the studied test, the target is designed in an attempt to ensure a useful zone of high 

plastic strain in tension. 

- ability of the designed device (target, target-support and projectile) to be simply logged in the ex isting gas 
launcher. 

The experi mental tests presented in this paper were done to identify the consti tutive law for two metallic materials: a 
20 17T3 aluminium alloy and a 42CrM04 stee l. In each test the target and the projectile are made with the same 
material. Material s used for the projectile-support (polycarbonate) and the target-supp0l1 (35CrMo4 steel) have usually 
the same properties and are known. 

The two studied materials are assumed to fo llow the Johnson-Cook strain-stress law. In his or iginal fonn, this law has 
the fo llowing expression: 

a = (A + Be")(1 + C In : )(1- T'm) 
&0 

" 'here cr,"6 et & represent respectively the Von Mises equivalent stress, the equivalent plastic stra in, the equivalent 

plastic strain rate. Co is the quasi-static strain rate or a reference strain rate. T* is a term depending only on 

temperature : T· = where T is the absolute temperature, T,lIell is the melting temperature of the 

Tmel' - TO 
materia l and TO is the transition temperature. 

Parameters A, B, 11, C and m are material constant characterist ics and represent the subject of the identification study 
(except the parameter m which is not considered for the identification in this work). 
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A repre-sents the yield stress of the material, while Band J1 influence the curve of work hardening. C characterises the 
sensitivity to the rate strain and 111 represents the sensit ivity to the rise in temperature. In this work only the parameter 111 

is not cons idered in the identification study. The lIsed experimental means are not yet equipped with a system allowing 
the application and the control ofthennalloading. In the numerical simulation to overcome the problem of the presence 

of the thermal term, we choose values of Tme1t and To ensuring a value of zero to the T· parameter. 

In the experimental part, many tests have been carried out for the two stud ied materials. For each material we start by 
trying to approach approximately the critical impact speed i.e. speed corresponding to the failure. Then, we vary the 
impact speed for several values under the critical impact speed, but large enough to ensure high strain and strain rate. In 
this study, tensile tests were performed at impacting velocities ranging from 30 m.s-I to 135 m.s-I. 

NUMERICAL TEST MODEL 

Numerical simulations were can'ied out using Abaqus/Explicit [I]. The test model is an axially-symmetric as shown in 
figure 1. The finite element used in all simulations is CAX4R. The mesh is refined enough and uniform in the useful 
tensile as well as in the contacting surfaces (target/projectile, target/target-support and projectile/projectile-support). A 
non uniform density of mesh is used in the other regions of parts constitut ing the assembly of the model. The problem is 
modelled llsing about of 2400 elements. In the follow ing figure (figure 3) are presented respective ly the post-mortem 
picture orthe target and the final finite element model state. 

H 

(a) 

Exp) 
c-'-F--

R FEM 

(b) 

Figure 3: a) Post-IllOltem picture of the specimen, b).Finnl state of the FEM; 

Responses, generally geometrical dimensions, taken into account in the identification procedure depend on the studied 
test and the design of the specimen. In this test two responses are taken into account; the height of the tensile zone and 
the radius in the medium of this later. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

After experimental tests all impacted targets are measured in order to get the experimental response. For the studied 
tensile tests we have chosen the useful tensile height and the radius of the target as responses to be taken into account in 
the optimisation procedure of the identification algorithm . Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the two controlled responses 
respectively in the experimental or the post-l11oltem and the finite element model one. In this test (tensile test) the 
plastic elongation of the specimens has been considered 

We have noticed, from the finite elements model that the useful part of the target is submitted exclusively to tensile 
loads . Maximum values of strains are localised in the medium of the useful zone, where the radius of the target is 
controlled to get a second controlled response. 

In the table I, we present experimental results (H_EXP and R_EXP) for the two studied materials and for each 
impacting velocity. These responses are measured using a macro-photographic device and treated with a local soft : 
ImageAnalyser. 

Material Velocity (m!s) H EXP (m m) R EXP(mm) 

Steel 
99.0 20.16 11.50 
113.8 20.74 11.30 
46.9 19.03 11.92 

Ahllniniulll 60.0 19.18 11.87 
76.9 19.46 11.79 

Table I : Experimental results for the two stud ied materials 
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These results are injected in the identification procedure. For the 42CrMo4 steel material, we obtain the following 
p,uameters with an objective function value of 0.0018: 

Test Type A (Mpa) B (Mpa) n C 
Tensile test 817.865 699.529 0.157 0.0088 
Taylor test 806.226 614.580 0.168 0.0089 

Table 2: Results of the identification by the tensile test; comparison with results obtained by the Taylor test. 
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Figure. 4: Identified Const itutive law of the 42CD4 steel : comparison between Taylor test and tensile test 

One remarks, a slight difference between results obtained with the tensile test and those obtained by the Taylor tests [5]. 
This difference can be explained by the presence of the friction phenomenon, between the contacting surfaces, in the 
Taylor test. 

For the aluminium alloy 20 17T3. the identification procedure gives the following results with a an object ive function 
valne of 0.0021. 

Test Type A (MPa) B (MPa) n C 
Tensile test 563.680 38 1.400 0.279 0.0265 
Taylor test 360.080 3 16.550 0.289 0.0188 

Table 2: Results of the identificat ion by the tensile test ; comparison with results obtained by Taylor test. 
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Figure. 5: Identified Constitutive law of the 2017T3 aluminium alloy. 
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Complementary explanations will be given in a study (currently in progress) for a multi-test approach by the 
methodology of identification used and presented in this paper. 

In this paper we have presented a dynamic tensile test to identify two metallic materials; a 20 17T3 aluminium alloy and 
a 42CrM04 steel. The presented results show, the reliability and the accuracy of the used methodology to identify 
materials. As it has been shown, in other tests, obtained results of identification are specific to the type of the considered 
test. Thus a strategy to choose the appropriate test or to take into accOllnt several tests is now developed to get more 
accurate results ofidelltificatioll. 
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DYNAMIC SCRATCH TESTING OF WEAR RESISTANT MATERIALS BY A MODIFIED 
HOPKINSON SPLIT BAR DEVICE 

Veli-Tapani Kuokkala, Mikko Hokka, Jari Ramo and Taina Vuoristo 

II/s/illife of Materials Science. Tampere Ulliversity ofTecllllology . POB 589, 33101 7ompel'e, Fin/al/d 

SumnlllD' : A comprcssivc Hopkinson split bar apparatus has been modified for single·pass scratch testing of wear resistant materials. 
In the present method, the incident pressure bar of a HSB devicc has been replaced with a special specimen holder bar and a vcrtical 
load unit attaciullent, which enable the spccimcn to be accelerated to velocities of 1·30 m/s under normal loads of 0·500 N. The 
scratching element is a conical tungsten carbide stylus with a 120 degrccs apex angle and a 350 pm tip radius. Compared with the 
pendulum scratching method the advantage of the present method is that the depth of the scratch is not forced but depends on the 
nommlload, scratching velocity, and the properties and behavior of the tcst material. Another advantage of tile present test method is 
that it allows much higher tip velocities and, consequently, strain rates than the pendulum method. 

INTRODUCTION 

In many industrial processes wear causes significant direct and indirect economical losses, which are becoming even 
more substantial with increasing production rates and therefore shortening maintenance intervals. Higher production 
rates also often lead to higher loading rates, for example, in crushing ofmillerals and demolition debris and shredding of 
recycled automobile bodies. In the same way as the loading rate affects the strength of materials, it also affects the 
mechanisms of wear by changing their characteristics or the conditions of their occurrence. To optimize the use of 
materials in applications where wear causes failure or degradation of structures and components, information about the 
effects of loading rate is therefore also needed. 

In abrasive wear, the main mechanisms of material removal are ploughing, cutting, and microcracking. In pure plough
ing, a single pass of abrasive particles does not remove any material from the surface but only pushes it aside from the 
groove track, while in pure cutting the abrasive particle removes material from the surface leaving the sides of the 
groove intact. Microcracking occurs mostly in brittle materials , where microscopical cracks are formed in the material 
with the pass of the abrasive particle, leading to the gradual removal of material as flake-like pal1icies. In many practi
cal applications, the different basic mechanisms often occur simultaneously or, in microscale, sequentially. For exam
ple, high load direct compression of a mineral particle against the crusher liner may lead to a high velocity scratching of 
the liner material upon the breakage of the particie. 

To study abrasive wear, a wide variety of testing techniques, experimental set-ups and data evaluation methods have 
been presented. For example, a commonly used technique to study the overall resistance of materials to wear is the 
rubber wheel te-st. The intent of this test method is to produce data that will reproducibly rank materials in their resis
tance to scratching abrasion under a specified set of conditions [1]. For many practical applications, the information 
obtained from this kind of 'averaging' tests is sufficient, but in scientific research the isolation of mechanisms or single 
events is often needed. For example, modifications of pendululll impact test devices have been used to produce a single 
scratch on the surface of the studied material [2]. In such devices, the control of impact velocity is vel)' straightforward 
and the groove depth is predetermined by the relative position of the specimen and the scratching tip. To obtain precise 
control of both the impact velocity (energy) and the normal loading force, we have modified a compressive Hopkinson 
Split Bar device by replacing the incident bar with a special specimen holder bar and a vertical load unit attachment. In 
this paper, the construction of this device, measurement techniques, testing procedures and data reduction methods with 
some examples of actual test results will be discussed. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE HSB SCRATCH TESTING SYSTEM 

To simulate the dynamic scratch formation on the surface of the studied material , the testing system must facilitate the 
control of two independent variables, i.e., the normal load and the velocity of the relative motion of the material surface 
and the abrading particle. In a real application, the relative motion may be caused by a constant velocity impact of the 
particle on the surface at a certain angle , or by a rapid acceleration of the particle vil1ually from rest to a high speed 
under a constant nonnal load. The latter may happen, for example, when a larger particle breaks under a compressive 
load into smaller fragments. 

The current system is based on a conventional compressive Hopkinson Split Bar (HSB) system, where the specimen 
holder bar, carrying the specimen, is accelerated to a desired speed using the impact energy of the striker bar. The 
vertical loading unit contains a ball bearing linear unit so that the depth of the scratch is controlled by the indentation 
resistance of the material rather than by the settings of the testing system, as in the pendulum type of a device. Both the 
striker bar and the specimen holder bar are instrumented with speed sensors, which measure their velocity during the 
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test and enable the calculation of the energy lI sed to create the scratch. The scratching element is a conical tungsten 
carbide stylus with a 120 degrees apex angle and a 350 ~1I11 tip radius. The scratching element is mounted on the vertical 
slide so that constant nonnalloads of 0-500 N can be applied on the specimen surface during the test. Also other types 
of scratching elements, e.g., titanium nitride coated hard metal tool tips, were tested but they typically failed after a few 
tests. \Vith the conical tungsten carbide stylus. several tens of tests can be done without observable wear of the tip, 
which is examined microscopically at regu lar intelvals. A scanning electron micrograph of the tungsten carbide stylus is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. I. Tungsten carbide hard mctal 
scratching stylus. 

Fig. 2. Dynamic scratch testing system at IMS/TUT. 

At the beginn ing of the test the stylus rcsts either on the specimen, or slightly above it on a thin slide plate if some ini
tial ve locity for the specimen is needed. In the test, the striker bar is shot at a speed of 1-30 m/s at the end of the speci
men holder bar, which is first accelerated by the momentum transfer and then decelerated by the energy spent in the 
forming of the scratch. The speed (and energy) of the specimen holder bar is measured as a function of time (and dis
tance) and correlated with the scratch profile, which is measured after the test with a laser profilometer. Comparison of 
the removed or displaced volumes with the consumed energy is used to obtain information about the wear mechanisms, 
specifi c energy, and relative wear resistance of the studied mate rials. 

Fig. 2 shows an overall view of the testing system where all the functions, including loading of the striker, pressurizi ng 
of the gun, firing of the striker, and acquisition of the data are computer controlled. Data from the optical speed sensors 
is recorded on a 12 bit 10 MHz digital oscilloscope, which is read by the controlling PC through the OPIB -bus. Fig. 3 
shows a schematic and a close-up of the scratch attachment, which also shows the barcode-based optical velocity meas
urement systems for both the striker bar and the specimen holder bar. The sensing element used in the optical speed 
measuring system is a Honeywcll HOAl406 m sender-detector component. The S/W barcode provides a relative dis
tance resolution of I mm. 

NOnllalloild 

Striker bar 

Velocity sensor 

• -
SUPllOrting clement 

Scratching clemcnt 

Specimcn 

Vc10cily scnsor 

CUI barrel ripe 

Fig. 3. A schematic and a close-up of the scratching attachment. 
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EXAMPLES OF TESTS WITH THE HSB SCRATCH TESTING SYSTEM 

The aim of the tests is to produce a single scratch all the specimen surface under controlled conditions, i.e., at a known 
normal load and a known relative velocity of the specimen and the scratching element. The normal load is adjusted 
simply by placing appropriate weights (0-500 N) on the loading unit. The velocity of the specimen is calculated from 
the signals of the velocity sensors, an example of which is shown in Fig. 4. From the velocity vs. time (or distance) 
curve, the kinetic energy of the specimen holder (and the specimen) and, more imp0l1alltly, the energy loss during 
scratching can be calculated. The total energy loss is determined as the difference between the initial energy and the 
residual energy, which are obtained by fitting two straight lines to the measured data , as shown in Fig. 4c. The initial 
energy is obtained by extrapolating the energy curve to the moment of impact and the residual energy frol11 the part of 
the curve where the stylus has left the specimen . The drop in the velocity and energy curves at the end of the test is due 
to an energy·absorbing stopper placed behind the specimen holder support tube. 
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Fig. 4. An example of data obtained from a single-scratch test, a) velocity as a fUllctioll of time, b) energy as a function 
of time, c) energy with lines fitted to the measured data, d) results from the measurement. Normal force FN = 300 N . 

To correlate the used energy to the removed or displaced volume, the created scratch is scanned perpendicular to the 
groove track with a laser profiiometcr at equal distances. From the profiles, the areas orthe groove and the side ridges 
are determined as shown in Fig. Sa. For each cross-section, equation (I) gives the ratio of cutting to ploughing, which 
can be used as a measure of the wear mechanisms, i.e., Fab = I for pure cutting and Fab= 0 for pure ploughing [3]. Fig. 
5b shows an example of an actual scratch cross-section in a Hadfield manganese steel. 
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The removed area and volume can be calculated as 

A(x) = A, (x) -[A, (x) + A, (x)] (2) 

and 

Vex) = fA(X)dx (3) 
o 
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Fig. 5. Scratch cross-sections: a) ridges (A I and A2) and groove (A3), b) an example ofa scratch oross-section in a 
Hadfield manganese stee l. 

The behavior of different materials can be compared, for example, by plott ing the cumulative removed or groove vol
ume against the cUlllulative energy (i.e., determined along the groove track) , A clear difference in the behavior is ob
served, for example, between duct ile and brittle materials, as shown in Fig. 6 for a Hadfield manganese steel and a 
Hardox steel. The ratio Fot. for a Hadfield manganese steel and a metal-metal composite are shown in Fig. 7, which also 
indicates that in a brittle material cutti ng dOlll inates the removal of material at the beginning of the test. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the groove volume vs. used energy for Hadfield and Hardox steel s. 
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Fig. 7. Cutt ing to plough ing ratio along the groove track for a ductile (a) and a brittle materia l (b). 

The specific energy (i.e., energy per removed unit volume) can also be used as a measure of the wear properties of ma
terials. Liang el al. [4] have shown that there exists a linear relationship between the specific energy and the tangential 
dynamic hardness of materia ls in a s ingle-pass pendulum scratching test. The specific energy, however, is not necessar
ily constant for a material but may depend, fox example, 011 the removed volume. In the pendulum test, the specific 
energy has been reported to decrease with increas ing removed volume, which has been explai ned by the scratch depth 
dependence of energy absorpt ion [5]. \Vhen the scratch is shallow, most of the energy goes to plastic deformation and 
work hardening. With deepening groove, the work hardened fraction of the volume decreases inverse ly prop0I1ionai to 
the groove depth. On the other hand, the energy spent all friction between the stylus and the groove surfaces and 011 the 
form ing new surfaces increases linearly with depth, while the removed vol ume increases proportional to its square. The 
net effect of these three energy-absorbing mechanisms is that the specific energy decreases with increas ing removed 
volume. 

In the current tests the dependence of the specific energy on the removed volume differs fro m that observed in the pen 
dulum tests, as the specific energy increases with increasing removed volume. An example of this behavior is shown in 
Fig. 8 for two different types of steels, a Hadfield manganese steel and a Hardox stee l. This result ind icates that the two 
test types are not fully comparable, probably because in the pendulum test the groove depth is determined by the set
ti ngs of the testing device whereas in the present test method the depth is not forced but depends on the 110rmal load, 
scratching veloci ty and, above all , the properties and behavior of the test material. The present test method Illay there
fore also be more sens itive to stra in rate effects, which can increase the flow st ress of the material considerably. 
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Fig. 8. Specific energy liS. volume for a Hadfield manganese steel and a Hardox steel, a) the groove volume normalized 
by the normal load FN, b) the removed volume normalized by the norlllalload FN• Hadfield steel was tested at FN = 240 

Nand Hardox steel at F, ~ 395 N. 

Precise calculation of strain during a scratching test is very difficult because the material flows both forward s, sideways 
and upwards in the forming groove. In addition, strain hardening complicates the calculation, especially because the 
strain is unlikely to be uniform. Rough estimates for the strain, however, can be given all purely geometrical basis. For 
example, if we assume that the deformation is pure shear perpendicular to the groove track, for a 120 degrees apex 

angle scratching tip we would simply obtain a shear strain of J3 = 1.73. On the other hand, to estimate the strain rate, 

we also need to know the average deformation time at each cross section, which can be approximated as x/v, where x is 
the half-width of the groove and v is the velocity of the tip . From these two rough estimates we can get an approximate 
expression for the strain rate, which is t "" . ./3vlx.1n the literature, a commonly used approximation for the strain rate is 

via, where a is halfofthe distance between the ridges formed all opposite sides of the groove (residual half-width of the 
scratch) [6]. Ifwe plot the specific energy against the strain rate, estimated in the way disclissed above, we get a straight 
line with a positive slope, as shown in Fig. 9. The different slopes for the Hadfield and Hardox steels may reflect the 
differences both in the work hardening behavior and strain rate sensitivity of these two materials. An additional feature 
in a high rate scratching test which f1ll1her complicates the analysis of the test results is the (adiabatic) heating of the 
deforming material, which can locally change the material propel1ies considerably. 
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Fig. 9. Specific energy for the Hadfield and Hardox steels as a fUllction of strain rate. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A si ngle-pass scratch testing technique based on a Illodification of a compressive Hopkinson spl it bar apparatus has 
been used to study the wear resistance ofditTerent types of materials. The presented method differs from the comlllonly 
used pendulum type scratch testing technique because in the current method the depth of the scratch is not forced but 
depends on the normal load, scratching velocity, and the properties and behavior of the actual test material. Another 
advantage of the present test method is that it allows much higher tip ve locities and, consequently, strain rates than the 
pendulum method. 

The removed and displaced volumes of the groove are correlated with the consumed energies, which are calculated 
from the changes in the specimen velocity during scratching. The volumes are determined with a laser profilometer, 
which scans the groove cross-section at predetennined intervals along the groove track. From the measured data, for 
example the cutti ng-ta-ploughing rat io and the specific energy (energy/unit volume) can be calculated for the studied 
materials, which enabl e the direct comparison of the materia ls and identification of the dominant wear mechanisms. 
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EFFECT OF STRAIN RATE AND TEMPERATURE ON THE DYNAMIC FRACTURE 
BEHAVIOUR OF AUTOMOTIVE SHEET STEELS 

Patrick Larour, Annette Baumer, Vitoon Uthaisangsuk, Aida Bajric, Min Wang',Wolfgang Bleck 

RWTH UlIil'ersity of Aachen; Dpt. ofFen'OIls Metallurgy, /l1t=estrasse 1, D~52072 Aachen Germany 
• Baa 1'011 irOIl & Steel (Gro/lp) Co. Metallurgical Research Institute of Baa Tal(, Steelmaking Dpt. 014010 Inner Mongolia, F.R.China 

Summaty: The fracture behaviour of tensile sheet specimens at different strain rates and temperatures has been 
analysed. The aim of this work is to classify various steel grades with regard to their fracture behaviour during dynamic 
tensile loading. A ferritic deep drawing steel DC04, a dualphase steel H300X (DP500) and an austenitic steel 1.430 I 
have been investigated at three different temperatures (-40°C, RT and 100°C) and five strain rates (0.005, I, 20, 200 and 
SODS-I) using servohydraulic tensile testing machines. Mainly three characteristic fracture types and various 
combinations of them have been observed. Round (R), shear (S) and terrace (T) fracture shapes mainly occur for those 
steels. It is therefore intended to correlate the observed fracture behaviour with the microstructure and the strain rate and 
temperature dependent mechanical properties of the steels. Since SEM analysis show an essentially ductile rupture 
mechanism, the experimental results are interpreted according to the modified Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model of 
porous metal plasticity for rate and temperature dependent hardening. First quasistatic simulation results are presented 
as well. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Test set lip 
It is essential for steel producers and steel users to have a deep quantitative knowledge on materials behaviour in order 
to supply reliable input data for computer aided design and manufacturing. In a joint project between the German 
automotive and the German steel industry the mechanical properties and flow curves for the most relevant car body 
steels have been measured and collected in a data base. Steels grades for car body application have been tested at the 
strain rates 0.005, I, 20, 200 and 500s-1 (500 S-I only at room temperature) and temperatures between -40°C and 
+ 100°C. 3 replicates per set of parameter were performed [I]. 
High speed tensile tests were performed on a lOOkN servohydraulic Schenck tensile testing machine for ram speeds 
from 0.000] to 4m.s- l

. A climatic chamber enables tensile tests within a temperature range from -180°C to 180°C, Fig. 
I-a. A 20kN servohydraulic Roell-Amsler tensile testing machine was lIsed for higher ram speeds up to 10m.8-1 at room 
temperature. The test set up and testing techniques have already been described in a previous publication [2]. Damping 
has been used for strain rates over 50s-I

, the force has been measured either from the piezoquarz load cell or calibrated 
strain gages on the grips. The strain was derived from the piston displacement by means of a standard L VDT system 
(Linear Variable Differential Transformer). 
Fig.l.b shows the sample form used for dynamic sheet tensile testing. The gauge length of20mm allows a maximum 
strain rate of200s-1 with the Schenck machine and 500s-1 with the Roell-Amsler machine. 
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Fig. l.a- Test set up of the 100kN-Schenck machine, b- Specimen geometry used for dynamic tensile testing (all 
dimensions in mm) 

Materials 
Table 1 gives the chemical composition of the investigated steels. The elements not mentioned stay within the usual 
limits for cold-rolled steels. The ferritic deep drawing steel DC04 has a pure ferritic microstructure. The dualphase steel 
H300X (DP500) is characterised by maltensite and bainite islands (respectively 1.5% and 8% vol. fraction) in a ferrite 
matrix. The austenitic steel 1.4301 has a pure austenitic microstructure in the as- delivered condition. All investigated 
steels have been industrially melted, hot and cold-rolled, annealed and temper rolled to a final thickness of 1mm. No 
surface coating was applied. Fig. 2 shows the microstructure of the steels investigated with the corresponding rolling 
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direction. Table 2 gives the quasistatic mechanical propeliies and grain size of the investigated steels at room 
temperature. 

Steel 
DC04 
H300X 
1.4301 

Type 
LC 
DP 

Austenitic 

C 
0.025 
0.082 
0.034 

Si 
0.01 
0.07 
0.55 

Mn 
0.19 
1.48 
1.22 

P Cu AI Nb 
0.008 0.013 0.054 0.001 
0.017 0.04 0.059 0.001 
0.029 

Ti 
0.002 
0.026 

Cr 
0.02 
0.46 
18.23 

Table 1. Chemical composition ofthe investigated steels, contents in mass % 

Material Type RpO.2 Rm A, A80 Grain size Grain size 
MPa MPa % % ASTM ~m 

DC04 LC 173 300 24 41 9 (Ferrite) 16 
H300X DP 349 540 15 25 12 (Ferrite) 6 
1.4301 Austenitic 304 700 52 56 8.5 (Austenite) 19 

Table 2. Mechanical properties and grain size of the investigated materials 

DC04 H300X 1.4301 

Ni 
0.03 
0.04 
8.10 

Fig. 2. Microstructure of the investigated steels: DC04, H300X, 1.4301 (magnification: 500x) 

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
Fractul'e shape 
Macroscopically, a crack progresses either perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress (normal stress fracture) or in the 
direction of maximum shear stress (shear stress fracture). Combination of both types of fractures can occur in round bar 
tensile specimens as so-called cup and cone fracture with a normal stress fracture in the interior and a shear stress 
fracture at the border [3-5]. Until now little attention has been paid to the fracture behaviour of flat tensile sheet 
specimens. 
Four representative fracture shapes have been observed for the investigated flat tensile sheet specimens: round or flat 
fracture (R), round and shear fracture (R+S), terrace fracture (T) and pure shear fracture (S), Fig.3. 

T: TelTace 
Fig. 3. Typical fracture shapes for the steel grades investigated 

DC04 shows a round fracture (R) at strain rates from 0.005 to lSi for all temperatures. At strain rates over lSi a mixed 
fracture with both characteristic of round and shear fracture (R+S) and a resulting wavy shape is observed for all 
temperatures, Fig. 4-a. H300x shows shear (S) and terrace (T) fracture shape, without any clear dependency from strain 
rate or temperature, Fig. 4-b. The so-called "terrace" fracture appears together with pronounced shear bands crossing in 
the centre of the necking zone. The austenitic steel grade 1.4301 shows like H300X shear (S) and terrace (T) fracture, 
Fig. 5-a. For this steel grade shear fracture happens however almost exclusively at -40°C for all strain rates. Terrace 
fracture is more likely to happen at room temperature and 100°C. Since only three replicates have been tested for each 
strain rate, those results have to be interpreted carefully. However some general trends can still be recognised. Fig 5-b 
shows the relative elongation from necking to fracture of all three steel grades defined as follows: 
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(A20 -A,,) 
8necking,re!atlw = A

20 

(I) 

Enecking, relative: relative elongation from necking to fracture; A20 : fracture elongation with a 20mm gauge length; Au: 
uniform elongation 

DC04 shows the highest relative necking elongation values with early localisation of strain with increasing strain rate, 
followed by H300X and 1.4301 with the lowest values, Fig. 5-b. 
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Fig. 4.a- Influence of strain rate and temperature on the fracture shape of steel grades: DC04, b- H300X 
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Fig. 5.a- Influence of strain rate and temperature on the fracture shape of 1.4301 steel grade; b- Relative elongation 
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Fig. 6 shows the fracture shape distribution depending on the strength and ductility values. The elongation values for 
1.4301 with low yield ratio values are largely overestimated since strain measurement is derived from piston 
displacement. Round and shear fracture occurs with DC04 when the strength level is increased. At tensile strength 
levels over SOOMPa, no round fracture is observed anymore. For 1.4301 most of the shear fi'actures occur with the 
highest strength levels at --40oC. Round and shear, shear as well as terrace fracture shapes are found in the strength 
range between 500 and 800 I\1Pa. Round and shear as well as terrace fracture are similar fracture modes. DC04 presents 
some higher relative elongation from necking to fracture so that more plastic deformation is allowed on the crack edges 
in comparison with sharper terrace fracture for H300X or 1.4301, Fig.3. 

Austenite stabiIity:1.4301 steel grade 
The austenite to martensite transformation occurring during the cold forming of metastable 1.4301 austenitic stainless 
steel deeply affects its microstructure [6]. The relative amount of martensite formed during tensile testing was 
determined by means of a ferritescope Fisher :M:MS, measuring the relative magnetism of the fractured end of 
specimens and in the uniform elongation zone of the sample, Fig.7a-b. Around 60% of martensite (vol. content) has 
been found at -40°C. The amount of transformed maliensite decreases sharply with increasing temperature due to the 
enhanced austenite stability (25% at room temperature, almost no transformation at 100°C). Furthermore increasing 
strain rate decreases the amount of m8liensite being formed due to the adiabatic heating in the sample preventing 
further martensite formation. The amount of martensite found in the fracture zone is always higher than in the uniform 
elongation zone, due to the additional plastic strain in the necking region. The lower the martensite content, the more 
ten·ace fracture is observed. At --40°C almost no terrace fracture is observed, except at the highest strain rate of 200s-1 

with the lowest martensite content. At room temperature and + 100°C mainly terrace fracture is observed, Fig. 5-a. 
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Fig. 7-a. Influence of temperature and strain rate on martensite content for austenitic steel 1.4301; b- Location of the 
magnetic measurements and definition of fracture angle 

Fl'actogl'aphy 
AIl steels present a characteristic transgranuJar dimple fracture at all temperatures and strain rates. The model of 
microvoids nucleation growth and coalescence can be applied for the simulation. Even 1.4301 with a high content of 
martensit at --40°C presents a characteristic ductile fracture, Fig. 8. 

DC04 H300X 1.4301 
Fig 8. SEM microfractographs ofthe investigated steel grades (-40°C,200s-1) 
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High speed video pictures 
High speed video film have been recorded in order to follow the fracture path during the dynamic tensile tests. The 
origin of the crack is always located in the centre of the necking zone with the highest hydrostatic stress. The crack 
progresses until the sample borders perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress for round or flat fracture, it can also 
deviate before reaching the borders into a localised shear band for terrace fracture or propagate from the first crack 
initiation stage into a pure shear mode, Fig. 9. 

Round fracture R Round and shear (R+S) Terrace fracture (T) Shear fracture (S) 

Fig. 9. High speed video camera pictures: crack initiation (upper pictures) and crack propagation (lower pictures) 

Inclination of shear fracture 
Shear fracture does not propagate 45° to the nonnal direction. The inclination of fracture to the normal direction is 
defined as in fig. 7-b. It lies between 150 and 250 for H300X and 200 to 300 for 1.4301. The fracture angle for pure 
shear fracture is slightly higher than for terrace fracture. No clear dependency can be observed with strain rate or 
temperature. 
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Fig.1 O. Influence of strain rate and temperature on the fracture angle 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF FRACTURE PROPAGATION 

A user-material subroutine has been provided in order to incorporate the modified porous metal plasticity constitutive 
equations in the finite element program ABAQUS (modified Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model). The constitutive 
relations take into account the modified damage parameters fu* and the nucleation of voids controlled by plastic 
straining. An elastic - rate and temperature dependent isotropically hardening plasticity model is assumed to predict the 
deformation behaviour ofthe matrix material surrounding the voids [7]. Adiabatic heating conditions as well as a rate 
dependent yield and temperature dependent softening of the matrix material are implemented in this model. Some 
standard values have been chosen for the material parameters, table 3. 
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Parameter Unit Valua Name Maleria) T(K) 0 P B' 
E MPa 210000 Young's modulus 233 452 6.7 
v 0.3 Poisson ratio DC04 296 6233 4.0 0.0025 
f, - 0.002 Initial porosity 237 55857 5.9 

'. 0.3 Nucleation strain 233 5526683 6.1 
f. - 0 Nucleatable porosity H300X 296 142264 3.5 0.0017 
s. - 0 Standard deviation for nucleation 237 548406 5.1 
f, - 0,05 Onset of accelerated pore growth 233 4860458 B.8 
k - 4.0 Rate of accelerated pore growth 1.4301 296 9552 1.7 0.0025 

RFAC - 0.95 Factor for onset of stiffness reduction 237 21985832 6.8 
RED - 0.25 Increment reduction factor 

q, - 1.5 Flow surface parameter 
q, - 1.00 Flow surface parameter 

q, - 2.25 Flow surface parameter 

" 0.9 Proportion of heat produced by plastic dissipation 

T, 'C 20 Temperature reference Table 3. Parameters of the modified 
p kg.m,3 7800 Density of the matrix Gllimodel 
c, Nmkg-1f("1 4.65E+02 Specific heat of the matrix 

The rate and temperature dependence of the matrix material is introduced with the Cowper and Symonds law. A linear 
dependence of the dynamic flow stress R(3) with temperature is also assumed for the considered temperature range 
between -40'C and 100'C. 

(2) 

R(l) designates the uniaxial stress-plastic strain curve under static loading condition at the reference temperature To. The 
values for the parameter D and P have been determined from uniaxial stress-plastic strain curves at different strain rates 
using last square methods. The difference in the yield strength at different temperature is taken into account by the 
material parameter p' and the reference temperature To set here to 23'C [7]. 

Fig. 11. Initial 3D mesh used for numerical simulations 

crack initiation crack propagation complete fracture 
Fig. 12. Simulation of crack propagation, modified damage parameter f,' (initially fo), DC04, 0.005s', 23'C 

First satisfying results have been obtained with DC04 for which fracture propagation in the normal direction could be 
simulated quasi statically at room temperature, Fig. 12. Difficulties arise however when intending to simulate shear or 
terrace fracture. Mesh size is a critical parameter when perfonning such simulations [3, 5, 7]. Initial 8 nodes cells of 
0.45mm width, 0.385mm length and 0.025mm thickness in the centre of the sample may be too coarse to reproduce 
shear or terrace fracture, Fig.lI. Further work is currently being performed to improve simulation results and implement 
the strain rate and temperature dependency of the material properties. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Three representative fracture shapes to classify the fracture behaviour of dynamic tensile flat specimens have been 
found: round or flat fracture (R), pure shear fracture (S) and a terrace like zig-zag fracture (T). With increasing strength 
level, the fracture mode turns from round into terrace and ultimately a pure shear mode. DC04 shows a clear transition 
from round to round and shear fracture at 20s·1 for all temperatures. H300X shows a mix of shear and terrace fracture, 
without any clear strain rate or temperature dependency. The metastable austenitic steel 1.4301 shows a transition 
between shear at --40°C and mainly terrace fracture at higher temperature for any strain rate. This is due to the 
pronounced austenite to mmiensite transformation at this temperature. First quasistatic simulation for DC04 using the 
modified Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman model show a crack initiation in the centre of the necking zone and 
subsequently a normal fracture propagation. Further work is currently being undertaken in order to implement the strain 
rate and temperature effects. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMIC PLANE SHEAR TEST ON SHEET METALS 
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SmnnulD': This paper describes the analysis of a test which provides mechanical data under large strain and at high strain rates of 
loading. It is based on shear test. Experimental problems (slipping, homogeneity of fields in the specimen, plane wave assumption in 
an SHPB, treatment of data) are discussed here, 

INTRODUCTION 

The crash simulation is now an indispensable tool in the car indush),. However, it is not yet sufficiently reliable. 
Compared with the experiment, a difference in overall stiffness for the energy absorbing components is sometimes 
observed. As the main crash energy absorbing components in a car are the hollow columns composed of sheet metals, it 
is natural to doubt whether or 110t we can extend the experimental behavior data obtained at about 15 % of strain, to the 
case of large strains (80 % as experimentally observed at the corner of the colulllns) . 

... 
Fig.I. Hollow column crushed, the strain measured with grid technique reach 80 % in the corners. 

This paper aims at describing the shear experiment under impact which provides data under large strain and high strain 
rates, because it is the Illost adapted one to get a large strain of sheet metals without any fracture. A new shear device is 
presented, especially made for high strength sheets. The load is imposed by a large-diameter SHPB. 
The equations of Davies [I] are re-examined to verify if the plane wave assllmption is still valid for this kind of bars. 
The definitions of different strains under large strain consideration are discussed, especially the cumulated Eulerian 
strain tensor in the corotational frame, which is used in the usual finite elements codes. 
The analysis of the strain and stress fields are operated experimentally lIsing a digital image correlation technique and 
numerically by finite elements simulations. The local displacement measurement shows that the strain is homogeneous 
even under large strains [2]. First quasi-static tests with Arcelor's TRIP 800 steel are performed with a digital 
thermovision camera and acquisition system. Experimental results show that the martensitic transformation is 
homogeneous in the specimen and goes with an increase of temperature. The transformation is also exothermic. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Dynamic shear tests were initially performed by Campbell [3]. Under this general principle, Gal)" Nowacki and 
Klepaczko have developed different versions of this test [4, 5]. However these researchers were more focused on the 
shearing loading and criterion aspect so that they rather investigated the small strain range, The device we have 
designed is made for testing sheet metals used in absorbing components for automotive industl),. These sheets can be 
thicker than 1 mm and can have high strength capability (e.g, TRIP steel). That is why we use a bigger tightening 
system. This specification requires a bigger device. The shear device is composed of two coaxial parts made of a 
specially elaborated for high stresses steel. To apply shear strain to the specimen, it is necessary to impose a relative 
coaxial displacement to the parts (see Figure 2). When the two coaxial parts move, two rectangular zones are sheared 
during the test. Then the shear device can be placed under a classic hydraulic machine for low strain rates , and between 
the bars of an SHPB bench, for high strain rates, Experimentally we use a 60 111m-diameter SHPB to perfonn such tests. 
We put the fixing device in an SHPB set-up, The measurement of input, reflected and transmitted waves Einc, Erefand Etro 

allows the calculation of the forces and velocities on both sides of the specimen: 

\felt) = Co [€inc(t)) - €,e/(t)] Fe(t) = SBE [€inc(t) + €,e/(t)] 

\fs(t) = Co€" ,,(t) Fs(t) = SB&'m(t) 

where So. E and Co are respectively the bar's cross-sectional area, Young's Modulus and elastic wave velocity. 
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Fig.2. Principle of the shear device. 

TREATMENT OF SIGNAL GIVEN BY LARGE DIAMETER SHPB - VERIFICATION OF THE 
PLANE WAVE ASSUMPTION 

According to the size of our device, it is necessary to lise large diameter bars. The input bar is 4.5 m-Iong and the output 
bar is 2 Ill-long. In this kind of bars, it is well-known that there is a dispersive effect , originally geometric, but it is 
assumed that the waves are plane in a cross section of the bar. 
The wave dispersion aspect is carefully taken into account accord ing to Davies [1] and [6]. Assuming the waves in a bar 
are longitudinal and harmonic: 

where &u and t\.c are the strains in the time domain and the frequency domain, and 00 the pulsation, and S the wave 
number, the S(oo) dispers ion relation is given by the Pochall1ll1er-Chrcc equation: 

where 10 and 1 I are the Bessel functions, and C1 and C2 are the ve locities of the longitudinal waves and the transversal 
waves in the homogeneolls isotropic elast ic mater ial. The dispersion is taken into account here: 

where FFT is the Fast Fourier Transformation , and FFTI the inverse transfoll11 atioll. The necessi ty of this correction 
has already been shown in [6]. 

The equations of Davies [I] are also re-examined to verify the assumption of plane wave in cross section in such large 
diameter bars. The main equation gives the stra in and the stress as fun ctions of the radial position: 

<2,4 .1,((\11) [ .Io(or) ,,1- S Z .Io({J r) ] i({,-wl ) 
= -I" --- ( \(1--- + p ll e 

. (10 .I, (00) Z - J .I, ((JII) 

_ _ 2 .1,(011) [( Z S'Z)oll .lo(o r) 1 - SZ (311.1o({Jr)] i «(,-w l ) 
- 2,,(.4 on 1 + + , .1, (on) + Z - I .1,((3n) e 

where the factor A defines the amplitude of the oscillat ions of the waves, v the Poisson ratio of the material and 
Z=( I+V)C(OO)2/C0

2 and S=(l -2v)/(l-v). A schematic variation over a cross section of the stra in and the stress is given in 
Figure 3. 
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Fig.3. Schematic variation of the strain and the stress over a cross section of the bar. 

The average of an arb itrary function f in a cross section can be obtained as: 1 = .:?, r." !(,.)",/,. II • U 

Then we defi ne the correction coeffi cients on the strain and 011 the stress as: 

a" = --=-...,. 
£1':" (11) 

and 

FI is the ratio of average strain over the measured strain, F2 the ratio of average st ress over the appearing stress. The 
coefficient s F I and F2 are plotted in Figure 4 for all application of a 60 111m-diameter Aluminium bar. 
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FigA. Variation of the F I and F2 factors. 

We notice that the t1ctor FI increases very highly. Th is is due to the fact that Eu(a) decreases to 0 for the pulsation 
roughly equal to 350 000 S·I. The influence of the non-homogeneity of the stra in and the stress is velY small until the 
pulsation equals 100000 S·I . To quantify thi s influence, we have corrected a real signal with a frequ ency domain 
analysis: 

() FFT- ' [F ( )J" L"T( )] d U"01TCclc{/(t) J I 
I':co 'we/ed t =. " W ' " I': "' ",,. " "cd an E = Ff'T- ' ·:' (w)FJ-'T(€"" " .. ",«dJ 

( I ) 

The resu lt of this correction is shown in Figure 5. We notice that in the case of our bar (A luminium, diameter: 60 mill ), 
the influence of non-homogeneity over a cross section is negligible, we can extend this result to the case of a ll bars in 
aluminiulll w ith a diameter inferior to 60 mm. 
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Fig.5. Correction with the F I and F2 factors. The line named "Signal" is the measured signal, the line named "Strain" is 
the corrected strain according to equation (I), the line named "Stressll the appearing stress according to equation (I). 

TREATMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA - EULERIAN CUMULATED STRAIN TENSOR 

To treat experimental data, it is neceSS8ty to choose a strain tensor which takes finite strain assumption into account. A 
possible answer is the Eulerian cUlllulated tcnsorial strain, calculated in the corotational frame [7]. \Ve briefly dcscribe 
the principle of the calculation of this strain tensor here. In an Eulerian approach, the velocity is decomposed into its 
symmetrical part - velocity gradient D - and its antisymmetrical pal1 - vorticity n. To easily integrate tensor D, D can be 
calculated in the corotational frallle, where the rotation vanishes: 0.=0. In this case tensor D is equal to the Jaumann 
derivative of the strain tensor. This tensor is the default tensor calculated in ABAQUS and in LS-DYNA, which 
validates the choice of this tensor. Moreover this tensor is fully objective. Concerning the pure shear test, many authors 
lise separately true (tension) strain, and shear strain. The use of the cumulated tensorial strain is an answer to this 
question. 
In our case of pure shear, the non-zero terms of the Eulerian cUlllulated strain tensor are: 

and 
1 . 

= '2 SllI, 

where y is the shear strain. In this case, the Von 1vlises equivalent strain is: 

Ceq = J~(l - COS')') 

The equivalent strain and equivalent stress are then defined as: 

2 d 
-(l - cos-) 
3 I 

and (2) Cell 

where d is the relative displacement, F the corresponding force, and I the width of the sheared zone. 

ANALYSIS OF THE FIELDS IN THE SHEARED ZONE 

The available data in this type of shear test are global data, relative displacement and corresponding force. We thus have 
to take into account the possible non-homogeneity of the fields in the specimen (3 mill x 20 mm rectangle). The strain 
and stress fields in the sheared zone are relatively homogeneolls (see [2]). Simulations with LS-DYNA show that the 
strains in the homogeneous zone (about 15 flull-Iong) of the specimen are very close to the analytical ones, 
corresponding to equation (2). The identified stress is also very close to the input behavior (see Figure 6). that means we 
can neglect the non-uniformity of strain and stress effects. 
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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT ON TRIP STEEL 

The first experiments were made all Arcelo r's TRIP Steel. Tests were conducted on I 11111l-thick sheets under quasi
static load ing. A hydraulic machine imposed the loading, both displacement and force were registered vs. time. In 
addi tion, TRIP steels' behavior is highly dependent on temperature because of the martensitic transformation . That is 
why the temperature was measured here using an infrared radiation technique [8]. In shape memory alloys, it has been 
obselved that the transformation is localised in bands [8] in the case of a test at a temperature between Ar (temperature 
at the end of the austenitic transformati on) and Ms (temperature at the start of the martens itic transformati on). The first 
observat ion in the case of TRIP 800 steel is that the temperature distribut ion has the same aspect as in the case of ES 
mild steel (see Figure? and [9]) where no transformation occurs, but the amplitude is clearl y higher . 
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Fig.? Temperature evolut ion during shear test at y =O.1 S· I. The lines on the second picture correspond to the plots on 

the third picture. 
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In order to show that the transformation exists, an energetic balance can be made. The heat equation writes as follows: 

de ITh I ' ~ P-
d 

= U : ill' - C zv q 
t 

where e is the internal energy. p is the density. cr the stress tensor and D the strain rate tensor. \Ve have assumed that the 
internal energy can be expressed as: 

cic _ C dT _C 
P cil - P I' elt 

where Cp is the heat capacity and T the temperature, and C is a complementary power. \Ve have assu med Fourier's Law 
in the specimen: 

----> 
ij = - ..\ g1'Ctd T 

where A is the thermic conductivity. \Vith the measurement of the temperature in the specimen, we can numerically 

calculate the gradient of the temperature, then the divergence of the heat flux divq. The time derivative of the 

dT 6.T 
temperature is taken as the difference in temperature between two images over the time increment - - = --, and 

dl 6.1 
with the evolution of the shear stress and shear strain , we can calculate the term a:D. \Ve can then calculate a map of 
term C. In Figure 8, we have plotted the average oftenn C ill the specimen vs. y. The average ofC is clearly positive. It 
Illeans that the process is exothermic. The martensitic transformation is then an exothermic transformation. 

, 
Fig.S. Energy balance in 1 111m-thick sheets. Evolution of the average of the complementary term C. y=O.1 S·I. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we described a technique to exh ibit mechanical data of sheet metals under large strains. This technique is 
based on double shear technique. The usually used assumption of plane wave in a cross section is verified for SHPB of 
large diameter. In add ition we proposed a method based on the cumulated tensorial strain to treat the data in large 
strains. Then experiments on TRW steel were presented. They showed the transformation is homogeneous in the 
specimen, and the martensic transformation is accompanied by all increase ill temperature. 
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SUlllllltlO': A recently developed specimen geometry, the shear compression specimen (SCS) [1 ,2] has been used in the seamless 
characterization of the large st rain behavior of a-iron over a range of strain rates, 10.3 to 2x 1 0-1 S·I. In addition to the mechanical 
response (stress-strain) obtained using the spl it Hopkinson (Kolsky) pressure bar, the in-situ temperature rise during dynamic 
deformation is measured using a high-speed infrared detector. The stress-st rain response of the material at low and intermediate 
stra in rates compares well with prior experiments on as received a-iron [3,4]. However, the response of the material deformed at 
vcry high strain rates coincides with that of the pre-shocked materiall5J. The fraction of the conversion of pi as lie work into heat is 
calculated using experimental measurements of temperature during dynamic defonnation. The material in the gage section is fou nd to 
exhibit limited twinning at high-st rain-rates and the hardness is comparable to that of pre-shocked a -iron r6]. 

INTRODUCTION 

The high-strain-rate behavior of metals has been recognized to play an imp0l1ant role in many technologies including 
manufacturing processes such as rolling, forming and high-speed machining, and as well as in ballistic failure. dynamic 
crack growth and shear banding. Accurate computational mode ling of these processes requires the knowledge of 
mater ial behavior at large strains over a wide range of strai n rates. Relevant constitutive data are also essential for 
va lidat ing multi scale material models such as the olle proposed recently for bcc metals [7]. The validation of such 
models requi re robust experimental measurements that can be used to aid in the refinement of such models aimed at 
bridging length scales in high strain rate deformation of metals. The dynamic nature of many of the above mentioned 
processes has mot ivated the study of high-strain rate deformations. In this paper, results for high-st rain-rate, large-stra in 
deformation of as received a-iron (bcc) obtai ned using the recently developed shear compression specimen [1,2] are 
presented and discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The shear compression specimen (SCS) consists of a rectangular plate or a cylinder into which two slots are machined 
at 45° to the longitudinal axis [1 ,2]. A schernatic of the planar SCS geornehy is shown in Fig. I a and a photograph of 
undefonned and deformed cyl indrical SCS is shown in Fig. 1 b. Upon compression of the plate or cyli nder at the ends, 
the gage section (slotted section) experiences a dominant state of shear deformation. The gage section is defin ed by its 
height (w) and thickness (t). The width (8) and the height (L) of the plate are chosen snch that the sections adjo ining the 

gage remai n nOlllinally elastic during deformation. The gage length is obtained from geometry, II =!ill'. By adjusting 
the slot width (w), a wide range of strain rates can be achieved. The typical dimens ions of the rectangular SCS are 
L=24 mm, 0 =9.7 mill , t=2 .54 111m and the slot width (w) varies in the range of 0.5 to 2.6111111. 

P,d 

1 
8 

L 

P,d 1 
Fig. I. a-Schematic of the planar shear compression specimen (SCS), b-Undeformed and deformed cylindri cal SCS 
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Quasi-static experiments are seldom carried out at rates in excess of I s'l. Consequently, there is a gap in the 1-100 S'I 
range of stra in rates and canllot be bridged easily using conventional testing equipment or specimens . Similarly, there 
is a gap in the range of strai n rates achievable with cylindrical specimens in the split Hopkinson bar (103 to 104 S'I) [8] 

and those achievable in the pressure-shear plate impact experiments (l05 to 106 s-l) [9]. The SCS specimen provides a 
simple meallS for bridging these gaps in the aforementioned range of strain rates by varying the gage width (w). 

The stress and strain state in the gage section is three-dimensional, though the deformation is shear dominant. Yet, 
considerable s implificat ion is gained through the int roduct ion of simple approximations for the von Mises equ ivalent 
stress and plastic strain which has been aided by analysis and numerical simulations [1 ,2]. Despite the three
dimensional nature of the deformation in the gage section, it has been shown through detailed 3-D numerical 
si mulations [1,2] that the equivalent stress and strain within the gage section are fairly uniform and a homogeneolls state 
of deformation prevails. The equivalent stress (0" "/)' strain (6t!<]) and strain rate (ct•q ) in the gage section for the 

rectangular SCS geometry can be expressed in terms of the measured load (P) , displacement (d) and the geometrical 
parameters [1,2], 

(1 ) 

where kh kz and k3 are material and geometry (wIt) dependent constants. They are determined from numerical 
simulations and verified by experiments. For a-iron, kl= l , k2=0 to 0.05 and k3=0.43 to 1. 

Quasistatic testing was carried out on a servo-hydraulic MTS machine (displacement control) and high strain rate 
compressive testing was carried out using a split Hopkinson (Kolsky) pressure bar [8]. The load (P) and displacement 
(d) for each test was ca lculated using established procedures of converting experimental data [1]. Continuous 
measurement of the temperature ri se (9) of the specimen during dynamic deformation allows for determination of the 
thermo-mechanical convers ion of plastic work to heat. The tcmperature was measured using a using a single HgCdTe 
high speed infrared detector which measures the radiation from a spot (100 Jllll x I 00 ~1I11) at the center of the gage 
section imaged tlumlgh a Newtonian telescopic system [10] . Assllming adiabatic conditions to prevail during dynamic 
deformation, the conversion of plastic work to heat can be conveniently expressed in terms of the following two factors, 

(2) 

where p is the mass density and c is the thermal heat capacity of the material. The Taylor-Quinney parameters PM 
(differential) and P int (integral) represent the rate plastic work convel1ed to heating (as it appears in the heat conduction 
equation and relevant to coupled thermo-mechanical problcms) and the amount of total accumulated plastic work that 
has been converted to heat. Both these quantities are generally considered to be constant and are genera lly assumed to 
be around 0.9. However, a recent investigation [10] has shown that the parameter P dif for metals is not a constant but a 
function of strain and strain rate. Note that in the absence of internal heat source, P inl is necessarily less than 1. 
However there is no such restriction 0 11 Pdif. 

The experiments were conducted on specimens prepared from an as received cylindrical bar (diameter, 25.4 mm) of99 
weight % pure polycrystalline a-iron . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical stress-strain curves obtained over a wide range of strain rates ll sing the SCS and associated hardening for &-iron 
are shown in Fig. 2. The material exhibits considerable hardening at quasistatic strain rates (_ 10,3 S'I) and the material 
can be deformed to large equivalent stra ins (in excess of 1). Limited number of experiments was also performed using 
cylindrical specimens. The response of the SCS specimen including strain hardening is nearly identical to that of the 
cylindrical specimens at quasi static strain rates. For the SCS specimens, with increasing strain rate, the material 
exhibited considerable rate sensitivity which is in accord with earlier observations [4]. Also, the strain hardening of the 
material appears to be highly rate dependent and the strain hardening decreases with increasing stra in rate. The stress
strain curve exhibits softening even at smail strai ns immediately following yield at the higher stra in rates (in excess of 
5,000 S-I). The flow stress at Eeq=O.l is plottcd as a function of stra in rate in Fig. 3. As stated earlier, the material 
exhibits considerable rate sensitivity, particularly at strain rates beyond 103 so l . 
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The highest strain rate achieved for a-iron with the SCS specimen was around 2xl04 
S·I, a strain rate that is generally 

not achievable in a split Hopkinson (Kolsky) pressure bar using cylindrical specimens. In Fig. 3, the data from torsion 
experiments of Kelpaczko [3] convel1ed to equivalent st ress-strain curves is shown for the quasistatic strain rates. The 
data from the current study compares well with the published data [3] providing validity for the SCS approach, 
particularly the concept of employing Mises equivalents for stress and strain for characterizing the prevailing three
dimensional state of deformation in the gage section. 
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Weston performed quas istatic and high strain rate compression experiments lIsing cylindrical specimens on as·received 
and pre-shocked a-iron and observed that the stress-strain curves for pre-shocked iron showed considerable softening at 
high strain rates as observed in the present study. Figure 4 shows the stress·strain curves at a nominal st rai n rate of 
9,000 s-' from the SCS (as received material) and the cylindrical specimen (pre-shocked material) [5] . It can be seen 
that the response of the as received material obtained using SCS is ill excellent agreement with that of the cylindrical 
specimen made from the pre-shocked material. This can be contrasted with the data from Ostwaldt el al. [4] for a 
cylindrical specimen of the as received material at the same nominal stra in rate. It is seen that the cylindrical specimen 
of the as received material exhibits substantial hardening. The flow stress of the pre-shocked material at quasistatic 
strain rates is much higher (by a faclor of 2) in comparison to the as received material (SCS) from the present study as 
seen in Fig. 3. However, at high strain rates (>5,000 S· I), the flow st resses of the two materials are comparable and this 
is the regime where one observes the as received material to exhibit strain softening. It should also be noted that the pre
shocked material is only weakly rate sensi tive even at the highest strain rates and can be attributed to shock hardening. 
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In-S;lu temperature measurements during high strain rate defonnation are used to gai n insights regarding the conversion 
of plastic work into heat. A typ ical example of stress and temperature for the SCS de fanned at a nominal strain rate of 
3,800 S·I are plotted as a fu nct ion of st rain in Fig. 5. The parameters Pdifand Pmt describing the conversion ofplasl ic 
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Fig. 5. Stress and temperature rise as a function of strain for dynamically deformed SCS 
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Fig. 6. Parameters for the conversion of plastic work converted to heat plotted as a function of strai n at strain rates: 
a-3,800 " and b-8,400 " 

work to heat are computed lIsing Eq. (2) form data stich as those shown in Fif. 5. Typical examples of the two p 
parameters are shown in Fig. 6a,b for nominal strain rates of 3,800 and 8,400 s' , respectively. For deformation at a 
strain rate of 3,800 " (Fig. 6a), both pvalues are less than I, as expected for deformation of metals. However, for 
deformation at a strain rate of 8,400 S·I (Fig. 6b), it is seen that Pmt is greater than I beyond a strai n of 0.5. This 
anomalolls behavior indicates that there is internal heat release during deformatioll , giving rise to heating in addition to 
the thennomechanical conversion of plastic work to heat. It shou ld be noted that at the higher strain rates, the as 
received material behaves like the pre-shocked material in addition to the stra in softening behavior (Fig. 4). The pre
shocked material has undergone a revers ible phase transformation from a (bcc) to E (hcp) phase of iron. However, this 
phase transformation is also accompan ied by residual plastic deformation characterized by debris which is the remnant 
of the phase transformation [6]. 

The microhardness profile across the gage sect ion of the deformed SCS sample (strai n rate, 11 ,500 S·I) is shown in Fig. 
7. It is seen that the hardness in the mnterial surrounding the gage section is around 140 HVN and the hardness is 
elevated considerably within the gage section to 250 HVN. Also, the hardness in the gage sect ion is comparable to the 
hardness values quoted for shocked a-iron [6]. The as received and deformed microstructures were examined after 
etching lIsing opt ical and scanning electron microscopy. The microstructure of the as received material is shown in Fig. 
8a and the micrograph of the dynam ically deformed gage section is shown in Fig. 8b. The as received material has an 
equiaxed microstructure with a nom inal gra in size of 40 J.lIn. The deformed materia l (Fig. 8b) shows extensive 
recrystallization and as well as a small amount of twinning. Follansbee [I I] observed twins in cylindrical samples of 
pure iron deformed at 4,000 S· I . Nicolazo and Leroy [12] show that at a strain rate 2,500 S·I, annealed iron exhibit 
twinning while cold~drawll iron does llot show twinning. It appears that this recl),stallizationmay be responsible for the 
heat released that is observed during the deformation at high stra in rates as indicated by the anomalous p values (Fig. 
6b). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A reccntly developed specimen known as the shear compression specimen (SCS) [1 ,2] has been used to study the shear 
dominant dynamic behavior cfas received a-irollllp to strai n rates of2x104 5.1, The material exhibits considerable rate 
sensit ivity at strain rates beyond 10) 5.

1
, The material exhibits strain hardening and the response shows good agreement 

with published literature data [3,4] until lip to strain rate of 5,000 5.
1
, At st rain rates beyond 5,000 s'l, the material 

exhibits strain softening and the material response is in good agreement with high strain rate available for preshocked 
material [5]. The fraction of plastic converted to heat computed using in-situ dynamic measurements of temperature 
show anomalolls behavior (Pin? I) at the higher strain rates where the material exhibits strain sofiening. The exothermic 
heat release observed during dynamic deformation is likely the result of recrystallization that accompanies large stra in 
deformation at high stra in rates. Microhardncss measurements in the gage section show values that are representative of 
the shocked a-iron [6]. 
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OF SLIDING VELOCITIES 
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Summary: To extend the field of investigation concerning the friction coefficient measurement, an original 
experimental device is designed, Using respectively an air gun set-up and a hydraulic test machine, this devise allows to 
explore a large range of sliding velocities, Quasi-static and dynamic conditions are investigated for steel on steel dry 
friction. Different normal pressures can be applied on the specimens and similar conditions to the friction process at the 
tool-chip interface are reproduced. The experimental results show the effect of the sliding velocities on the friction 
coefficient for different normal forces. The usual decreasing friction coefficient with increasing sliding velocity is 
confirmed. However, for higher velocities an opposite evolution is obsetved. 

INTRODUCTION 

For the most engineering applications, the friction is present and plays an impol1ant role in the useful life and in 
performances. This explains the precedence of the works found in the literature. Leonardo da Vinci, the precursor, 
proposed as early as 1400 a set-up to measure friction. The numerous studies and experimental set-up proposed since 
then confirm that the friction process is complex and depends on several parameters. To study the influence of the 
parameters such as the applied normal pressure, sliding velocity, material properties, dimensions and roughness of the 
contact surfaces and the thermal effects, many experimental devices with different design are necessary. Friction at high 
sliding velocities is usually tested with different set-up than those used to analyze high pressures. 

The most frequently used experiment is the pin-on-disk apparatus [1-6] where the end surface ofa cylindrical specimen 
(material MA) is pressed against the surface of a large rotating disk (material Mn). In these tests, the effects of friction 
and wear are generally merged because the specimens rub several times on the same surface. Furthermore, the sliding 
speed varied along the surface in contact. Generally extreme contact conditions such as high normal pressure are 
difficult to practice with such devices, However a sophisticated pin-on-disk \Vas designed to explore extreme conditions 
[6]. The diameter of the pin is very small in comparison with the disk so as to limit the variations of the sliding velocity 
on the contact surface. The large diameter of the disk allows obtaining high velocities (about 550 m/s). A fresh surface 
in front of the pin is ensured by the radial moving of the pin during the disk revolution. These experiments where 
designed in the US for military applications (friction in the bore of a cannon). 

Based on the torsional Kolsky bars, other works [7-8-9] are developed in the attempt to get high normal pressures. The 
friction was produced at the thin tube interface. The interesting aspect was a quasi-instantaneous sliding velocities but 
the duration time of this process was relatively shOli-lived (a few milliseconds). For very higher normal pressures (from 
100 MPa to 3 GPa) a direct plat impact set-up was designed [10-12]. The impacting surfaces are required to be perfectly 
flat and parallel to generated one-dimensional waves. Using a spinning steel ball magnetically rotated between three 
plates, the greatest sliding speed [13-14] (about 800 m/s) was obtained with very light load (0.Q15 Mpa). The main 
experimental devices are compared in Fig. 1, with the range of sliding velocities and of normal applied pressures. 
Excepted in the experiment developed by Montgomery [6], a high normal pressure involves a low sliding velocity. 

In this work, an original experimental set-up is designed to reproduce dry friction at large sliding velocities (from 0 to 
60 m/s) and high normal pressure (from 8 to 220 MPa). The capacities of our device, reported in Fig. I, allow to explore 
an interesting range of sliding velocities V and of normal pressures p. Two sliding pairs of materials were tested to 
validate this device: steel on steel and steel on tungsten carbide. The later pair reproduced the tool-chip interaction 
during high speed machining. 
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Fig. 1. Performances of various experimental friction devices compared to the present system 

EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE 

The general schematic diagram of the friction system is shown Fig. 2. It consists of a thin tube on which a set of strain 
gauges are placed and of a dynamometer ring. The dynamometer ring applies a normal pressure between the two 
specimens A and B and the intensity of this pressure is calibrated by adjusting the dimensions of the specimens. 

--1 Receiving Tube 

Thin Tube 

Specimen A 

Specimen B 

Strain Gauge ~ 

Dynamometer Ring 

Projectile 

Launch Tube 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental device adapted on an air gun to measure the 
dynamic friction coefficient for a sliding speed up to 100 m/s. 

The thin tube supports the axial forces generated by friction. An optimal design for the thin tube was obtained by 
considering successive geometries which were tested with Finite Elements calculations. The axial component of the 
friction force can be measured from the signal of the strain gauges, while the normal component is initially calibrated 
with the dynamometer ring. 
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A gas gun is used to send a projectile on the specimen B, Fig. 2, so as to generate a high sliding speed between the 
materials MA and Mn. The lower velocities are investigated with the same friction device which can be adapted all a 
hydraulic test machine. The movement of the specimen B is controlled by the moving crosshead of the hydraulic 
machine. This test technique is an adaptation of an experimental set-up developed by Sutter et al [IS], for orthogonal 
cutting tests at ve,y high speed. 
Another device based on the pinwon-disk principle has been developed to analyze an intermediate range of sliding 
velocities, connecting those studied with the ballistic set up to those obtained with the hydraulic machine. This pin-on
disk type set-up is adapted on a NC lathe and allows to explore the sliding velocities from 0.5 mls to IS m/s. 
The material MA consists of a disk and the material Mn is fixed on a dynamometer KISTLER allowing to monitor the 
friction forces. To study the friction at the tool-chip interface, the pin specimen Mn is an uncoated carbide tool. The 
original design of this pin-on-disk set up is designed for testing standard carbide tools. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A typical signal record obtained during tests on the hydraulic machine is presented Fig. 3. The similarity of signals 
obtained with the hydraulic machine cell, at the bottom of the graph, and with the gauges, illustrates the high sensitivity 
of the proposed set-up. Throughout a sliding duration of about 500 ms, a plateau is observed corresponding to a quasi
stationary process. Then, the reduction of the rigidity due to the geol11ehy of the specimen B (see Fig. 2) explains the 
decreasing force signal. A constant normal pressure is applied when sliding occurs along the length L-E of the specimen 
B. The total time duration of contact is I1S0 I11S and explains the abrupt end of the recorder. The high frequency 
oscillations superposed on signals are generated by the functioning of the hydraulic machine. 
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Fig. 3. Typical signal obtained frol11 the strain gauges located on the thin tube and from the load cell of the hydraulic 
machine. Sliding velocity V = 0.05 mis, nOllnal pressure p = 27 Mpa, steel on steel d,y friction (XCIS) 

With the high-speed ballistic set-up, the signals from the left and right gauges are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Typical signal obtained from strain gauges located on the thin tube with the air gun set-up 
Sliding velocity V = 27 m/s; normal pressure p = 33 Mpa, steel on steel dry friction (XC IS) 
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These signals are identical in form but are in phase opposition. This phenomenon can be explained by the positioning of 
the specimen B related to the projectile. If the back of the specimen is not rigorously parallel to the front of the 
projectile, the impact is not perfectly plane. A slight flexion movement is induced, The frequency of oscillation of each 
signal has been characterized by FE calculations [16] and compares well with experimental measurements, The 
decrease of the rigidity of the specimen can be also observed by decreasing signal after 1800 j.ls. For this recorder, the 
contact between specimens is finished nearly at the time duration of 2220 Jls. 
The results obtained for steel on steel dlY friction are presented on Fig. S with a cross in bold type among a variety of 
other experimental data reported by Lim and Ashby [I7] for steel on steel dry friction. The present results are in 
agreement with the general trends. 
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Fig. S. Summary of experimental data for the friction coefficient J.l in terms of the sliding velocity 
(scaling on the upper part of the figure) for steel on steel dry friction, Lim et al [17]. 

The results obtained in the present work (+) are superimposed. 

For sliding speeds higher than 3 mls the results obtained are in good agreement with those obtained in the literature, The 
friction coefficient decreases with increasing sliding speed. The friction heating at the contact surfaces (melting can 
even occurs) generally explains this evolution. It must be noted that the large dispersion in the results can be partly 
attributed to differences in the nonnal applied pressures, 
In the slow-sliding regime (V < 3m/s) the roughness of contact surfaces is an important parameter. The asperities create 
adhering connection like spot-weld which must be sheared during the friction process. Our results are in the lower limit 
with respect to other experimental data for V < 3111/S, but are compatible with these data. A similar evolution is 
obtained, namely an increasing of the friction coefficient with the sliding velocity. A possible reason to this trend could 
be the effect of roughness. The asperities like teeth of gear resist the movement. The resistance of the relative 
movement is intensified with the increase of the speed, 

The other pair of materials tested on this set-up, is a low carbon steel (French reference XC 18) together with an 
uncoated carbide tool. Using successively the three devices previously described, the friction coefficient against the 
sliding velocity is shown in Fig. 6, This plot confirms an increase of ~l for the lower speed and a decrease for higher 
speed. 
The intense heating at the tool-chip interface, with temperatures of the order of 900°C and more in real cutting 
conditions, see Sutter et aL [18], causes the decreasing of the friction coefficient sliding velocities up to 30 m/s. 
However for sliding speeds higher than about 30 mIs, the friction coefficient j.1 increases slightly. In machining process 
the minimum value of the friction coefficient can be correlated with the minimum cutting forces already observed [IS] 
for the same workpiece material. A large dispersion in the results is observed for the lowest normal pressure. It is 
observed that the friction coefficient decreases with increasing normal pressure. 
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Fig, 6, Dry friction coefficient p for the sliding of steel on a standard uncoated carbide tool as a function of the sliding 
velocities V for various values of normal pressure p 

- (1) Pin-On-Disk adapted on a NC lathe - (2) new friction device, 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental set-up presented in this study allows investigating the dlY friction process from low to high sliding 
velocities with the same friction device, The originality of this device is the ability to explore high sliding speeds (> 60 
m/s) and high normal pressure (200 MPa), The resuIts obtained for steel on steel dry friction are in good agreement with 
previous experimental data [17]. Friction between a low carbon steel and an uncoated carbide tool is investigated for 
application to machining. Two characteristic sliding velocities are found to characterize friction between this pair of 
materials, The highest value of the friction coefficient is observed at the sliding speed V '" I mis, At larger speeds, the 
friction coefficient decreases and reaches a minimum at V = 30 m/s. The decrease of the friction coefficient against the 
speed is an important phenomenon in cutting process. In fact during high speed machining, the friction is one the most 
important parameter acting on the level of cutting forces. During these tests an increasing normal pressure was 
conducive to a reduction of the friction force. 
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Summar\,: An elastic-visco plastic micro-macro flpproach is proposed to model the tensile dynamic behaviour of polycrystalline steels 
for strain rates ranging from 10'] S·l to 1000 S· I. Single-crystal constitutive equations based 011 the thennal activated dislocation 
motion find the phonon drag mechanism fl rc introduced. The heflting up produced fit high st rain rates by thenno mechanical coupling 
is also taken into account. The strain-hardening law is based on the storage and the ann ihilation of dis locations and the cvolution of 
the Peierls stress with temperature. Mode l predictions are compared with experimental rcsults concern ing stce ls having diO"ercllt 
microstructures. Owing to the introduction of physical parameters ill the modeling, a good desc ription of the differences observed 
between the constitutive behaviours of IF and Dual-Phase (DP450 and 0»600) steels is obtained. These differences concern strcngth, 
strain hardcning as wcll as strain rate sensitivity. 

INTRODUCTION 

The need to lower automobile vehicle weights and thereby improve fuel economy has resulted in the development of 
steels with increased strength/weight ratios. For example, convent ional low~carbon steels are replaced by high-strength 
low alloy steels or better Dual-Phase steels. The development of these new steels requires correlating microstructure 
and deformation mechanisms to macroscopic mechanical propel1ies under quasi-static and dynamic loading condit ions. 
The objective of the paper is to present a micromechanical model considering some microstructural and metallurgical 
features of steels to describe their mechanical behaviour in a large range of strain rates, Based on micro-mechanics 
analysis and homogenization techniques, it consists in relating accurately the microstructure, the behaviour of each 
phase and the mechanical interactions between the different relevant components, to the global behaviour. This model is 
based all a new and non-conventional self-consistent scheme [1-3] developed for the case of elasto-viscoplasticity. It is 
applied to s imulate the behaviour of polycl)'stall ine steels hav ing different microstructures and subjected to various 
stra in rate histories. To properly describe the strain rate sensitivity of steels, the intracl)'stalline deformation processes 
here considered is the thermally activated glide of dislocations to overcome the Peierls barrier [4] and the phonon drag 
mechanism. Tensile behaviours obtained for steels having different microstllctures sllch as a single ferritic phase 
(Interstitial Free Steel) and two ferritic-martensitic phases (Dual-Phase steels) are s imul ated for strain rates ranging 
from 10') to 1000 S·1 and compared with experimental results. 

MICROMECHANICAL MODELING 

The mechanisms responsible for viscoplast ic flow rule of ferritic steels are essentially the crystallographic slip of two 
main slip systems ( II 0)<111 > and (112)<111> related to the body centred cubic crystal structure (bee). The 
crystallographic s lip of a slip system is the result of a combined dislocation glide on this system. The slip rate is thus 
classically linked to the mean velocity of dislocations according to the Orowan relation: 

(I) 

where P., is the density of moving dislocation and b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. In bcc single crystal , the 

slip rate is controlled (i) at low strain rates by the gl ide of screw dislocations assisted by thermal activation to overcome 
the Peierls barrier and (ii) at high strain rates, it is thought that thermal activation is no longer necessary to assist a 
dislocation past a barrier, the dislocat ion velocity is solely limited by drag mechanisms, leading to a high increase of the 
stra in-rate sensitivity. In case (i), the mean velocity Via of dislocations is written [4-5]: 

(2) 

1'0 is a reference velocity, L100 is the activation energy when T ::= OMPa I p and q are two adjustable parameters, r is 

the reso lved shear stress, Tr is a reference shear stress that describes the strain hardening state, k is the Boltzmann 

constant and T the absolute temperature. In case (ii), the mean velocity v d of dislocations is written: 
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(3) 

where B is the drag coefficient. For the transi tion regime from thermally activated to dislocations drag controlled 
deformation, following many authors, the dislocation velocity is [6-7] : 

v 
1 

1 1 
-+
via vd 

(4) 

Combining Equations (I), (2), (3) and (4) with a multiple system approach provides the slip rate it::"n the slip system 

(g). The st rain-hardening model takes into account the creation and the annihilation of dislocations. The evolution of the 

total dislocation density p t = for a slip system (g) can be written as: 

, I,~ I Vi;; 2 I,~ , 1, 1: 

[
fD;C l P"; -"="b K YeP '; ~ Y";l (5) 

where Ye is the characteristic annihilation length. K is a material parameter linked to the mean free path L t ~f 
dislocations by the following equation: 

(6) 

The evolution of the stra in-hardening is captured through the evolution law of the reference shear stress i r(: = according 

to the following equation: 

i' :::= L Hg"liCii-a( - To ~5j t 
" 

(7) 

where To =- 293K and Hell is the hardening matrix [4]. Equation (7) is composed of a classical term of hardening 

laws plus a thermal softening terlll that becomes s ignificant for loadings at high strain rates where high heating appears. 
The thermal softening is 110t only taken into account through the parameter a but al so through the annihilation term 
because the annihilation length Ye is temperature dependent [8-9]: 

( ,-. p 
)'e Y~(' 

frO .... 

where p ::: ph and frO ( : is the Peierls stress at the temperature T, 
2Tr 

The uniform temperature Tis updated at each step and is calculated from the heat equation. 

(J' (J 1 I J "P +-;;-- - UrE .. dV 
I ~Cp V V Y lj 

with 8;; T - 1illilia/ 

(8) 

(9) 

where ~ is the material density, Cp is its specific heat and V is the volume of the polycrystal. In our formulation, a 
progressive transition is used so that the system becomes isothermal at low strain rates and adiabatic at high strain rates, 
Indeed, a constant time I , characteristic of the losses through the sample faces has been introduced. It was chosen to 
represent an isothermal deformation process for quasi-static loadings and an adiabatic deformation process for strain 

rates of about 100 S· l [10]. c'f! and uij are the tensors of the viscoplastic strain rate and the stress at the grain level, 

respectively. From the theory of crystalline plasticity, they are linked to the slip rate and to the shear rate, respectively 
by the following equations: 
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( 10) 

(II) 

where R~ = is the Schmid tensor for the slip system (g), ill and (Iij arc related th rough the tensor of viscoplastic 

compliances 1Jl~'!f:, by: 

(12) 

Finally, the singie-cl)'stal behaviour is represented by a Maxwell element as: 

(13) 

where sij'kl is the tensor of elastic moduli. 

The behaviour of the polycrystal is determined using a modi fi ed self-consistent approximation proposed recently [J -3] 
for elast ic-viscoplast ic heterogeneous mater ials and applied to polycrystalline metals [4], Its main characteristics are the 
following. 
• Grains exhibiting the samc crystallographic orientation belong to the same "phase" . These grains are random ly 

dist ributed and consequently displ ay an isotropic distribution. In a stati stical representation of the microst ructure, 
this complex system can be assumed to be equivalent to one spherical inclusion gathering all the gra ins of the same 
phase. 

• Stress, strain, stress rate and strain rate fields are uniform in the spherical inclusion. 
• The local elastic-viscopiastic behaviour is represented by a Maxwell element (see Equation (13)) 
• For the concentration step that consists to relate the local to the global fields, a modified self-consistent model is 

used. It involves simultaneollsly self-consistency for viscous part and self-equilibriulll for elastic pal1. The viscous 
strain rate is translated with regarding the self-consistent solution for the heterogeneous material having only 
viscous properties. The elastic moduli are written as nuctuations regard ing elastic reference modul i. Thus, a simple 
and compact strain rate relation is obtained. In the case of an elastic homogeneous behaviour, it is written: 

( 14) 

where t is the macroscopic stress tensor, i''P and t'pe are respectively the local and macroscopic viscoplast ic strai n 

rate tensors, Ce is the effective tensor of elastic moduli , ABe represents the strain rate concentration tensor for 

heterogeneous materials having a pure viscoplastic behaviour, SE = r,ee : Ce is the well- known Eshelby tensor [II] 

and J is the fourth-order identity tensor. This interaction formula significantly differs from Kroner- \Veng's equation 

[1 2-1 3] by the term ABe. In pal1icular, Kroner-Weng's model st rongly overest imates stresses in the material whereas 
the present model describes less st iff interactions because representing elast ic-viscoplastic intergranular 
accommodation. 
• Finally, the global behaviour of the polycrystal is directly determined by averaging the local fi elds: 

i; = !...jixlV 
Vv 

and t = !"'j cmV 
V" 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

( 15) 

Dynamic tensile tests were conducted in AReELOR R&D using a dynamic SCHENK machine and Hopkinson bars 
allowing to reach strain rates ranging from 10.3 

s ' ] to 1000 S·I. 
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First only the thennally activated regime (10') ,' - 100 ,') is analyzed. The present model is applied to the behaviour of 
an IF (Interstit ial-Free) steel and to two Dual-Phase steels at va rious strain rates, The IF steel is a ferritic single-phase 
material. Its mean grain size is around 20 ~lIn with a low texture that is neglected in the modeling. The parameters of the 
model for the rF steel are indicated on Tables I and 2; some of them are chosen from literature data (Tab, I) [4] and 
others have been identified after successive comparisons between calculated and experimental U-& curves at three strain 
rates: 8x 1 0.3 S-I , 12 S·I et 105 S· I. The identified parameters are bounded to agree with the values rep0I1ed in the 
literature (Tab, 2). In pm1icular and as mentioned by Hoc (14], the initial mean free path can be calculated using the 

initi al di slocation density Po and Equat ion (6). It is found equal to L!i( 10 
20)1111 that is the average 

J23x 1010 

grain size of the ferrite. As illustrated on Figure 1, the model correctly describes the increase of stress level as well as 
the evolution of the hardening curve with the strain rate, particularly thanks to the description of the thermal softening 
exhibi ti ng a saturation of the u-s curve at high strain rates. On the contrary, di screpancies between experimental and 
simulated curves appear at low strains. They are mainly due to the viscoplastic formulation used in the fl ow rule. 
Indeed, no plastic yield criterion is used and all the slip systems are act ive right from the beginning of the loading. 
Consequently, the transition from the elastic to the (visco) plastic reg ime occurs earlier than it does in the experi ments. 
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Fig. I. Uniaxial flow curves for three indicated macroscopic 
strain rates for the IF steel: experiments (thin so lid lines) et 

simulat ions (bold solid lines) 

p q 

lit ,-I < Yo 

9,6.10' 0,862 2 

}I (1.,.{Pa) 
" 

b(m) p(y, ) (m.MPa) 1 
-- (m.MPn) 
t;Cu 

80000 0,3 2,5. 10'10 3,2. 10-6 0,33 

Table 1. Material parameters for ferrite from literature 

K Irs) a 

109
/11-1 s Po 

90 10'0 10 2.10" 12 

Table 2. Material parameters for ferr ite identified from experiments on the IF steel bounded to agree with the 
va lues reported in the literature 

Then, the influence of the microstructure on the dynamic behaviour is studied through Dual-Phase steels having around 
8 and 15% of martensite. In the modeling, they are considered as two-phase polycrystals (Tab. 3). The ferrite behaviour 
is keeped identical as the one identified in the case of the IF steel except some parameters that were modificd for 
metallurgical and microstructural reasons (Tab. 3). Thus, as far as the hardening parameters are concerned: (i) the initial 
reference shear stress is increased when the ferr ite grain size decreases and when the solute carbon rate increases, (ii ) 
the K parameter linked to the grain size is increased with the grain size. For the thennoviscoplastic fl ow rule 
parameters, the activation energy is increased to describe the lower strain rate sensitivity of ferrite in two~phase steels 
due to the extra-hardening of ferrite caused by accommodation dislocation surrounding the "as quenched" as well as the 
strain induced martensite and the presence ofresidual stresses created during the material processing [15]. 
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The martens ite is, as a first approximation, assllmed to be a ductile phase and to follow a thermoviscoplastic flow rule 
as the ferrite does. However to describe its higher resistance, the values of T ,0 and LJGo are strongly increased. The 

identified va lue of LJGo has thus no more a physical sense. The K parameter depending of the martensite gra in size is 

taken velY low. Table 4 displays the set of the identified parameters of the martensite for the two studied Dual·Phase 
steels. Figure 2 displays the state of the von Mises equivalent stress calculated in the ferrite and martensite gra ins for the 
DP600 Polycl),slal deformed al12 S-I slra in rale_ AI slep 1 of Figllre 2,Ihe ferrile displays plaslic defomlalioll evell 

when the martensite is quasi-elastic up to a stress level of about 1500 MPa. The st ress level reached in the martensite is 
.If 

in good agreement w ith those found in literature [15-16], and taking the ratio T,f. equal to 5 appears good [16]. 
',0 

Family of steels Volume fiaction of l'vlcan ferritic grain size 
T,O (MPa) 

K L1Go(eV) 

martensite (%) (11m) 

If 0 - 20 90 [0 0,862 

DI'450 8 - 20 100 [0 1,293 

DP600 15 - 15 100 8 1,293 

Table 3. Microstructural characteristics of IF and DlJaI·Phase steels and material parameters for ferrite taking into 
accoullt the microstructural modifications as obtained from experiments on IF and Dual-Phase steels 

L1G(eV) p q 
T ,0 (MPa) 

K T(S) a 

9,6.10' 8,62 2 540 2 2.10-2 12 

Table 4. Material parameters for martensite identified from experiments on DP450 and DP600 steels. 

Figure 2 demonstrates also that the behaviour of the Dual-Phase steel is very close to the ferrite one. The stress level for 
the IF, DP450 and DP600 at macroscopic strai n equal to 5% and 10% is plotted as a fUllction of the macroscopic strain 
rate in Figure 3. The stra in rate sensitivity is well described for strain rates ranging from 10'3 S' I to 100 S'I and for the 
different studied steels. The presence of the martensite involves a stress increase. In addition, the present model 
captures the hardening difference between the IF and Dual·Plmse steels as observed by comparison between the stress 
levels at macroscopic strains of 5 and 10 %. The hardening is higher in the case of Dual-Phase steels. Indeed, the 
deformation is limited in the martensite lead ing to a delay of the occurence ofa softening mechanism in this stee l. 
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SOD In this second part, the strain rate sensitivity up to 
1000 .' is studied for the IF steel. Figure 4 shows 
first results comparing simulated and experimental 
results. In the modeling, the phonon drag is 
considered despite it is not clear if this mechanism 
occurs in this range of strain rates. Accounting for the 
phonon drag mechanism implies to modify slightly 
the material parameters for ferrite that still agreed 
with the values reported in the literature (Tab. 5). A 
good agreement between experiments and 
simulations is obtained at high strain rates but more 
discrepancies appear at low strain rates. The analys is 
of the transition from the thermally activated regime 
to the phonon drag one requires further 
invest igations. 
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Fig. 4: Macroscopic flow stress as a fUllct ioll of strain rate for 
indicated macroscopic strains for an fF steel - Comparison 
betweeu experimental (dots) and model (solid lines) data, 

p q K a 

5,1.10' 1,5 0,66 106 5 2, 10" 12 

Table 5. Ferrite parameters identified from experiments on an IF steel bounded to agree wi th the values repOIted 
in the literature 

CONCLUSIONS 

A Ilew micro-macro model involving simultaneously self-consistency for the viscolls pat1 and self-equilibrium for the 
elastic fi elds has been developed to describe the elastic-viscoplastic behaviour of heterogeneous materials. It has been in 
particular applied to the case of polycrystalline steels. The influence of some microstructural characteristics such as the 
gra in size and the martensite content, on the strength, the strain hardening and the st rain rate sensit ivity of steels is well 
described. This is mainly due to an emcient formulation of both (i) the elastic-viscoplastic interact ions between grains 
and (ii) the single crystal behaviour based on physical processes namely the thermally activated dislocation glide. The 
phonon drag mechanism was also introduced to analyze the dynamic behaviour for strain rates around 1000 S· I. 
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SUllllllao': In the prescnt work, we are inte rested in the dcscription of the material behaviour in the prcscnce of ad iabatic shcar bands 
(AS D). Adiabatic shern banding, considered as an anisotropic damage process, is dealt with with in the framework of irreversible 
thc01lOdynamics includ ing thcrmodynamic potentials, namely free energy and dissipative potent ia ls. The fonns of state and evolution 
laws reflect the strong couplings between the two viscolls di ssipati ve mechanisms of plasticity and dmnage considered here. In 
parallel , particular kinematics based on thc mUltiplicative decomposition of the deformation graciient has been developed in the 
context of large ani sotropic damage-plast ic deformations. Conditions for shear band initiation have been obtained from a simplified 
analysis based on the linear theory of pe rturbations. Thc 3D constitu tivc equations have been implemented as lIser material in the 
fin ite element code LS-OYNA. Confronta tion of Ilumerical results with experimental ones considering the hat shape structure (J-1 SS) 
dynamic shearing test have shown the good predictive capacities of thc model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Adiabati c shear banding (ASB) is a phenomenon of notable importance in dynamic deformation. ft represent s a form of 
local instability producing thin bands of intense deformation in impacted bodies. The work done in plastic deformation 
of a metal (intrinsic di ssipation) is cOllverted largely to heat which - if not conducted away, as for high strain rate 
plastic flow - leads to a noticeable ri se in temperature. In metals and alloys where the rate of thermal softening (and a 
corresponding drop in stress) surpasses the rate of work-hardening (a ri se in stress), deformation is seen to concentrate 
in narrow softened bands of adiabatic shear. 
Stemming frolll the pionneering work of ZENER AND H OLLOMON [I], RECHT [2], and more recent experimental stud ies 
like the one by MARCHAND AND D UFFY [3], extensive investigation (metallurgical and mechanical, experimental and 
theoretical) and literature have been devoted to the matter, see f. ex. KLEPACZKO [4], MOLINARI [5] and other references 
given ill LONGE I~.E ET AL. [6]. High strength alloys and steel s are primarily concerned by adiabatic shear as preponderant 
deformation and degradation mode at high strain rates. 
The aim of the present work is to incorporate the shear band form ation and growth into three·demensional modelling 
regarding viscoplastic flow coupled with micro-damage process by adiabatic shear banding embodied by specific 
internal variables. The model is then applied to predict the ASB induced degradation and post-localization response of a 
complex structure under dynamic loading. 

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 

In the present model [6,7], the band is inserted inside the representative volume element (RVE) as a sort of a ' super

dislocation ' [6]. The anisotropic degradation induced by the bands is described by a 2nd order tensorial variable D and 
its evolution, with : 

(I) 

where da and nO = Qll n II represent respectively the scalar intensity and the orientation (normal) of the band pattern n , 

and QU the rotation of anisotropy axes during the damage process. 
The kinematic consequences of the presence of the bands are described by means of the corresponding part L d (in 
addition to the plastic part U) of the velocity gradient L : 

L' . oc '\' ';" g- ."ii~ . d'. = t , ." oc '\' ""M~ . co'. = t ' ... oc '\' ·'"T.~ 
I) L.J' I J ' I) I) ......, L.J' I) ' Y I) """, L.J' Y 

(2) 

wherei'G represents the intensity of the glide velocity, Ii " and gG respectively the normal and the orientation of the 

band pattern n , while M~ and T~ are respectively symmetric and anti sYlllmetric parts of the tensorial product g~ ®nG
• 

In the follow ing a single band system is considered . 
The decomposition of the deformation gradient F as the product F=VtQFdp, where Vt denotes the pure ' elastic' 
stretching (Ft=VtRt), and Fdp the ' damage-plastic' transformati on, yields: 
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(3) 

where dt and cot represent respect ively the elast ic strain rate and spin, d tlp and co
dp respectively the inelast ic st rain rate 

and spin, and \V = QQ T the rotation rate. 
o 

The objective derivative A of a 2nd order tensor A is thus given by : 

(4) 

Assuming small elastic deformation and a weak contribution of the plastic spin coP with regards to the damage induced 
spi n rod yields: 

(5) 

The thermo-elastic response of the anisotropic medium is supposed to be described by the specific free energy 
~ - -, ~ - -, ~ -' 

'V" ,T; p, D Y ",' ,' , T; D;t \jJ' ,~; p , D _, where c< represents the elastic deformation, T the absolute ' regular' (outside the 

band) temperature, and p the scalar isotropic strain hardening (' regular' ) variable. The elastic potential and the stored 
energy are ass llmed as : 

(6) 

(7) 

where l> T = T - T" A and f' represent LAME's coefficients, K the bulk modulus (K = ). + Ci 13 Jl), a the therm"1 

expansion coefficient , Po the initial density, C the heat capacity, a and b constants related to elasti c energy ASI3-induced 

degradation, RC() is related to the saturation of hardening, k the plastic hardening parameter, y the thermal softening 

parameter, d. and d2 the damage (ASS) related softening constants. 

The thermo·elastic KIRCHHOFF stress tensor t , the strain hardening force)' and the damage 

derived from the thermodynamic potential tV ( ',T;p, 0: with respect to c' , p and D 
conjugate force k are 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

A si ngle yield function that includes both plasticity and damage effects appears suitable to describe via the generalized 
normality hypothesis the evolution of corresponding variables: 

( II) 

(12) 

where s represents the deviatoric part of the KIRCHHOFF stress tensor, and P (~ the 4th order tensor inducing damage

prompted anisotropy of the plastic fl ow, assumed in the following form: 

(13) 
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(14) 

The function Ro is expressed by : 

-...j - d-- ) R, = R, c,p(yTS,,\ - d ,O" - 10=0" (15) 

where Ri represents an internal stress. 
The existence of viscous plastic and damage potentials of PERZYNA'S type is assumed: 

Y (F)"" ~; = 11 +1 Y ; Z (F)o" $' -- -
4 - III + 1 Z 

( 16) 

where Y and II represent viscous parameters relative to plasticity. Z and m viscous parameters relative to (time
dependenl) damage. 

Evolution laws are consequently deri ved from the normality rule : 

3 s . I d: =2Nj: p=N 
l N _ ";j'\ 1 _ ~ 

~ I . N ... iii .! 3 Lq.ll.(;"N.o ", ( ,M ..... _ 
L.i11 ~ ,""" """ Y II 11 _ D_ = -N q.l ~ N_ 

d~ =3N q· l A M_ ~ 2 J' ~ 
~ J; ~ I 

the viscoplasticity and viscous damage respective Illultipliers being expressed by : 

The damage induced spin rod is deduced from (2), and (17), as foll ows: 

~ 1 - .,., -
~11 , ~ ;",N qp ~"'~ I M ~, _ 

00· = 3A' ' O;~ T • j . • , 

( 17) 

(18) 

( 19) 

' Regular' heating caused by plasti c ity outside the bands is further expressed by the usual relation established with the 
adiabaticity assumption: 

C·' I' d ' . Pu =1" ji- rp (20) 

The constitutive model is completed by a damage incipience criterion based on a s implified analysis of material 
instability using the linear pelturbation method [6,7,8] : 

(21) 

where t ... = Tr"i ~ represents the resolved shear stress, r the the isotropic hardening conjugate fo rce, Yplln the strain 

rate-induced overstress, erliJp the plastic hardening and Or /aT the thermal softening. In the present simplified analysis 

(see [6,7] for further details), the damage process is actually assumed to nm as SOOI1 as G=O . This latter condition 
mllst be interpreted as the auxiliary indicator for the damage process incipience lead ing to the determination of the 

damage conjugate force Ih .. esho1d k. , = T .. (N;' in (14). 
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ANALYSIS OF THE HSS DYNAMI C SHEARING TEST 

The three-dimensional constitutive model has been implemented as ' user material ' in the finite element code LS
DYNA. The integration algorithm of the evolution equations is purely explicit combined with an adapt ive time step 
procedure fo llowing KULKARNI ET AL. 's recommendations [9]. Thanks to the regularizing effects of viscosity (in the 
model viscosity is double, concerning not only plast icity but also damage), a weak mesh dependency of the numerical 
results has been observed [7]. Because of the modelling scale we use herein, mesh refining in the areas crossed by the 
bands - which supposes the a priori knowledge of the band trajectory - is not necessary. 
Predictive capac ities of the numerical version of the model employing the set of mate rial constants assembled in Tab. l 
have been evaluated next considering the bOllndary value problem of the hat shape structure (HSS) dynamic shearing 
test (see Fig.I). In this experiment, the HSS geometl) ' (Fig.2) hos been designed (see [10, II]) to favour localization in a 
well-defined area under constant pressure. 

The test aims to study the (re lative) susceptibility of various meta ll ic materials to ad iabatic shearing. Depending on the 
load intens ity (as fU llct ion of the st ri ker bar initial velocity V striker) and on the load ing nominal duration T (as function of 
the st riker bar length Lst rik~r)' shear bands initiate or not, propagate or arrest inside the HSS. In some cases, the loading 
can lead to the ultimate failure of the structure. 

Po (kg/m') C (J/kg.K) E (MPa) I v (J. (K' I ) a (MPa) b (MPa) 
7800 500 200e+3 I 0.33 le-6 0 15e+3 

R; (MPa) Roo (MPa) k I y (' e ') dl d, 11 , (MPa-' ) (N~2) 
510 400 20 I 1.5e-3 0.05 0.05 0.12 

Y (MPa.s"" I n I Z (MPa.s"m
) I m I 

100 I 10 I 19 I 2 I 

Table I : HSS material (30 NiCrMo6-6 like steel) constants of the constitut ive model 

Fig.) : HSS dynamic shearing test dev ice 
(GIAT Industries [10]) 

Fig.2 : HSS geometry 
(GIA T Industries (10)) 

Post-mortem macrograph in Fig.3a reveals the presence of a crossing adiabatic shear band with a partial crack 0 11 the 
HSS lower side and the presence of a crossing crack on the HSS upper side. Numerical damage map in Fig.3b for t=2T 
reveals the presence of a crossing damage band. Considering Figs.4 and 5, the junction of both damage branches (each 
one initiated frolll each HSS corner, see r ig.4) occurs during the second nominal loading. Superposition of experimental 
and numerical load transmitted to the output bar is fairly sati sfying. These experimental and numerical results are a part 
of a series of va rious confi gurat ions showing the pred ictive capacities of the model developed in the previous section. 
This proves once more the necessity to account for the ASB-induced degradation for the numerical prediction of the li fe 
time of a st ructure under dynamic loading. Thermal softening alone on the one side 01' brutal failure (while adiabatic 
shearing preserves matter cohesion keeping 011 transm itting a part of the loading) on the other one are actually not 
physically sat isfying as description of the ASB-induced deterioration, and these coarse simplifications can yie ld to 
elToneous estimations of the life time of the structure. In more complex boundary value problem, considering isotropic 
damage can a lso be a source of oversimplification, notably as concerns band trajectory. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES 

A three-dimensional constitutive model, including an isot ropic damage embodying the ASB-induced deterioration in the 
context of finite anisotropic elasto-plasti c strains, rate sensitivity, strain hardening, thermal softening, has been 
developed in the framework of irreversible thermodynamics and implemented as t1ser- material in the finite element 
code LS-DVNA. A mesh dependence study (not detailed here) shows a significant attenuation effect of double 
viscosity- induced pseudoregulari zation, i.e. g lobally weak mesh-sensitivity in the presence of damage bands. Numerical 
simulations considering the dynamic shearing for the hat shape structure (HSS) have been performed ; they show good 
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accordance with the corresponding experimental data. This comparison allows to draw an inference regarding 
sat isfactory predictive capacities of the constitutive model proposed accounting for the 3D character and anisotropy 
induced by the ASB mechanism. 
Transition to failure constitutes the next step in the modelling of ASB-induced effects. 

b) Numerical damage map (40 flS) 
(see also Fig.5) 

Axial stress (MPa) 
M 

'" -

'" --
:w --

,~ T !_ 1-
• ! 

I" " ~ " 
Time (ps) a) Re!!!!!:!! 

c) Experimental and numerical transmitted load 
Fig.3 : Configuration with LSlriker=40lllm ; V slriker=35,6m/s (T=] 8,7 ps) 

Damage band tips 

Fig. 4 : Numerical damage map at t ~ T 
Partial propagation of two damage bands 
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Remark 
Loading nominal duration T is given by : 

T 2L",,". ~ 
, c Slrikn = -

c Slri kn Po stri ktr 

In thi s configuration (FigJ) the HHS is submitted 
to several loadings with a decreasing magnitude. 

Fig. 5 : Numerical damage map at t '" 2T 
Macro-localisation after junction oftwo damage bands 
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A GENERAL THERMO-VISCO-PLASTIC APPROACH FOR FINITE ELEMENT 
APPLICATIONS IN DYNAMIC PROCESS 

Ramon Zaera', Alexis Rusinek, Janusz R. Klepaczko and Carlos Navarro' 

Laborarol)' olPhysics alld Mechanics oJ MOIerials. UMR CNRS 75-54. Ullil'ersile de Mel:, 
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Summary: In this contribution thenno-visco-plastic constitutive relations are proposed and analyscd [1]. This phenomenological 
approach is partly based on theory of dislocations and processes of thermal activation. The main advantage of sllch constitutive 
relation is reduction in number of material constants in comparison with the complete approach based on materials sciencc. The 
constitutive rclation discll ssed here has been used so fhr many times in finite element codes, for example ABAQUS, to simulate 

dynamic processes of impact loading. This timc an original algorithm proposed in [2] which applies J 2 theory of plastic ity is 

presented in thi s paper. The algorithm is applied to analyse dynamic behavior of stee l sheets uscd in automotive industries like mild 
stee ls ES or DP. Numeri ca l analysis ofthc Taylor test demonstrates applicability of this new algorithm. 

CHARACTERIZA TlON AND EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 

More recently severalncw steels were developed to be lI sed in dynamic applications at high strain rates, up to IO~ s - ' . 

Thus, to reach such stra in rates the specimen length must be substantially reduced s ince the initial length 10 is directly 

related to strain rate by the initial impact velocity Yo; E= Vo/ lo ' However, it is not clear if the experimenta l results 

obtained with short specimens are representative of the intrinsic mechanical behavior of materials tes ted. Generally, a 
reduction of the specimen length induces an increase of the mean stress level and reduce ductility, Fig. 1. In conclusion, 
an optimal specimen geometry should be used in high strain rate testing. This will allow to obtain the quasi-static and 
dynamic mechanical properties with the same specimen geometry. For relatively long specimen (10 = 40 mm) a stress 

peak phenomenon appears at the beginning of load ing, as shown ill Fig.l. In general, it is believed that the stress peak is 
due to metallurgical effects (interst itials, inclusions etc ... ), and due to trapping of mobile dislocations during a short 
time. In addition, the peak Illay be amplified by the inel1ia effec ts of the system machine-specimen . In present case, 
during numerical s imulations, only inertia effects appear as a st ress increase for slllall deformation E < 0.05, although 
the constitutive law lIsed during numerical si mulation does not take into account the intrinsic peak stress. 

~o ~~~~~~~-r~~~~~~~~~" 

~ .... ~::::':!:'" ""'"'' 1E3 1(s :) 00 11, 

'~':;"-'7 'V-': •..... ....... . "" / / '001 /' 

\ •.... : ..•.•..•...• ' :;; ... .. ·x. 400 1(, 1001ls 

dFfd6 = 0 . ' -. -' , ( / 

\,: 
... 1E3 1fs 

h 
400 

300 

200 
.... .( 

.... -. .... 
h=8rrvn {= : :::~~: 

o 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 

Nominal strain, & 

Fig. I. a- Effect of the initial specimen length on plastic behavior in dynamic tensile test , numerical s imulations 
performed for ES steel sheet (3), b - Opt imal specimen geometry (des ign ofLPMM) used in dynamic tensile tests 

(h = 8mm , I, = 20mm) 

The opt imal geometry as shown in Fig 1- b was used extensively in test ing in quasi-static and dynamic cond itions. This 
geometry has been obtained by a recent FE study. The optimal geometry recommended for steel sheets is with length 
10 = 20 111m and width h = 8 mm. Actually, the problem in experimental characterization of sheets at high strain rates is 

the absence of a normalized tension test in comparison with the quasi-static one. The precise knowledge of the test 
applied for experimental characteri zat ion of a metal and alloy allows to obtain precisely elastic and plastic propel1ies as 
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a function of st rain rate and temperature, Fig. 1-2. On the other hand the properties can be related to the microstructure 
evolution. Such combination can to predict correctly the resistance of complicated structures during crash for example. 
However, in dynamic load ing, we observe a strong dependency of stress-strain characteristics 011 strain rate and 
temperature leading to the transition from isothermal to adiabatic cond itions of deformation at specific characteristic 

strain rate E ~ ... itioD . [4]. This strain rate limit can be found numerically at the initial temperature To by combining 

equation of the thermal conductivity and a precise constitutive relation, for example the generalized Arrhenius relation 
(for the i-th thermally activated process) applied to plasticity, [5] 

[ 
6G ,o ,T, so1 

',=v. (T,s . )exp- I J 
'J kT 

(I) 

where Vi is the pre-exponential term, 60 i is the free energy of activation, k is the Boltzmann constant and a' is the 

effective stress, a' = a - a .. , where a and cr .. are respectively the total stress and the internal stress, Sj are the set of 

internal stress variables characterizing evolution of microstructure during plastic deformation. The pre-exponential term 
is a function of microst ructure since it depends of the density of mobile dislocation Pa.. [5], which is one of the internal 

state variables. After inversion of equation (1), and applying definition of the effective stress, is possible to find the 
expression for the total stress a in the formalism proposed in [5] 

(2) 

where h(EI',T) is the histOlY of strain rate and temperature andG ~'( *) is the inverted .1G;(*),CJ: and G o are 

respectively the obstacle st ress at T = 0 K and the total energy of obstacle at T = 0 K , M is the conversion factor to 

decimal logarithm. It is clear that the advanced formalism in consti tutive modelling which is briefly outlined here is too 
complicated at this stage of development in automotive engineering. Therefore. it is necessary to obtain relatively 
precise and simplified constitutive description to obtain a limited number of material constants describing as exact as 
possible the thermo-visco-plastic relation. This task is the subject of the following part of the paper. It must be 
mentioned that the constitutive relation directly influences via numerical calculations the structural crashworlhiness of a 
structure, for example as a car, and its ability to absorb the energy of plastic deformation estimated during Ilumerical 
simulations. Taking also into account the thermal effects allows to study precisely the problem of plastic instabilities 
present in dynam ic conditions, for example dynamic buckling which appears during crash box test, adiabatic shearing. 
dynamic necking etc. In addition stich approach with thermal coupling can predict also the effects of the initial 
temperature on plastic behavior observed experimentally at low and high strain rates. 

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS 

The original constitutive relation proposed in this paper is based on the formalism proposed in [4] , and outlined above, 
which applies theOl)' of dislocation dynamics. Tn the original approach, the evolution of microstmcture is taken into 
account by j internal state variables Sj ' and in general Eq. (2) can be written in the simplified form 

(3) 

However, such complete constitutive formalism is complicated to be implemented directly into FE codes, mainly due to 
the complexity of each equation coupled with the great Humber of physical constants. Tn comparison a 
phenomenological approach is much simpler to be applied in numerical methods. To reduce the number of constants 
and to facilitate the utilization in a FE codes, a semi phenomenological approach has been proposed in [6]. The Humber 
of constants in proposed constitutive relations is low and limited to e ight. This set of constitutive relations allow to take 
into account the strai n hardening and strain rate and temperature sensitivity. In this approach the stress of plastic flow is 
composed of two terms: a)1 and cr* and is given by 

< ° T""' E(T) [ < ° T) • < T""' 
(J" ,E, Y--I" ,£, (J" J ~ 

E, 
with (4) 

where E(T) is the temperature-dependent Young's modulus with the characteristic homologous temperature 8*, Eo is 

the Young's modulus at T = 0 K, T m is the melting temperature. The explicit form proposed to define the two stress 
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components are inspired by the physical approach [6-7] and the theory of thermal activat ion [8] . The explicit forms for 
the internal and effect ive stresses are given by 

B( ' T) ( ""'." 0 ,,= E, o +E.,.,J , if B :$; Be then a · = 0 (5) 

where Ec is the critical stra in rate, typically very low. The best way to define correctly the effect o f temperature is to 

assume that the temperature is taken into account by two expressions. 

B( r"'- B [2- 10 (e=, )]-' 
, J ' r g . 

m E 
(6) 

where no is the strain hardening exponent at T=OK, D1 is a constant, Em is the minimal strain rate assumed in the 

model, Bo is a constant, &""" is the maximal strain rate assumed in the model and v is the temperature sensitivity. 

Reduced number of constants is eight and it allows to approx imate the same tendencies as predicted by the physical 
approach. A complete opt imization algorithm has been written to detennine the unique optimal set of constants for each 
material [1-7]. ln order to apply the set of constitutive relations a scheme integration I11l1 st be used. Such orig inal 
integration scheme has been proposed in [7]. Moreover, it is relat ively s imple to obtain the analytical derivatives in 
terms of 6, t and T for direct application in a FE code. All analytical express ions for derivatives are g iven in the 
appendix. 
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the flow stress for mild steel sheet ES, comparison between experimental resu lts [1-9] and 
analyticall'esuits (isothermal coud itions), Eq. 5-6 

A good agreement between experi mental and analytical predictions are observed on a-log( &~ ,.l' at both the low and 

high strain levels_ A very high strain rate sensitivity appears for this mild sheet steel for strain rates higher then 

E>)04 S· I wh ich is in agreement with the current experimental observations for mild steels [10]. The beginning of 

trans it ion from low to high rate sensitivity , as well as the transition isothermal-ad iabatic for the ES steel has been 

observed experimentally for a strain rate E~'iti;) n = to S - I . This transition is character ized by a thermal softening 

inducing a decrease of the strain hardening coefficient n = a log a/D log ~ .:. 

IMPLICIT INTEG RATION ALGORITHM 

The yie ld stress 0' " is defined by Eq. 5, ' ) = a~. wh ich takes into account strai n hardening, strain rate sensitivity and 

temperature. Thus in general loading cond itions, the yield surface is defined as follows : 

with (7) 
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where cr is the equivalent st ress, EP is the equivalent plastic strain, ,&P is the equivalent plastic strain rate and s ~ is the 

deviatoric part of the stress tensor O' ij 

In this approach, the total strain tensor E'J is a sum of the elastic strain tensort;, the plastic strain tensor t: and the 

thermal stra in t ~ . To define the plastic flow, the normality rule is used allowing to relate plastic strain rate E~ to the 

stress. The last is defined as follows: 

., i ar 
E =,...--

~ OOij 

with i. > 0 ; and (8) 

where ~ is the plastic Illultiplier. In standard Perzyna' s overstress models [II], the consistency condition is not used and 
excursions of stress outside the yield surface are allowed. Several authors have proposed the so called "consistency 
viscopJasticity models" to include rate effects in the consistency condition, Eq. 9. Following the work of Winnicki et al. 

[12], who used the approach '& " =8.E p / A1 to include viscoplastic effects in the consistency cond ition for the Hoffman 

yield surface, the present algorithm is developed for J 1 plast icity and thermal effects 

f·, -,~, T" ar. ar~, ar~, Bf T' 0 
[; E =r--O- +--£ +-.-£ +- = 

IJ' , , ./ 00 I) DEI' .... - 1· or 
., Of: 

with t = _Il_o :.' 
pCI' IJ " 

(9) 

where ~P is the equivalent plastic acceleration , p is the density of material , P is the Quinney-Taylor coefficient and 

C r is the specific heat at constant pressure assumed constant during Ilumerical simulation 

The linearization of the consistency equation, Eq. (9), leads to Eq. (10) where k is an iterative index [2]. 

(10) 

In order to complete analysis and numerica l scheme and to solve the set of equations in general case of loading a special 
integration scheme has been developed. The complete characterization of the algorithm is given in [2]. The solution of 
Eq. 10 is the following 

f, 
( II) 

3G- ar l_ ..!... ar l _af l _p_ ~""_ 6G6E" 
a-' At a-' aT C ·" -€ k '-'[;l !. P p 

Concerning the unloading conditions, the Hooke's law is programmed causing an instantaneous unloading. 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC PROCESS 

To verify and validate the new thermoviscoplas ti c algorithm coupled with the constitutive relation, numerical 
s imulations of the Taylor test have been performed in 3D with the limit and initial conditions shown in Fig. 3. In the 
first time, the original subroutine has been implemented in the VlTh1AT Abaqus subroutine and compared with the 
direct results obtained with ABAQUS using Johnson-Cook relation (present initially in ABAQUS). The element used 
during the numerical s imulations is a C3D8R with 46080 elements and density element non uniform along the 
specimen, Fig. 4-a. The numerical results obtained and compared between the two approaches for copper were in 
complete agreement (see appendix A7-a-b). In fact , the first approach was completed to validate the VUMAT 
subroutine or more precisely the new algorithm proposed in [2]. Actually, the constitutive relation proposed in this 
paper and developed in [I-7J has been also implemented in the VUMAT Abaqus subroutine. 
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Fig. 3. Initial and bOllndal), conditions used during Ilumerical simulations of the Taylor's test. 

The impacted surface has been defined as rigid without deformation, Fig. 3. Moreover. a friction has been introduced to 
define the contact condition between the rigid surface and the projectile, the Coulomb's coefficient is equal to O.2that is 
a dry contact steel-an-steel [I]. The numerical results obtained for the temperature distribution are shown in Fig. 4-b. 
We can observe in this figure the iso-temperature distribution, the apparition ofa cone failure in the specimen due to the 
friction conditions applied during the numerical Sill1lllatioll. This failure mode is commonly obselved during experiment 
due to limited sliding of the specimen interface which reduces the radial expansion of the cylinder. 

.-
!~1 . Ii 

k 
\~ 

a) t k>aJ~1 ;:;05 

']f"il/olr=293K 

b) t "~ , •• =1.5*lo-'s 

T=, ",370K 

Fig. 4. a- Initial 3D mesh lIsed during numerical simulations, b- Numerical results showing the temperature dist ribution 
for V, = 150 Ill! S 

This first numerical result confirms the effectiveness and the robustness of the new algorithm [2] combined with the 
constitutive relations proposed previollsly [1-7J. It is necessary in the future to extend the Ilumerical analyses to the 
dynamic problems of sheet deformation and compare experimental results and numerical simulations for different kinds 
of steels sheets. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The combination of the thermoviscoplastic model and a Ilew integration scheme taking into account the strain 
hardening, strain rate sensitivity and temperature effects, allows to simulate and study variety of processes of dynamic 
loading and impact. In the past, the constitutive relation di scllssed in this paper were used without the new algorithm 
developed in [2] to study the problem of elastic-plastic wave propagation [1,13,14]. The constitutive relations may be 
also llsed in solving of analytical problems since all quantities may be defined as derivative of all orders (see Appendix, 
equations A I-A6). 
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Material: Cooper (Adiabatic conditions) 

Alaterial,' Cooper (Adiabatic conditions) 
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Y, = 100 m / s 

1=200 * 10" s 

" .... = 0.2473 
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alld Johnson-Cook model 

Y, = 100 m / s 

1=200 * 10" s 

" .. = 0.2472 
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THE IMPERFECTIONS IN PLASTIC STRAIN LOCALIZATION 
OF DYNAMICALLY LOADED SPECIMEN 

Adam Glema. Tomasz Lodygowski 

Poznan Univcrsity of TechnologYI Institute ofStmcturai Enginnering, ul.Piotrowo 5, PI 60-965 Poznan, Poland 
Adam.Glema@put.poznan.pl, Tornasz.Lodygowski@put.poznan.pl 

SumnHlD': The problcm of plastic strain locnlization in metals is takcn into account. Thc phenomena is investigated from 
the theoretical and numerical points of rc sen rch interests. The material is defined in clastic regime, plastic hardening/soften ing and is 
described by constitutive model with elastic, plastic and viscous properties. Viscosity introduces the mathematical regularization 
of initial-boundary value problem. This way of regularization does not need the introduction of the imperfections (material, 
geometrical, thermal nor numerical) to start and continue the computations up to considcred time. The wave nature of physical 
phenomenon is crucial for mathematical formulation and numerical solution. Thc fast dynamic (impact) tension of the set of metal 
specimen with differcnt geomeh)" initial and bounda!)' conditions are considered. The velocity of order 10-50 m/s is applied to the 
bOllnda!)' of the specimen. The results of equivalent plastic strain and the field of material point velocities are presented. The place of 
localizat ion and the pattern of the following material failure nrc easily recognizcd. The place nnd intensity of locnlizntion 
significantly depend on initinl imperfections. The solutions, without imperfection nnd other with proposed irregularities of material 
and geomet!)' model, give the different places and/or patterns of locali zat ion zones. Introducing the imperfections docs change 
the solutions and should be verified by the experiments and implemented in engineering design. 

PLASTIC STRAIN LOCALIZATION PROBLEM 

In the work the thermomechanical problem of advanced deformation driving to plastic strain localization phenomenon 
in ductile materials is studied. The specimens are under dynamic, impact loading. Pal1iculariy, the influence 
of the imperfection s - geometrical (in the form of additional internal boundaries, exclusions) and specially material 
imperfections (in the form of inclusions) - 011 the placement and pattern of localization zone are elaborated 
and documented in the Ilumerical examples. The knowledge on the influences of any type of imperfections 
(geometrical, external and internal shape changes. values and distribution of material properties) on the dynamic 
response of the specimen is crucial. It allows for better design and optimisation of mechanical elements and whole 
structure. 

The description of plastic strain locali zation phenomena is in focus of scientific research from at least two decades. 
The phenomenon is clearly observed in ductile as well as in brittle materials. Localization as a precursor of failure is 
usually accompanied by other phenomena like for example heat generation in zones of localized deformations. When 
trying to propose the adequate description of the phenomena the most important point is to choose the constitutive 
structure which would be the closest to the observed properties but still formulated in the frame of continuulll 
mechanics. The careful experimental observations proof that the plastic strain localization observed on the level of 
continuum is a complex phenomenon. In many cases under consideration the localization of plastic strains results from 
the material softening which could be the source of difficulties that arises in the process of solution. The crucial 
question that has to be answered is the well~posedness of the system of governing equations (for discussions see [I, 4, 5, 
6,7,10, 12]). 

There are different approaches to the solution of the problem in the frame of plasticity and continuum formulation. 
All of them introduce implicitly or explicitly internal length scale and are viewed as regularization methods. Depending 
on the ductile or the brittle properties of material. the static or dynamic character of the processes and necking or shear 
bands type of localization the different methods and constitutive models can describe the phenomena. The material 
under consideration exhibits strain softening as a result of temperature rise or/and evolution of porosity. Both of these 
effects for class ical rate independent plastic strain formulation with negative stress-strain constitutive relation lead to iIJ
posed problems and in consequence to not unique results in numerical applications [6, 7, 12]. ]11 computations. the 
attention is focll sed on assigning the place, time and the width of localization zones. All of them strongly depend on 
geometry of the specimens, boundary and initial conditions and the loading characteristic. The important feature which 
differs the treatment, and what follows the computations, the static cases versus dynamic is the necessity of introducing 
any geometric, material. thermal , numerical imperfections which are the sources of appearing the first plastic stra in 
localization. For dynamic processes (impact) in computations one can avoid these imperfections. The place of the 
localization, its width (shear band) depends then only on waves interaction which in natural way introduce the 
heterogeneity and properly describes the merit of the phenomenon. The formulation of initial~boundary value problem 
and detailed discllssion were presented in [12]. Following Perzyna's constitutive model [1.4,7] we postulate the elastic
viscoplastic associative model allowing for finite deformations with the use of the evolution equations for problem 
variables: displacements, velocities, stresses, mass densities and porosities There are two different alternative 
hardening/softening factors: thennal decreasing of plastic capacity and porosity increasing separated into Ilucleation 
and grow parts. Whole physical and mathematical structure of analytical and numerical model has the wave nature [6, 
8,12,17]. 
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MOTIVATION - EXPE IU MENTAL EVIDENCE 

The experimental study to observe the localization phenomena in metals was reported in numerous papers [2, 3, 5, 10, 
13, 14, IS]. The main results that were presented foclls 011 placement, forms of localization and the widths 
of localization zones. The results prove even, for assumed symmetries, that for the real processes the non-symmet ric 
forms of fi nal patterns of localization are followed by failure and material separation in every single laboratory case. In 
Fig. I there are two examples of experimental results. The first one shows the localizat ion for rectangle plate specimen 
under tension along the longer edge (Fig. l a). The second one presents the results of localization for clystals . Here (Fig. 
Ib), the localization observed at the smaller space level , exhibits also the non- sYlllmetrical form. One can see the 110n
sYlllmetric fa ilure, observed 110t only as the final destruction, but a lso in earlier time instances of the process. There can 
be diffe rent reasons for non-symmetric localization and failure states, for which generally symmetry conditions 
(specimen geometlY, supp0l1 and loading) are fu lfilled. IJ1 details, there is 110 chance to have mathematica lly ideal case, 
because of material non-homogeneity, inexactness of supports and loadings. Even if most ly during the process odf 
deformation the structural behaviour is symmetric, the final failure has one of the non-symmetric patterns se lected 
among the set of possibi lities. The fa ilure is no t obviolls, but its character can be concluded from a series ofexperiments 
for the same kind of cond itions. It is w0l1h to mention that, the process velocity resulting from external load ings, 
described by deformation rate, influences very much the placement and pattern of the state at the end of the process. 

a) 

b) 

• ~ ... I' .. " ' •• 

Fig. I. a - Localization zone and shear band in plate specimen under tension (Chakrabarti i Spretnak [2]), 
b - Deformation of aluminium-2.8%Cu cristal under tension (Lisiecki, Nelson & Asaro [3]) 

TENSION OF RECTANGULAR METAL SPECIMEN 

In the presentation we do not insert the formal derivat ion of the governing equat ions which were presented 
and carefully discussed in previous papers [7, 12, 17]. Now, we focli s the attent ion on the problem with init ial 
imperfections. The examples of analysis for the numerical problems without any imperfect ions (stmctural element is 
perfect) were solved and results can be found in mentioned papers [1 2, 17], and also in the other works which al ready 
present the subject on ro le of imperfections in plastic strain localization [16, 17, 18]. There were studied the cases, when 
one single imperfection was appl ied to show, what is the difference between the solution for the model with and wi thout 
imperfections. The single imperfection was introduced by defi nition of the small hole inside the specimen (centra l 
position) or another group with material inclusions: s ingle inclusion defined by the change of material property 
(elasticity modulus). The case of material inclusion was verified in a set of solutions obtained for different pos itions of 
imperfections. 
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There was not on ly obselv ed the influence of the imperfection position on the placement of localizat ion zone but also 
the history of deformations could be qu ite different. The change was also observed when looking at the history of 
energy dissipat ion: its evolution and amount depend on the initial imperfections. There are two fundamental aims of the 
presented study. The first is the knowledge on the role of imperfection ex istence and the way how to solve the problem 
without imperfection (mostly for dynamic problems under considerat ion there is not any necessity of imperfection 
introduction to obtain the solution). The second very imp0l1ant and in future promising is to answer the quest ion how 
we can act ively influence on the shape of elements/specimens to obtain the expected properties of thermo-mechanical 
behaviour of specimen/element or finally the whole st ructure. 

NUMERICAL EXAM PLES 

The numerical examples of dynamic tension of steel rectangular plates are now presented for the problems composed 
of more than one material inclusion (only material inclusions are studied in the work). \Ve restrict our attent ion 
to the initial bOllndal), value problems for which the time scale covers on ly the fraction of a second, mostly for the same 
model data as in previous solutions. The thin plate loaded by dynamic impulse is taken into computat ions. 
The dimensions of the plate are as fo llows: length 25.4 mill and width 12.7 111111. The thickness of the specimen is 
0.33 mm. The constitutive relat ion incorporates the thermal soften ing of yield stress or/and the evolution of porosity. 

~ 
4 
1 
1 

~ _________________ ~ i 

The const itutive parameters used in computa tions are: 
Young's modnlus E~200,000 MPa (material for inclusion 
15,000 MPa), Poisson ratio v~0.3, yield stress oP~ 1 634 

MPa, initial mass density Po=7850 kg/1ll3
• The inelast ic heat 

fraction X·~0.9 and specific heat k~460 J/kg K define the 
pal1 of thermally dissipated euergy. The strength stress 
decreases nonlinearly to the value of 0

1=101 6 MPa when 
temperature grows lip to 610 °C. Density evolution describes 
softening charac ter of the materia l in the range of void 
volume ratio from ~o=0.004 up to S~=0.3. The relaxation 
time of mechanical disturbances is T m=2.5~IS. The time of 
elongation process is short t=50Jls (results fro m external 
act ion, the dimensions of the specimen, materia l viscosity 
and velocity of wave propagation). 

Fig. 2. The rectangular plate specimen with supported left edge and loading (constant ve locity) applied to the right edge 

Two dimensional shell model is applied. The space discretization consists of finite element mesh of square elements: 
80 along the length and 40 along the wid th. The left s ide of the specimen was fi xed and constant longitudinal velocity 
of 20 m/s is applied at a ll nodes of the right edge (see Fig. 2). Both horizontal boundaries are free, without any 
constraints. The whole process time is discre ti zed for increments of order 0.0 lIs. The stability criteria for explicit 
procedure and physical requirements for wave propagation are satisfied. The achieved zones of localization are 
insensitive to the finite element mesh accepted for computations. 

Specimen with different material inclusions. There are several examples with models containing considered 
imperfections in the different Illimber of imperfection places and/or different sizes. In the following examples, we study 
four models with material inclusions. The inclusion is defined by material with changed const itutive properties - smaller 
Young's modulus (more flexible material) ~ associated with usua lly six fi nite elements. All other parameters remind the 
same. For first case there is the imperfection in the centre of specimen. In the case under consideration the imperfection 
does not brake the symmetry of the IBV problem. For the second case, the inclusion is located at the centre of 
specimen. For the next, thi rd case, the imperfect ions are placed on the top edge and lie on the boundary. In the last 
case, the imperfections are placed at the top and bottom edges and in the middle of the specimen. In Fig. 3 on the left 
figures the imperfection schemas are shown whi le the right side figures present the adequate plastic stra in locali zat ion 
zones by the contour plots of plastic equivalent st rains distributions at the end of the process. The places of localization 
and its intensity allow to recognize the pattern of the material fa ilure. The animations of the plastic equivalent strains 
and material point velocity fields which enrich the results presentation wi ll be presented during the conference. 
For each case of imperfection when comparing with the perfect specimens [1 6, 17, 18] one can clearly seen that the 
imperfection influences both; ve locity history and plastic deformation and finally the localization pattern. The single 
and multiply inclusions influence the solut ion, through the reflection and interaction of waves. The pattern and 
placement of loca lizat ion became different from computed without imperfections. The changes in the localization 
patterns and the amollnt of energy that is diss ipated during the whole process of deformations were in focus of authors' 
interests. The diss ipat ion and its amount has various distribution, is more or less concentrated and covers greater or 
smaller part of specimen. 
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Fig. 3. The placements of initial imperfections (left) and contours affinal state of pi as ti c equivalent strain 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The work proves that the final results (p laces , widths and intensity of localizat ion patterns) depend significantly on 
introduced initial imperfect ions. The solutions with proposed irregularit ies of material prope rties give the different 
places and/or patterns of localization zones. The introduction of the imperfections determines the initial state, the 
evolution of the deformat ion process and the final state of strains and stresses. Finally, it leads to the different fa ilure 
modes. The results of numerical analysis of plastic strain local izat ion are in agreement with experiments and the variety 
of imperfections can be related to the real conditions, which induced final state of the deformation, fracture and failure 
for particular laboratory test. The knowledge on the imperfection innuence is useful in the design process ofstmctures. 
There is the possibi lity to control the deformation and energy dissipation. The decision on ini tial imperfect ion has the 
crucial innuence on the pattern, the position and the shear band characte ri stic. The result of this assllmption is always 
strongly dependent on the imperfections. One can expect the different fonn of localization for evel), single 
imperfection. For dynamic processes, when llsing rate dependent constitutive form , even for symmetric problems the 
loca li zation pattern is fi nally ach ieved as a result of waves inleract ion. In these cases, the process of localized 
deformations will appear and grow up without any artific ial accelerators, In the studied cases the symmetry in the 
behaviour of the specimen was obtained and also compared the results with those where the inclusions were consciously 
int roduced. The imp0l1ance of imperfection consequences has the brought innuence in different single scale and 
multiscale analys is. The challenge in the design of structural elements via inclusions (material, geometrical, thermal 
and other physical fi elds) and exclusions arises as interesting 0pp0l1uni ty. 
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SUIl1J1laD': This paper focllses on the complete simulation of the cold stretch forming process heavily used in the aerospace industry 
to manufacture parts of aircraft fuselage or leading edge of wings, The objective is to numerically predict the risks of fracture during 
forming. surface defects (especially the Portcvin-Le Chatelicr cfYcct), as well as spring-back phenomenon at the end of the process, 
The accuratc kinemat ics of the machine and all the stages of the process are simulated: imtallation of the sheet, buckling, drawing, 
spring-back and cutting. The sheet is modelled by shell finite c1cmcnts with elasto-plastic material behaviour using thc SA1'o.!CEF code 
developed by SA1'o. ITECli. Forming Limit Curves (FLC) are employed to define a fracture criterion. A similar method is currently 
studied in order to verify that the appearance of surface dcfccts can be numerically detected. Experimcntal validation of the model is 
carricd out for flat drawing and for an indust rial sheet forming, 
Key words: Stretch forming, PLC effect prediction, finite clement simulation, FLD 

INTRODUCTION 

The cold drawing process is often used in aluminium sheet forming by the aerospace industJ)' to manufacture parts 
of fuselage or leading edge of the wings. During forming, some undesirable phenomena can occur such as the 
following: 
• tearing of the sheet or fracture; 
• appearance of surface defects due to plastic material instabilities. In pmiicular, we focus 011 the analysis of the PLC 

effect which materializes as bands developing on the surface of the sheet [4]; 
• elastic discharging, resulting in a springback at the end of the process and during the post-process operations 

(cutting, chemical machining, etc.). 
The mastering of the process requires the determination of the accurate prediction of these phenomena, The goals arc to 
avoid forming of defective parts and enabling optimisation of the process operating parameters, A finite element 
model allowing the complete simulation oflhe process is employed to accurately predict the behaviour of the stretched 
metal plate and hence achieve these objectives, 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 

Global process 
The stretch forming process involves several stages (Fig. I): 

(a) the sheet is installed by consecutive clamping in the two jaws of the fonning machine; 
(b) the jaws approach each other to give an initial deformed shape to the sheet by bulking; 
(c) the sheet is bent and stretched on the forming block; 
(d) it is then released and spring~back can be observed due to the presence of residual stresses; 
(e) the sheet is cut causing sometimes a second spring-back. 

All these stages 111Ust be accurately simulated by the model in order to predict the whole strain-stress history in the sheet 
material, 

101) (e) (d) (e) 

Fig.!. Stages of the process: (a) installation (b) bnlking (c) stretching (d) release (e) eliNing 

Forming Limit Diagl'am 
The Forming Limit Diagram (FLD) characterises the formability of a material at defined conditions (temperature, 
thickness, strain rate .. ,). 
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The Forming Lim it Curve of the FLD are defined in the principal strains domain: EI, E2. The parameters EI and E2 
cOITespolld to the strain in the stretch direction and its orthogonal respectively. These curves define the onset of 
localised necking in the drawing domain (E2/EI <0), and the onset of diffuse necking in the stretching domain (£1/E1 >0). 
A safe process domain is found below these curves, while any other regions correspond to unstab le strain configurations 
which could lead to fracture (Fig. 2). 

Experimentn l FOl'ming Limit Curvcs 
Approximate FLC are obtained by perfomling th ree types of experiments that correspond to three specifi c poin ts of the 
FLC (Fig. 2): the limit uniaxial strains (a: E,jEI~-O .5 ), the limit plane strains (b: E'~O) and the limit biaxial strains (c: E, 
/£1=1). This results in an approximation of the FLC by two straight lines, which in practice reveals sufficiently accurate. 

EI 

a c 

~ .. 
Drrmlng domainU Stretching dOlllain £i£. 
., <.s 

Fig. 2. Experimental Form ing Limit Diagram 

Annlytical Forming Limit CUI'VCS 

Another method to determine FLC using material Jaw parameters was developed [2] and is described in § Fracture 
criterion: FLD. The method is based on an analytical determ ination which can be combined with experi mental data to 
provide more accurate FLD. 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

Forming tool :md sheet model 
The complete model of the forming tool is required to apply realistic boundary conditions all the sheet. A set of rig id 
bodies and kinematical j oints is used to represent the kinematical skeleton of the moving parts of the machine. The base 
frame of the machine is deformable and is modelled by shell elements. 

~ _ 1l-· 
I. 

Fig. 3. Forming machine : kinematical skeleton and fu ll model (includ ing base fram e model) 

The virtual l11achine provides the same moving capabilit ies than the rea l one and thus the numerical control of the eight 
hydraulic actuators can be introduced into the model to impose realistic fomling moves. 
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Fig. 4. Forming machine: the real machine and the SAMCEF FIELD model 

The sheet is modelled by shell elements using an elasto-plastic material based all the swift st ress-strain curve. The 
fOlnling block is assumed to be a rigid surface extracted from its CAD model. The contact is simulated between the 
sheet and the block and between the sheet and the jaws. The model is highly parameterised, the dimensions and position 
of the sheet, the forming block geometry and the numerical control set can be indeed easily changed. 

Fracture criterion: FLD 
For each step of the process, couples of principal strains are introduced in a FLD. The distances between these points of 
the diagram and the FLC give a criterion evaluating the ri sk for frachlre. 
An analytical determination ofFLC is found using the material law parameters according to [I] wh ich is only based all 
the hardening coefficient of the material. The latter is calculated on the (Swift) stress-strain curve. 
The curve of the onset of localised necking is represented in figure 7 based on the following: 

• ll illcr 
£1=--

l+p 

where 11 is the harden ing coefficient and p is the principal strains ratio: 

In addition, the curve defining diffuse necking is defined as follows: 

Strains and strc,sscs distribution 

2n i llcr(/+p+l) 
(p+l)( 2p2- p+2) 

RESULTS 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The evolution and the distribution of the strains and stresses are accessible for any time step of the process. This 
knowledge of the st rain histOlY is very useful to predict fracture, spring-back and surface defects. Figure 6 represents 
the final plastic strain distribution of a typical industrial forming case and ill the quasi plane stretching test. 1n the case 
of plane st retch, the largest strains are located along the edges of the sheet (Fig. 8), while they are present in the centre 
of the sheet in the " industrial" case. 

¥" 

Fig. 5. Sheelll10del : first principal stra in distribution for (a) plane stretching (b) stretching on a block (while color 
indicates largest strains) 
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Risl< of fracture 
The ri sk of fracture is evaluated using the forming limit diagram. Figure 7 presents the analytical FLO showing clouds 
of points corresponding to the principal strains couples on the upper and lower skin of the sheet. The fracture ~isk 
computed as the distance to the FLC for each finite element of the sheet is presented on figure 8. III the case of plane 
stretching, the model show that fracture wi ll start on the edges of the sheet. 

Kinematical validation 

LOCALIZED 
NECKING 

-0.5 o 

DlFUSE 
NECKING ------......... -... 

0.5 
Fig. 6. Analytical Forming Limit Diagram 

UNSAFE . 

SAFE 

Fig. 7. Fracture risk (distance to the Forming Limit Curve) 

VALIDATION 

The accuracy of the model kinematics has been ver ified by comparing displacements of the rea l and viJtualmachines 
for the same control set (Fig.l 0). 

Fig. 8. Kinematical validation: comparison between model (solid line) and measured (dots) trajectories 

Strains and fracture criterion validation 
Two experimental plane stretching experiments were perfonned, one being carried out until fracture. A grid was drawn 
on the sheet in order to measure the strain distribution. The used material is an aluminium alloy. The results of the 
model are velY similar to the experimental one : the differences between the numerical and experimental total 
deformation 0 11 the plate width and length are of the order of 5%. The error on local strain value are smaller than the 
experimental measurement precision, other experimental tests with precise measurement system are needed to validate 
more accurately the model. The material model has also to be improved. Experimental tests of the used material are 
currently conduct at SQNACA to characterize it more accurately. 
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The FLC based fracture criterion correctly predicts the onset of frachlre on the sheet edges, just after the clamped part 
of the sheet. This is observable by comparison of figure 7 and figure 9. 

"'-'-';"~,~ , . , 
Fig. 9. Fracture in experimental test 

(to be compored with figure 7) 

.-

Additional tests are planned in order to fmiher validate the model in the whole working range for some typical 
industrial forming cases. 

CONCLUSION 
The mastering of the cold stretch fOfming process requires the accurate prediction of the stress/strain history of the 
sheet. A finite element model of the whole process capable of providing all the necessalY information was constl1lcted. 
A fracture criterion (FLD) implemented in this model giving appropriate predictions. The model has been validated for 
fracture prediction by comparing simulation results with experiments for planar sheet stretching. Further experimental 
validations are needed with other alloys and other forming cases. 
A PortevinMLe Chatelier effect [3,4] prediction model is currently under development. The used method is similar to the 
FLD : per material, a PLC effect range is determined (experimentally or analytically [3,4]) in the stainMstrain rate 
domain (instead of principal strains domain in the FLD case). A first PLC criterion is already implemented in our 
model, but need to be validated. Another approach is to completely simulate the PLC effect. Modelling the dynamical 
behaviour of the material by introducing in the Finite Element simulation a specific model based on the physics of the 
phenomena: PLC effect is due to Dynamic Strain Ageing (DSA) which consists in dynamical interactions between 
dislocations ond solute atoms. Such models have olreody been developed [3,4] but the spatiol coupling hos to be 
improved (especiolly 2D and 3D generalisation). 
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Summao': The aim of the ,vork is to present the basis of a special model for description of PVC-coated fabrics called the dense net 
model. This model belongs to the group of continuum models, in which the woven fabric is treated as a continuum without explicit 
reference to its discrete microstructure, An example of dynamic calculations of a hyperbolic paraboloid hanging roof is presented, as 
well as the possibilities of the material model implementation into commercial MSC,Marc system, The results obtained from the 
MSC.Marc software are compared ·with those from the self---developed Finite Element Method (FEM) code, A good correlation of the 
results between both computations which has been obtained, confirms the proper application of the model. Additionally, the elastic 
and viscoplastic variant of constitutive models are compared. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the materials encountered frequently in civil engineering for hanging structures are the PVC-coated fabrics, In 
general the tensile membrane, air supported tents, sail and inflatable constructions belong to group of such structures, 
These constmctions are light, elegant and effective (see e.g. [4]). However, the behavior of the PVC-coated woven 
fabric has not been completely clarified yet, whereas its advantage from the viewpoint of high specific strength widely 
induces progressive application in various fields. The architectural applications for fabric structures are still developed, 
The PVC-coated woven fabrics consist of threads' net and are coated from both sides with the PVC (polyvinyl 
chloride). In the threads' net usually two families of fabrics (two sets of interlaced yarns) can be distinguish. The 
lengthwise set is called the warp, and the crosswise set is called the weft. In the present paper, the complex nonlinear 
behavior of this material is described by the dense net model. It makes possible to implement elastic, viscoplastic or 
viscoelastic type of material behavior. The basis of fabric and another lightweight constructions calculation is propel' 
determination of loads changeable in the time domain. The main role plays here the wind loading. This paper describes 
the elementmy rules of the wind loading determination and discusses the behavior of the chosen hanging roofs on the 
blast of wind loading. 

CONSTITUTIVE MODELS - BRIEF CHARACTERIZATION NOTE 

This chapter is devoted to brief characterization of the constitutive models which are the 1110st often used for the 
material modeling of the coated woven fabric. Karayka & Kurath [9] presented the micromechanical composite material 
model for woven fabrics based on mixed boundary conditions: iso-strain, iso-stress and homogenization technique, The 
fibers in interlaced cells are assumed straight. This model with nonlinear stress-strain relations was extended by Tabiei 
& Jiang [21], and Ivanov & Tabiei [8]. Within the model a representative volume cell is assumed. Using the iso-stress 
and iso-strain assumption the constitutive equations are averaged along the thickness direction. The cell is divided into 
many subcells and an averaging is performed again by assuming the uniform stress distribution in each subcell to obtain 
the effective stress-strain relations of the sub cell. The stress and strain within the subcells are combined to yield the 
effective stress and strains in the representative ceiL A computational micro-mechanical material model is developed to 
simulate failure by Tabiei & Ivanov [20], Micro-mechanical failure criteria determine the stiffness degradation for the 
constituent materials, The pseudo-continuum model is proposed to calculate the three-dimensional deformation of 
membrane structures made of woven fabrics by Kuwazuru & Yoshikawa ([15] - [18]). The relationship between 
deformations of a thread and a unit cell is homogenized by a new strain displacement relationship obtained from a 
uniform strain model with consideration of threads finite rotation, In this model, the deformation of plain-weave fabric 
is categorized into three kinds of effects based on the thread deformation, that is: skewing, straightening and extension. 
Assuming that the out of plane strains are negligibly small, we derive the axial and transverse strains of the warp and 
weft threads by means of the principle of virtual work in the total Lagrangian description, in which the covariant base 
vectors are used for consideration of the threeMdimensional finite rotation of the unit cell. The non-orthogonal 
constitutive model for characterizing the woven composite behavior under large deformation is proposed by Xue, Peng 
& Cao [23]. On the basis of stress and strain analysis in the orthogonal or non-orthogonal coordinates and the rigid body 
rotation matrices, the relationship between the stresses and strains in the global coordinates is obtained. The equivalent 
material properties are then determined by fitting the numerical load vs. displacement curves obtained from 
experimental results under biaxial tension and pure shear conditions. This model can be used to efficient prediction of 
material responses under various loading paths for woven composites with different weave architectures. Kato et aI., in 
[10] and [11], proposed and discussed a new formulation of the continuum constitutive equations for fabric membranes. 
The formulation is based on the fabric lattice model where the structure of the membrane is replaced by an equivalent 
structure composed of tmss bars representing yarns and a coating material. The equations consider the material 
nonlinearities of yarns and coatings and include crimp interchange between the warp and weft, 
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The papers [2] and [3] elaborated by Argyris et al. concerned the numerical analysis of membrane structures made of 
PVC-coated fabrics. The paper [2] devoted to the mechanical and numerical modeling of viscoelastic materials, has 
proposed novel schemes for the integration of the rheological relations in the time domain. The following paper [3] 
concentrated on the application of the developments from [2] to the constitutive description of a specific PVC-coated 
fabric and includes also comparison with the results of experimental testing. Among the modern approaches, the dense 
net model used in this paper can also be mentioned. 

DENSE NET MODEL 

The dense net model has been worked out by Branicki in [6], and afterwards extended by Branicki & Klosowski in 
papers [5], [12], [14]. This model belongs to the group of continuum models, in which the woven fabric is treated as a 
continuum without explicit reference to its discrete microstructure. The advantage of this model is that it considers the 
change of the angle between thread families during deformation. On the other hand this approach has a drawback, i.e. 
the force in a given family of threads depends on the strain in the same direction only and the influence of PVC coating 
is generally neglected. The derivation of the elasticity matrix is based on the assumption that one family of threads ;1 is 

parallel to Xl axis of the local coordinate system, and the second family ;2 is sloped by the angle a with reference to 

the first family (Fig. 1). 
3 

Fig. 1. The dense net model of three nodes finite element 

The relation between strains 9 along threads' families qrz and strains e in the local coordinates Xrz is defined as: 

{rll} [1 0 0] g::::: ::::: 6 11 
r22 cos2 a sin 2 a sinacosa 

(1) 

The threads forces (specific forces) T in fibres depend on elongation in the same direction only, hence: 

(2) 

where: F; rand F; r are the components of the elasticity matrix of each threads' family, which are experimentally 

determined from the uniaxial tension tests. Several constitutive relations can be used to define these functions. 111 the 
present paper two variants: elastic and viscoplastic relations are used. The description of the identification process of 
these material parameters for the technical fabric "Panama" produced by Settler Company we can find in the paper [14]. 
The fabric is manufactured from polyester fibres (PES) and is double-side coated with polyvinyl chloride (PVC). In 
Table I the elastic properties of the fabric in the warp and weft direction are given. Among many types of viscoplastic 

constitutive approaches the Chaboche model has been selected for ;;; rand F, r description. In Table 2 this 

model's parameters are presented. The material characteristics and mechanical properties of several technical woven 
fabrics used for membrane constructions have been presented in details by Houtman & Orpara in [7]. 
The relation between components of the membrane forces in the plane stress state S in the local coordinates and 
obtained from (2) threads forces T can be calculated from the equation: 

{
U,,} [1 cos' a l{ } s~ u" ~ 0 . sin' a ~: ~CTT 
TI2 0 smacosa 

(3) 

Consequently, the relation between the membrane forces s and the strains e has the form: 

s~CTF 9 Ce=De (4) 
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Therefore, the elasticity matrix can be expressed as: 

[

I'; r + F, r cos' a 
D:::: F; r sin 2 acos2 a 

F2 r sinacos3 a 

F2 Y sinz acosz a 
Fz y sin4 a 

F; r sin3 acosa 

F2 Y sinacos
3 
a J 

F; r sin3 acosa 
F; r sin2 acosz a 

Table] Elasticity modulus of the "Panama" fabric 

F; r (warp) F, 1 (weft) Unit 

0:> r" o :> r" :> 0.035 I 0,035:> 1" -

932000 122000 I 253000 N/m 

T bl 2 Ch b I d I a e a oc le mo el parameters 0 f h "P t e anama " f: b . a riC 

Parameter Unit Parameter value 

k N/m 8600 
K N/m 14700 
11 - 3.8 
a N/m 136000000 
c - 9600 
b - 4.0 

R
J N/m 16600 

r ,1 1.0 

(5) 

Application of this model has been extended in [I], by Ambroziak & Klosowski, by taking the layering of the fabric 
cross-section into account. In the discussed model the fabric is idealized by the threads net (core layer), symmetrically 
sandwiched by the coating films of small uniform thickness. Behaviour of the core layer is described by the traditional 
dense net model described above, where threads can have elastic, viscoelastic or viscoplastic properties. It is assumed 
that the both coating films are made of the same isotropic, linear elastic material and the strain tensor components at any 
point of the fabric cross-section are the same. Details of that approach will be presented during the Conference. 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLIED PROGRAMS 

In the numerical analysis two computer programs have been used. The first one is the Marc program licensed by 
MSC.Sofiware. It is a multi purpose, finite element program for advanced engineering simulations, A great advantage 
of the system is possibility of user-subroutines introducing. The standard MSC.Marc system does not support the fabric 
material models and has 110 options for the automatic wind loading generation. To apply the dense net models and wind 
loading the user-defined subroutines HOOKL W [22] and FORCEM [22] were used. The second program is the self
made FEM code (OFC) for membrane structures analysis based on the three node finite element presented in the 
previous section. The theoretical description and application limits of this code are discussed in [13], 

IMPLICIT INTEGRATION ALGORITHM 

The non-linear equations of motion in the present paper are integrated with the Newmark algorithm [19]. The method 
basis on two principal numerical equations: 

q,+", =q, +[ 1-0 ij, +OQ,.",]M 

ql+D.I :::: q, + 4,6.t + [ 0.5 - a Q, + aq,+At ] 6.1 2 

where: 0 and a are method parameters satisfy the conditions 0;;' 0.5, a;;, 0.25 0.5 + 0 2 

The non-linear equations of motion should have the form: 

(6) 

(7) 

Application of the Newmark algorithm in nonlinear analysis requires iterations at each step, It is necessary also to 
construct and reverse the stiffness matrix at each time step. Nevertheless, the Newmark method is effective due to good 
stability, therefore relatively long integration step for elastic problems can be applied. On the other hand, when 
viscoplastic constitutive equations are taken into account, and the same time step is applied in the constitutive 
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equations' integration, much smaller integration step is required, Therefore the explicit algorithms (e,g. the central 
difference method), which need less time consuming matrix operations, can lead to more effective calculations, 

DESCRIPTION OF HANGING ROOF MODEL 

Let us consider the hyperbolic paraboloid hanging roof of square 2A x 2A orthogonal projection (Fig. 2). The 

structures of this shape are more and more often used nowadays, due to their constructional propeliies merit (Fig, 3), 
The vertical coordinates of the initial roof surface were computed from the following equation: 

Z= HJA' X'+ H,-H,/A' Y'-H, 

where: H j :::: 2,045m and H2 :::: 3,546m are the veliical coordinates at centre and maximum height points, 

2A = 30.0m is the diagonal horizontal span. 
x 

x 
ort 

calculated 

y 

edge ro e 

, 
Fig, 2, Three-dimensional hanging roof visualization 

Fig, 3, Restaurant near Great Canyon, USA 

(8) 

In the analysis it was assumed that surface edges are bounded with the steel edge ropes (they are modeled by elastic 
truss finite elements), The roof is subjected to the deadweight loading, initial pretension and wind loading acting along 
the X axis direction, Due to the symmetJy of the geometry and loadings, it is sufficient to analyze only the half of the 
roof with proper symmetty boundary conditions at Y = 0 coordinates, For the rope elements the cross section of 

A = 7.3 em' and Young modulus of E =200GPa was accepted. In the initial configuration the threads have the global 

coordinate system XY directions (warp - Yand weft - X direction), Therefore, the initial angle between thread families 

is a = 90'. Before the wind loading imposing, the roof was loaded by the deadweight loading and then the stretching of 
membrane and rope elements, In the initial configuration for the membrane elements the pretension forces of 
Tx = 55.0kN/m and T,. = 40.0kN/m in the warp and weft directions are assumed respectively. The initial ropes force 

of F = 20 kN has been used, The process of the rope stretching was realized in three increments. In each step the 

internal rope element force has been increased by 30 kN , Finally, in the operational configuration, the roof has been 
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subjected to the wind impulse which parameter's ac value depends on the angle between normal to the finite element 

surface and horizontal surface. The current value of the nodal wind force Wi is calculated from the formula: 

where: p(t) is the time dependent pressure value calculated according to the graph in Fig. 4B; a" is the reduction 

coefficient which dependents on the element normal vector slope (Fig, 4A); X is the current finite element area; II is 
the number of nodes in the finite element. 

A) 
0.8 

,80.0 

'" ] 

B) 

700 
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I , I 
p~=700 [N/JV2] I 

§-0.5 +-----:-.: t (0;2.0) p(t)' ~ Po sin(t ~12) 

f ?2.0 P(?=o.o j iJ -a-o.g 

~-1.0 
. ....j. .... , ~. 

_ ......... _.; .. _ .... ,r, ... '. 
Element n00l1al slope [degree] lTimc [s] I 

·90 ·30 0 10 30 60 90 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Fig. 4. Wind loading functions: A) reduction coefficient; B) pressure value 

EXAMPLE OF DYNAMIC CALCULATIONS 

(9) 

The static loading cases were analysed in [I]. In this work it was found that both MSC.Marc and OFC programs gives 
almost the same response in all calculated static variants. In this chapter the results of dynamic, geometrically non
linear calculations of the roof from the previous chapter will be presented. Due to lack of data for damping coefficients 
only free vibrations are considered. In the research two constitutive models of PVC-coated fabrics elastic and 
viscoplastic are compared. The elastic computations have been done using both finite element programs (OFC and 
MSC.Marc), while all viscoplastic results were obtained from the OFC program only. 
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Fig. 5. Middle point deflection 
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Fig. 6. Time functions: A) of the warp and weft forces at the middle of the roof, B) of the maximum rope force 
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In Fig,S the time functions of middle point displacements are given, In spite of different initial configurations (in the 
elastic case the maximum static deflection was about 0,20 111, in the viscoplastic abollt 0,50 m) the maximum 
displacements, related to the maximum impulse value, are the same (about - 0,20 m), After 2 seconds when the impulse 
is over the hanging roof is coming back to the configuration close to the initial one, but the free vibration have bigger 
amplitude in the viscoplastic case, Due to symmetry of static loading there are no horizontal displacements of the roof 
middle point at the beginning of dynamic calculations, During the wind blast their maximum value is about 0,006 111, in 
the case viscoplastic and 0,006 m or 0.003 m in the elastic one l

, Both values are very small in comparison with vertical 
deflections, that confirms proper pretensioning of the structure, The time functions of the tension warp and weft forces 
are analysed in Fig. 6A, In the elastic case values of the forces are much higher, but they do not change during 
deformation process, In the viscoplastic case distribution of the forces in the warp and weft is more unique and constant, 
but the weft threads express about 20% reduction of the force for maximum loading, In Fig. 6B, where the maximum 
rope forces are analysed. Both approaches give different values of the force but shape of the time function is similar. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The dense net model proposed for numerical analysis of hanging roofs has been successfully applied in the dynamic 
analysis. In the calculations geometrical and physicaillonlinearity of the problem can be taken into account. Application 
of the model into commercial code enables application of different types of finite elements and simplified input and 
output procedures. The minor differences between OFC and MSC.Marc calculations are still investigated. In the 
dynamic calculations still the damping coefficients are necessary to obtain the results which can be compared with 
laboratory tests or with real structures behavior. In the viscoplastic approach the main problem is the small time step 
which is necessary for constitutive relations' integration by the trapezoidal rule. If the same time step is used for 
integration of equations of motion, the explicit methods seem to be promising. Fm1her developments will include to 
static and dynamic analysis the effects of temperature and extension of viscoplastic approach to damage effects 
behavior of the PVC-coated woven fabrics. 
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Summary: In this work, the thennomeehanical behavior of unfilled and filled polypropylenes was studied in tension at low and high 
strain rates (10.4 to 102 

S·I) with a rapid hydraulic tensile testing machine, A high-speed video camera (2500 frames/s) combined with 
imagc analysis and image correlation systems made possible measuring the 3D-strain field as a function of timc, In parallel, 
temperature was measured using a non-contact infrared pyrometer with a large range of spectral settings (4-12 ~lIn) and a high 
sampling rate. 
Thus, the stress-strain response of each material was analysed without any restrictive hypotheses during data processing, 
Experimental studies showed that both unfilled and filled polypropylenes was sensitive to strain rate and temperature, It was found, 
in addition, that plasticity of these materials docs not obey incompressibility assumption. Voiding damage process was evidenced by 
SEM observations, This results in equivalent volume change for both polypropylenes, However, the morphology of voids is different. 
Moreover, an increase in the temperature of more than 10 °C was observed and is likely to modify the behavior of each material. 
Heat dissipation increases with increasing strain rates and induced disturbance is important with respect to temperature sensitivity of 
both materials. 
It is concluded that experimental characterisation on polymers should be performed in a very cautious manner revisiting most of the 
usual assumptions used in classical analysis, 

INTRODUCION 

Engineering plastics are used in a variety of applications such as automotive exterior and interior systems and fuel 
tanks, Among the various materials used today for these applications, polypropylene is one of the least expensive and is 
therefore one of the most attractive, This material encounters large strains over very short periods of time in its common 
use. Knowledge of material behavior under rapid deformation is then of prime importance when designing polymer
components. 
One important mechanism, which can lead to plastic deformation in polymers, is shear banding [1]. However, 
additionally to this cohesive phenomenon, several damage processes sllch as voiding or crazing [2] can play a 
significant role in the deformation of polymers, 
Mechanical behavior of polymers was traditionally analysed under the simplistic assumption of isochoric deformation. 
Although experimental evidence have proved the important role of non-cohesive mechanisms in the deformation of 
semicrystalline polymers and blends, to date, very few data have been published concerning the quantitative 
contribution of damage mechanisms to large strain plasticity. Thanks to an experimental device implying a high-speed 
camera and an image correlation system, we have analysed the influence of damage mechanisms in two semi crystalline 
polymers over a wide range of strain rate, 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Photomechanical methods are more and more used and developed for mechanical characterisation of materials (for 
example [3]). However, these investigations are often performed under low velocity loading conditions, 

In this work, a commercial photomechanical algorithm is coupled to a rapid hydraulic tensile testing machine, A high
speed video camera (2500 frames/s) combined with image analysis and image correlation systems made possible 
measuring the 3D-strain field as a function of time. Experiments were run at room temperature with a constant cross 
head velocity ranging from 0,08 to 900 mm/s. ]n parallel, temperature was measured using a non-contact infrared 
pyrometer with a large range of spectral settings (4-12 fllll) and a high sampling rate. ThllS, the stress-strain response of 
each material was analysed without any restrictive hypotheses during data processing over a large strain rate range (l0·4 

to 102 
S·1 according to our geometry), 

Two commercial grades of polypropylene were investigated in this work. The first one was an unfilled copolymer. The 
second material was a 20 w% mineral-filled copolymer polypropylene. The specimens were machined out from 
injection-moulded plates having a constant 3mm-thickness, The specimens were hourglass shaped (Fig.1). This 
geometry included a small rectilinear zone that aimed at localising the deformation in the zone where all the mechanical 
variables were determined while the triaxial effects, which could result from a small radius of curvature, were limited, 
Experimental studies showed that plasticity of these materials does not obey incompressible assumption, Voiding 
damage process was evidenced by SEM observations, This resulted in an increase of the volume during tensile testing. 
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Experimental protocol allowed determining strain field on the surface of the sample «X, Y) plane on Fig. I). It was 
found that, in any case, strain could reasonably be assumed to be homogeneous in the X-direction, Due to thickness, in 
the Z-direction the only possible measurement was an average value of the strain, It was then assumed that homogeneity 
assumption remained valid in the Z-direction, Obviously, strain was not homogeneous in the Y -direction, Thus, strain 
and stress were deduced from local measurement in the smallest section assuming that variables were constant across a 
lateral section «X, Z) plane on Fig. I). 

Nevertheless, SEM observations indicated that the phenomenon of voiding was heterogeneous and varied from the core 
to the skin of the plate. One has to keep in mind that the assumption of homogeneity throw the thickness should be 
untrue, This could result frol11 usually core-skin laminate structure of injection-moulded polymers, However, 
hydrostatic pressure effects could not be totally ignored, Whatever the causes of such heterogeneity, we have to neglect 
it due to a lack of insight measurements, 
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Fig. 1 Geometry of the hourglass shaped sample used for teusile tests. 

DAMAGE BY VOIDING 

Plastic deformation in polymers can be induced by cohesive (shear banding) or non-cohesive mechanisms (crazing, 
cavitation), These latter can result in volume expansion of the deformed specimens as suggested by recent 
investigations under low strain rates stretching conditions (for example [4] [5]). They point out that that volume 
changes are significant for glassy as well as for semicrystalline polymers, 

In order to reveal the mechanisms of plastic damage, series of observations using a scanning electron microscope were 
performed on transversal surfaces of samples at different strain levels, Nucleation of voids took place in the early stage 
of deformation (strain of 0.2, Fig. 2). As the strain increased (up to 0.6) the number and size of voids increased 
significantly, Compared to the filled polypropylene, voids were smaller and more numerous in the unfilled polymer, 

Resulting from the measurement of the three components of strain, the volume change during tensile test can be 
calculated (Fig. 3). It could be concluded that dilatation phenomenon was significant even for low strains for both 
materials, The main effect was the considerable monotonic increase of volume up to rupture, More interesting was the 
fact that volume change mechanism was not sensitive neither to strain rate nor to the presence of fillers, FigA depicts 
the effect of erroneous isochoric assumption on stress-strain curves in our case, 
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Fig. 2 Scanning electron micrographs of voids in a cross section of 
a filled polypropylene under uniaxial tension for two values of strain. 
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Fig.3 Volume changes under uniaxial tension of unfilled and mineral-filled polypropylenes at 
different strain rates and at room temperature. Last point corresponds to rupture. 
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Fig, 4 Effect ofisochoric assumption on the mechanical response of unfilled and mineral-filled polypropylenes 
under uniaxial tension tests performed at an average strain rate of2 S-l and at room temperature. 

HEAT GENERATION 

Plastic deformation coupled to low thermal conductivity of polymers leads, at high strain rates, to an important heat 
dissipation phenomenon. Moreover, self-heating can disturb apparent mechanical behavior depending on the thermal 
setting and on the temperature sensitivity of each material [6] [7] [8]. 
Experimental measurements show significant thermal dissipation during mechanical testing of polymers even at 10-2 

S-l 

strain rate (for example [9]), The present study investigates the importance of this phenomenon thanks to an infrared 
pyrometer having a high sampling rate, Temperature increases during tensile tests are recorded for various strain rates, 
The corresponding temperature changes are depicted in Fig, 5 for both polypropyJenes, Temperature evolution within 
both polymers is equivalent. Dne to a higher ductility, unfilled polypropylene exhibits a higher final temperature, 
Temperature sensitivity of both materials obeys Arrhenius relationship (equation 1), Thus, the thermal softening can be 
estimated, One can calculate a kind of isothermal stress (equation 2) that should had been obtained in the case where no 
dissipation occurred, The disturbance of the apparent mechanical behavior related to heat dissipation is shown in Fig, 6, 
Softening phenomenon visible on the stress-strain curves of both materials is closely related to thermal effects, It is 
obvious that temperature rise become noticeable once yield occurs, Then, thermal softening overtakes eventual strain 
hardening during deformation leading to potential erroneous estimation of constitutive equation, 
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Fig. 5 Self-heating measurements under uniaxial tension tests performed 
on unfilled and mineral-filled polypropylenes at room temperature. 
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Fig. 6 Effect of self-heating on the mechanical response of unfilled and mineral-filled polypropylenes 
under uniaxial tension tests performed at an average strain rate of2 S-1 and at room temperature. 

STRAIN RATE SENSITIVITY 

Tensile stress-strain curves of unfilled and mineral-filled polypropylenes over a wide range of strain rates are shown in Fig, 7. 
The mechanical behavior of both materials is strongly non-linear even at stresses lower than apparent yield stress. A 15%~ 
stress~softening after yielding is observed. It should be noticed that this decrease corresponds to the intrinsic softening of the 
polymer as the geometrical effects are avoided by the use of local measurements and as thermal effects have been accounted 
for. The strain rate sensitivity of these materials appears through the increase of apparent tensile yield stresses (ma'Ximum of 
stress) with strain rates. According to yield stress versus strain-rate curves (Fig. 8), the strain rate sensitivity of both materials 
is identical and significant. 
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Fig, 7 Mechanical behavior of unfilled and mineral-filled 
polypropylenes under uniaxial tension tests at room temperature. 
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Fig. 8 Effect of strain rate on yield stress under uniaxial tension tests at room temperature. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An experimental technique was developed for assessing the importance of volume change and self-heating during 
deformation of solid polymers upon stretching at high strain rates. Based on image correlation and temperature 
measurements, this technique allowed measuring the three components of strain and the temperature at the sample 
surface. Thus, the relevance of homogeneity, incompressibility and isothermy assumptions during deformation could be 
validated, 

It must emphasised that classical isochoric assumption should be avoided. This implies that experimental protocol has 
to be improved when studying polymer. 

The procedure used in this work allowed pertinent characterisation of filled and unfilled polypropylenes, According to 
detailed examination of the experimental data, the classic theory of plastic instability in polymers, originally established 
under the simplifying assumptions of isochoric and isotherm deformation, must be revisited to take into account the 
important effect of volume change and self-heating. 
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Summary: Structures used in impact-absorbing applicatiol1s have to be modelled in order to improve the mechanical performances 
of these applications. This approach requires the characterisation of the whole of the structure materials and particularly foams used 
to absorb shock energy. The identification of foam behaviour by high strain rate tests is necessary in order to identify parameters of 
rheological models commonly implemented in FE code. for this study, tests were achieved on polypropylene foams under high strain 
rate compression loading. The material behaviour has been determined as a function of two parameters, density and strain rate. 
Samples (at several values ofvolumic mass 70, 80, 90 and 100 Kg/Jl13) were impacted on a fly wheel. A new mechanical device was 
developed on the fly wheel in order to achieve stopped compression tests on foam sample. This test consists in compressing the 
sample by a hammer fixed on the metallic wheel (diameter 1 Ill, mass 617 kg) turning at high speed. When the compressive force 
reaches a threshold value, a mechanical ftlsiblc is sheared and the compression device is ejected, the test is stopped. With this testing 
machine, the dynamic compressive behaviour has been evaluated in the strain rate 11p 100 S·l, 

During these tests, force and hammer displacement are measured as a function of time. These data enable to calculate the stress-strain 
responses of polypropylene foam sample which were finally defined as a function of density and strain rate. Typical result curve 
shows three regimes: an elastic behaviour followed in a second step by a stress plateau and finally, a phase corresponding to foam 
densification. 
However, the foam structure being complex, it was necessary to study with finesse displacement and strain field during impact in 
order to better understand the foam behaviour. Gage measurements can not be used on this porous material, therefore, particle 
imaging techniques are more relevant. These methods enabled to obtain infoTInation on the strain field (with picture correlation 
techniques). The first difficulty has been to film high quality pictures of foam samplc during dynamic compression. The pictures 
analysis shows strong strain localizations which reveal local damage of the structure. 

INTRODUCTION 

Polypropylene foams are used in passive safety applications such as electronic material packing, helmet... In order to 
improve the performances of these products, they have to be modelled in dynamic. The numerical simulation requires 
the behaviour identification of materials used in these structures. The objective of this work was the characterization of 
the polypropylene foam in dynamic compression. 

The studied foams consist of glued macroscopic grains witch the size varies between 2 and 3 111111 (figure 1 a). The grain 
structure is constituted by small closed cells organized in a random way (figure I b). The cells size is non-uniform 
(diameter 60 ~lln, wall thickness lower than 1J.un) and the structure does not present particular orientation. 

During a static compression (axis y), the evolution of the stress (J')y as a function of strain e)}' includes three behaviour 

steps, a lineal' elastic response, next a plastic behaviour characterized by a plateau stress (J' pi followed by a 

densification phase [1]. Furthermore, first tests achieved on electromechanical testing machine, at low strain rate, have 
shown the great heterogeneity of strain 8 n' . Collapse stat1s in a sample layer and is propagated near this initial zone. 
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If the layer position is random, the stress threshold O'pl to obtain the beginning of the ruin is a characteristic parameter 

of material behaviour and depends on foam density as well as imposed strain rate during the test. 
Two experimental devices were used in order to study the influence of these two parameters on the foam behaviour and 
pm1icularly to estimate the plateau stress evolution: an electromechanical testing machine MTS (maximum force 100 
kN) used for lower strain rate and a new compression device fixed on a fly wheel (used to obtain displacement speeds 
higher than Im/s) . Lastly, test films obtained with a high speed cam were analysed by image correlation techniques to 
visualize strain field during the compression. 

DYNAMIC COMPRESSION DEVICE 

Fly wheel (figure 2) is a shock generator machine developed at the laboratory LAMEFlP (see Lopez [2]), It consists in a 
wheel (diameter 1m, mass 617 kg, ine11ia moment 77 kg,m2) carrying a hammer and putted in rotation by an 
asynchronous motor. So, the rotation velocity can be controlled precisely during the test. This device was initially 
designed to carry out dynamic tensile tests on light metal alloys. The pendular system (figure 3) is in pivoting joint 
with the mounting and is operated by a pneumatic jack. \Vhen the hammer is detected by an optical sensor, the jack 
pushes the pendular system against the wheel and the anvil fixed at the low end of the sample is then grabbed by the 
hammer [3]. 

Hammer ---","" 

Wheel ___ +-,,-t 
Pcndular system 

Pneumatic jack 

Axis motor 

Figure 2 : fl wheel 

Pcndular system 
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Hammer 

endular device 

This device was modified to be able to cany out dynamic compressions. A new mechanical device was designed in 
order to achieve stopped dynamic compression tests on polymeric foam [4]. \Vith it, the uni-axial pressing ofa sample 
can be stopped with an predetermined loading for two mainly reasons: it is interesting to visualize the shape of foam 
sample after the test (for a rate of damage) and it is also necessary to limit the maximum effort of compression to avoid 
any damage on the parts of the testing apparatus. 

The new device includes two subsets (figure 4) : the module of compression and the positioning module. This last one 
consists of tubular parts assembled by threading to adjust the position of the sample. Moreove .. , one tube (A) is 
instrumented by 4 gauges to determine only the compressive force. The compression module consists of an anvil (B) 
and a compression block (C). The anvil is guided in translation by tube (A) and the compression block (C) is fixed on 
the same tube (A) via a fusible pin (D). The foam sample is compressed between these two pOliS. During the test, the 
anvil is grabbed by the wheel hammer and compresses the sample on the lower plate. \Vhen the compressive force 
reaches a threshold value, the fusible pin is sheared and the subset of compression is ejected. The pin is out of 
polycarbonate, two diameters (8 and 10 Illm) are used to reach two maximum values of compression (3000 and 4500 
N). 

Figure 4 : scheme of the compression device 
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The measured parameters are the force F and the rotation speed ()) of the wheel. The force F(t) is estimated from the 
measurement of the deformation of tube (A) equipped with strain gauges. Calibration of this sensor enables to obtain 
the relation between the effOlt applied and the measurement ofthe gauges bridge stuck on the tube, At the instant t, the 
stress cr(t) applied to the sample is calculated by dividing the force F(t) by the area Set), On this device, it is very 
delicate to measure with precision the evolution of the section during dynamic loading. However, works of Gibson and 
Ashby [1], Zhang [5] and Avalle [6] showed that the Poisson's ratio of a polymeric foam can be considered as null. 
One can thus estimate the stress cr(t) fi'om the initial surface Set 0)' 
At macroscopic scale, the strain & and strain rate t are calculated from the rotation speed ro and the instantaneous 
height of the sample h. At one instant t, there is: 

(-"1 (h) 1 (ho-R,(J),t) 6yn-=n , ho ho (I) 

With R the radius of the wheel and ho the initial height of the sample, 

RESULTS 

The foam behaviour has been identified at different strain rates with the conventional testing machine (at three speed of 
upper punch: I mm/min, 100 mm/min and 500 mm/min) and with the fly wheel by imposing several impact speeds (I 
mis, 2.5111/s and 5 m/s). So, the compressive behaviour has been evaluated in the strain rate from 6,7.10-4 s-J up to 100 
S·I, The volumic mass of tested polypropylene foam was 70, 80, 90 and 100 Kglm3 

Influence of the foam density 
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Figure 5 : stress - strain responses for four densities - flywheel. 

The effect of the parameter density on the foam behaviour has been evaluated at different strain rate. Results presented 
figure 5 - for an impact speed of 1m/s corresponding to a initial strain rate e == 40s-1

_ are representative of the whole 
of the tests obtained on the flywheel. These curves, obtained on two different testing machines, present a similar 

evolution. Anyway, it appears that the increase in density involves a rise in the plateau stress 0' pl' 

It is more difficult to evaluate the influence of density on the Young modulus. The dynamic compression device was 
designed to measure the uni-axial stress as a function of large strain of the porous material. Complementary tests have 
to be defined to identify with precision the elastic behaviour of foam by adding an optical dynamic extensometer on the 
compression device. Moreover, the results obtained on the pl;ess seem to validate the observations of Gibson and Ashby 
[I] who detect a rise in the Young modulus with the density, One notes that curves obtained with the fly wheel present a 
cyclic perturbations. Preliminary tests had shown that it was due to the electromagnetic noise generated by the 
asynchronous motor. 
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Influence of the strain rate 

The influence of the strain rate on the material behaviour was studied on samples (of same density) by using the two 
testing machine. Figure 6 shows the stress - strain curves of the tests carried out on samples of density 90 kg/m3 and 
reveals an increase in the plateau stress with the rise in strain rate. This influence is verified for the four densities. 

o 0.2 04 0.6 

Stra'n 
0.8 

e:::: 0.33s-1 

e::::6.7.1O-1 s-! 

e::::6.7.1O-4s-! 

1.2 14 

Figure 6 : stress - strain curves for five strain rates. Volumic mass: 90 kg / m3 

Curves obtained from fly wheel tests (at speed higher than 100 s -I) have strong oscillations at the beginning of the 
compression. This phenomenon, inherent in impact loading and already observed on other machines such as falling 
towers, is due to the propagation of the shock wave in the test device (sample and machine). The tests carried out with 
the flywheel, at strain rate of 200 S-l and more, have oscillations such as it is difficult to obtain the value of the plateau 
stress. This device is now improved in order to reduce these oscillations and to evaluate the foam behaviour at higher 
strain rate 

High speed video device 

To the compression mechanical device was added a high speed colour camera Phantom V4 which the maximum 
resolntion is 512 x 512 pixels (at 1000 images per second, coded in 10 bits). For these tests, the speed setting was of 
2600 frames per second and the resolution was of 128 x 512 pixels. The main difficulty of this video recording lies in 
the good adjustments of several settings (depth of field, obturation time, lighting ... ) to obtain clearest images of foam 
sample compressed inside the pendular device -thus mobile during the test-. The whole of settings was adjust when the 
fly wheel is stopped and with the compression pendular in impact position (against the wheel). 

Exposition time being of 167 !Is, (to avoid blur dne to the deformation and displacement of the sample), a power 
lighting of the dark polypropylene foam was necessaty : two projectors (1500 Watts each one) and two additional spots 
with optical fibre were installed in order to obtain a homogeneous luminosity and the better contrast. This high lighting 
power was necessalY to obtain a sufficient depth of field with a very weak exposition time. The whole of the spots is 
switch onjust before the compression in order to limit the increase in temperature of the sample. 
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Figure 7: evolution of stress as a function of time and corresponding frames. Test 
on f1 wheel-

The high speed cam enables to obtain 24 frames during the impact loading (figure 7). The first image (number 0 on 
figure 7) corresponds at the uncompressed state of material. The second image is taken roughly at the end of the elastic 
phase, if one refers to the stress curve as a function of. So, from image 3 to image 18, one can visualize the deformation 
state of sample during the plastic plateau. On these images, it is easy to identifY the zone where the damage stm1ed ( 
darker zone closed to the sample center). A strong localization of the deformations is visible in this area, whereas the 
polypropylene grains located in the higher part of sample does not seem deformed. The use of images correlation 
technique achieved to verifY these first visual remarks [6],[7]. 

Evaluation of strain field 

The strain field Eyy (along the compression axis y) is calculated by image correlation techniques between two successive 
frames. The video speed setting being of 2600 images per second, the calculated strain corresponds to the variation of 
sample deformation state during 384 Ils. The strain cat10graphies Byy (figure 8) are the results of these calculations at 
different steps of compression; These maps completed by the stress- strain curves of the figure 5 and 6 enable to better 
understand the foam behaviour and to describe the collapse mechanisms. 

a) b) c) d) e) 

Figure 8 : Strain field ~. during compression test 

The strain field 6" (figure 8a) is calculated during the initial step, when the material behaviour is stiIl elastic, the strain 
seems homogeneous. The figure 8b shows the state of strain calculated at the beginning of plateau plastic. Layers where 
Eyy is high appear clearly. The material damage -mainly by buckling of the foam cells waIls- is localised on these 
layers. 
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On the whole of the dynamic compression tests, the direction of these collapse layers is usually perpendicular to the 
direction of loading - in the Case of quasi static compression (or at low strain rate) , this remark can not be establish, the 
bands orientation seems random -. 

The damage goes on near these horizontal bands (figure 8c and 8d) and the strain gradient is less marked. Hence, during 
the densification (figure 8e), the state of strain becomes again more homogeneous. Foam is completely compressed, the 
whole of foam cells are crushed, and the foam behaviour tends towards the one of dense material. 

CONCLUSION 

The new dynamic compression device installed on the fly wheel enables to estimate the evolution of the axial stress as 
a fUllction of imposed axial strain. The tests carded out on electromechanical testing machine and fly wheel have shown 
effects of strain rate and foam density on the expanded polypropylene behaviour. More precisely, it was observed that a 
higher density involves an increase in the plateau stress. The influence of the strain rate on this plastic stress threshold 
was also highlighted. 

This macl'Oscopic mechanic study was completed by the analyse of images correlation obtained during the compression 
with a high speed cam. The numerical treatment of these images enables to show the evolution of the state of strain and 
reveals the damage mechanisms. In dynamic loading, collapse is initiated brutally in a fine layer perpendicular to the 
direction of compression, the damage is propagated from this band. These optical measurements also showed the strong 
gradients of deformation which appear by layers dUl'ing compression. 

This experimental study shows that the usual presentation of expanded material performances in the form of stress
strain curves is insufficient; it is necessary to identify more finely stress and strain fields. The final objective of this 
research is the effect evaluation of the foam stmcture on the material behavioUl'. 
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Summao': The degradation and failure of a high-performance concrete is analyzed. The main emphasis is put on the discrimination 
between discrete and continuum npproaches to describe dnmnge and fracture. The derived model is llsed to ana lyze the 
fragmentation of a high-performance concre te impacted by an aluminum projectile . 

SINGLE AND MULTIPLE FRAGMENTATION OF A HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE 

High performance concrete is analyzed in the sequel. This material (powder reaction concrete, commercial name: 
DUCTAL~ has a velY fine microst11lcture made of components of different sizes (Fig. la) , namely. fine quartz sand 
aggregates, cement, crushed qU8I1z and s ilica fume [1]. For the sake of simplicity, the results rep0l1ed herein only 
concern fiber-free matrices for which a high compressive strength can be achieved but with a ductility comparable to 
conventionaimol1ar. These materials can achieve values of the order of -200!vIPa to -800 MPa in uniaxial compression 
[2], and when reinforced by fibers the ductility is significantly increased, A residual porosity of the order of 2% is 
obtained in the present case (i.e. , when contain ing short fibers, the compressive strength is equal to -200 MPa), The 
latter is the likely calise offailure in three~point flexure experiments (Fig. Ib). 

Porosity 

Ccrn~lll . 

si lica fume, 
fine sand 

-b-

Fig. 1. a- Microstructure of the high performance concrete studied herein. b- Fractured surface after a three-point 
flexural test. 

Under quasi-static loading condition, the behavior is elast ic-brittle and the failure stress is scattered, A weakest link 
hypothesis can be made [3] and a Wei bull model [4,5] is used to fit experimental data 

where Pp denotes the failure probability. GF the failure stress (i.e., the maximum value of any suitable equivalent 

stress), Z eff the effective volume, surface or length [6], A, the corresponding defect density, 11/ the \Veibull modulus, 

Go a scale parameter relative to a reference density ;'0' The constant GEt lAo is the \Veibull scale parameter. In the 

following, when no special mention is made. the development is va lid for any space dimension II (i.e., ] , 2 or 3), 
Otherwise, it will be clearly stated for which space dimension the results are valid. 18 experiments on samples of size 
11.2 x 10 .2 x 150 111111

3 subm itted to three-point flexure (outer span: 130 mm) were performed. A \Veibull modulus of 
9.5 is obtained and Uo = 23 rvtPa when II.I.o = 59 mm 3 (i.e ., identical to the effective volume), 

Tensile cracking, one of the major degradation mechanisms during impact, can be observed by using so-called Edge-On 
Impact (EOI) configurations instead ofa real configuration where the degradation is 'hidden' in the bulk of the mate rial. 
These configurations are developed by the Ernst-Mach-Institute (EMil in Germany [7,8] and more recently by the 
Centre Technique d'Arcueil (CTA) in France [9,10]. It can be shown that the same damage mechanism (i.e., damage in 
tension) is observed in EOI and in real impact configurations [II]. To avoid damage induced by the compressive wave 
close to the impact zone, a special EOI setup is used (Fig. 2), It consists in creating an additional dynamic confinement 
obtained by using a steel ring containing a tungsten cylinder whose radius is greater than that of the projectile. 
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This system creates an additional confinement during 12 ps (Le., time duration for the wave to propagate back and fOl1h 
in the steel ring) that prevents damage to develop in these zones by increasing the hydrostatic stress and reducing the 
deviatoric stress (i.e., less than 240 NIPa for a distance greater than 12 mm from the impact point) to levels below the 
threshold of damage under confined conditions (i.e., of the order of 400 MPa). \Vhen using a 2024 aluminum alloy 
projectile, this setup allows one to analyze fragmentation with no prior confined damage (i.e., hoop stresses greater than 
35 MPa for a distance less than 80 mm from the impact point). Figure 3 shows a post-moJ1em observation when the tile 
is put in a sarcophagus to prevent the fragments to move too much. In this configuration, a blunt projectile (20 111111 in 
diameter and 50 111m in length) impacts at 88 m/s a concrete plate of size 300 x 150 x 10 IllI1l

J
. After impact, the tile is 

coated in an epoxy resin and polished for macroscopic (and microscopic) analyses. 

Ductal concrete plate 
(300 x 150 x 10 mm3) 

Steel ring 
(Dext = 24 mill, h = 30 mm) 

Tungsten alloy cylinder 
(D = 13 mm, h = 30 mm) 

Aluminum projectile 
(D = 20 mm, h = 50 mOl) 

Impact 

Fig. 2. One quarter of an edge-on impact configuration with 
dynamic confinement. 

Fig. 3. Post-mortem I of an impacted high 
performance concrete tile. 

FRAGMENTATION MODEL 

When a dynamic fracture is initiated in mode 1, the local stress state is modified around the crack by a stress reliefwave 
which is a complex function of time, crack velocity and stress wave celerity. To understand why a crack nucleates , one 
has to model the interaction of the zone (i.e., volume, surface or length) affected by the stress relief and other defects 
that would nucleate. The behavior of a flaw around a nucleated crack can be described by two different cases: namely, 
the flaw is far from the nucleated one and the microscopic stress state is not affected, the flaw is in the interaction zone 
and the microscopic tensile stress is decreasing, i.e., no cracks are emanating from this potential initiation site. A third 
case may occur in which the flaw is in the affected zone but the local tensile stress increases, i.e., initiation may occur. 
It is assumed that this case is insignificant in this problem. The direction of the microscopic maximum principal stress 
is assumed to be constant (Le., proportional loadings), which allows one to lise a= (ab al, aJ) instead of the stress 
tensor as an equivalent failure stress. The flaw distribution can be split into two pal1s and the average density of cracks 
can be written as 

2b (a) = A, (a) - Aob,(a) (2) 

where ZA, (u) denotes the mean number of flaws that may break in a zone of measure Z (Le., volume (n = 3), surface 

(11:::: 2) or length (1/ = t)) for a stress less than or equal to u. The subscripts indicate the crack density (b), the obscured 
flaw (obs), and the total density of flaws able to break (t). Furthermore, we assume that the distribution of tot a! flaws is 
modeled by a Poisson point process of intensity AJ. New cracks will initiate only if the defect exists in the considered 

zone and if no cracks exist in its horizon so that [12] 

dAb (T)= dA, (T)(-Po(TlJwith J.b(O)=O 
dl dl 

(3) 

where I ~ Po is the probability that no cracks exist in the horizon. The variable 1- Po can be split into an infinity of 

events defined by the probability of finding at 1 a new crack during a time step dl in an obscuration zone 0u(T -I) . 

This probability increment is written by lIsing a Poisson point process of intensity dAJ I dl. Those independent events 

can be llsed to provide an expression for Po 
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(4) 

where Zo(T -I) is the measure of the obscuration zone at T for a defect that would break at I . At the beginning of 

loading, no interactions occur and Ab(T) ~ A,(T) and as more and more cracks nucleate Ab(T)« A,,(T). It is expected 

that the crack density saturates when T --+ +o'J even though the total density of flaws able to break may approach 
infinity. Usually, the obscuration zone cannot be asslimed as a time-constant variable and since no analytical 
expressions are available for Zo(T -I), an approximation will be proposed. The shape of the interaction zone is 

supposed to be constant, i.e. , all the interaction zones arc self-similar [13,14] and Zo(T -I) can be written as 

Za(T -I) = S ( C( -t)J (5) 

where S is a shape parameter, k e]O,I] is a constant, C the longitudinal stress wave velocity so that kC(T-t) is a 

representative length of the relaxation zone around a crack. 
When dynamic loadings are considered with a constant stress rate u one can define a dimensionless flaw density 

(X = AI Ae) , time (T = T i le), space measure (2 = Z I Ze) and stress (u = uluc ) from the condition 

( 
u'" )1/",+11 (u (kC)SI/II )"",;",+11 

Ie = 0 ,Zc = --"O'-'-c~ __ 
Aoul1l S(kC)ll A~ III cT 

(6) 

where the subscript c denotes characteristic quantities. A characteristic stress can be defined by U c = at, .. Equation (6) 

expresses the fact that the characteristic zone of measure Ze contains a unique flaw that may break at the characteristic 

time Ie' By using Eqs. (I), (4) and (5) an analytical solution is g iven for the differential equation (3) in the case of a 

constant stress rate u 
", 

~(t)=-"_'_ [(m+I1)!JIII+1I j ~,~TIII+II) 
111+11 m!ll! 'll1l+11 (m+1I) ! 

(7) 

where y is the incomplete gamma function . The crack density at saturation 4(00) can be derived from Eq. (7) and is 

on ly dependent on the \Veibulllllodulus IJI and the space dimensiolll1 when normalized by A.e . 

DAMAGE MODEL 

The variable Po can be lIsed to define a damage variable in the framework of Continuum Damage Mechanics, even if 

Po describes a non-homogeneous stress-field due to the randollliless of fragmentation [15]. By averaging over a 

representative zone (to be specified later on), Po is equal to the damage variable D, with D = 0 for the virgin material 

and D = I for the fnlly broken one. It is interesting to notice that the first order approximat ion of Eq. (3) leads to the 
differential equation proposed by Grady and Kipp [16) to describe the kinetics ofa damage variab le. By using Eqs. (4) 
and (5), the kinetic law of the damage variable D can be written as 

d ll - 1 

_(_I_ dD)='!t ~(f) ~!S(kC)". 
(11 11 - 1 I-D dl 

An expression for the damage parameter D can be derived by integrat ing Eq. (8) for a constant stress rate u 

D -I . { III! II! T- m+ll ) - -exJ ---- . 
(m + II)! 

(8) 

(9) 

Equat ion (9) shows that D(T = I)" 0 and D(f = 2) ~ I (i.e., most of the damage change occurs during a time interval 

equal to the characteristic time Ie. During Ie' the measure of the horizon is limited by Ze so that the minimum 

measure of the representative zone is Z, .. By noting that the applied stress a is related to the local (or effective) stress 

u by u = Ci I(I-D), the ultimate strength (dCi I du = 0) is denoted by Ci ma, and is expressed as 

_ ( )1/",+11 Uma.x = (m+Il- I)! 
Ue em!lI! 

(10) 
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The normalized ultimate strength only depends upon the Wei bull parameter m and the space dimension II. The ultimate 

strength urnax is then prop0l1ionai to q"/(III+II). This result is in agreement with experimental data of oil shale [J 6] and 

microcollcrete [17,18). 

DISCRETE VS. CONTINUUM APPROACH, PROBABILISTIC VS. DETERMINISTIC DESCRIPTION 

Different failure regimes are observed. Under quasi-static loading conditions, a weakest link hypothesis is made. It 
follows that the first fracture event leads to the complete failure of a structure made of brittle materi als. Conversely, 
under dynamic loading cond itions, multiple fragmentation is observed and a damage model can be derived . The aim of 
the present section is to get the conditions of appl icat ions of the previous results. Figure 4 shows the change of the 
tensile strength with the stress rate for an effective volume V<'ff (n = 3) equal to 1/ Ao. The lines represent analytical 

solutions while the dots and error bars are Monte-Carlo simulations (500 realizations per point). For a dimensionless 
st ress rate less than 0.5, the ultimate strength is not mod ified by the loading rate and follows a classical Weibullmodel 
[see Eqn. ( I)]. \Vhen & increases by approximately one order of magnitude, the ultimate strength follows the 
analytical solution (10). The standard deviation significantly decreases in the multiple fragmentation reg ime. Even if 
the ultimate strength has to be defined for static and dynamic loadings by a mean and a standard deviation, one can see 
that dynamic loadings lead to a more 'deterministic' behavior. 

2.-------r-------~------, 

<::='c=> 
Single : Multiple 

'TI 
,,'~~~'n~ : 

1-o.J0av I' 

0.8'--=.....::--~---~-'--------' 
0.G1 0.1 10 

Dimensionless stress rate 

Fig. 4. Normalized tensile strength (I,s / u m, vs. nOl1llalized stress rate a l &, when m = 10. Solid circles (average) 

and bars (standard deviates) are given by the Monte~Carlo simulations (500 realizations for each point). 

The transition between single and Illultiple fragmentat ion can be estimated by the following condit ion [1 9] 

(IlII' =urna.x(&) with Uav =UOCoZeJJ ~l /mrfl+~) . 
~l 111 

The transition between quasi-static and dynamic descriptions defined by Eq. (I I ) leads to the foll owing inequalities 

cT{ < cT, 
? 0', 

with the transition stress rate &, defined by 

s ingie fragmentation 

multiple fragmentation 

( II ) 

(12) 

(13) 

This transItion does not only depend on material parameters but also involves the Illeasure Z1?ff of the considered 
element. The response of a large stmcture can be considered as ' dynamic' fo r low stress rates even if the material 
follows a weakest link hypothesis for the same loading applied on a smaller volume. 
For each principal stress direction Q; , an anisotropic damage var iable Di is defined so that the principle strains &; are 

related to the principal stresses u; by 

(14) 

where the usual index sllmmation is used. The compliance tensor K is defined by 
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-v -v 
I-DI 

- v ( 15) 
1- D2 

-v -v 
I- D 3 

where E is the Young's modulus and vthe Poisson's ratio of the undamaged material. In 3D configurations (1/ = 3), the 
kinetic law for D; is expressed in a differential form [see Eq. (8)] 

d
2 

( I dD;) - 3 - 2 - - - =6A/(U;)S(kC) 
dl I - D; dl 

( 16) 

when Uj > 0 and &j > 0 (the effective principal stress Ui is related to the macroscopic principal stress ul by 

Kij(D/> D" D3JO'j = Kij (O,O,O)Uj)' The defect density i l associated with the Weibull model is defined so that the 

damage model is used only if at least aile defect is broken in the considered finite element OFf: of volume V FE [20] 

othenvisc 
(! 7) 

where Uk a random failure stress obeying the 'Veibulllaw (I). For low stress rates, the first defect breaks and relaxes 
the stresses in 0F/;: . It follows that the quasi-static Weibul1 properties are recovered. For a high (tensile) stress rate, 
the zone relaxed by the first defect to break has a weak innuence and a detenninistic (damage) approach applies. The 
behavior of a FE cell is therefore not deterministic and numerous calculations have to be performed when average 
values are awaited [e.g., average macroscopic ultimate stress urna.x(u)]. 

PREDICTION OF THE DYNAMIC FRAGMENTATION 

In the following, the capability of the damage model is evaluated to reproduce observed degradation patterns. The 
velocity of a single crack is estimated to be about 1875 mls (i.e., the value of the parameter k is equal to 0.4). The 
simulation is performed on the confined EOI configuration with an impact velocity of 88 m/s. The random stress to 
failure is computed by using Eq. (I) for a FE volume of I mm'. 

Fig. 5. Contour of crack density associated to the first principal direction 35 fl s (a) and 50 fl S (b) after impact in a 
confined EO) experi ment on Dlictal~. 
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Figure 5 shows the crack density associated to the first principal stress direction 35 ~t S after impact and at the end of the 
fragmentation process. For high stress rates (i.e., in fro nt of the projectile and in the Herlz- Iike cone crack), many 
cracks nucleate in a FE cell. Failure of an element set, which can be compared to macroscopic cracks, can be observed 
in addition to the continuolls degradation generated close to the impact zone, However, there are some difficulties in 
handling macroscopic cracks. When a crack is created, there is a tendency to follow the direction of the FE mesh . This 
result may be improved by refining the mesh and the model [21] . Overall, the prediction is in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental observations (Fig. 3), namely, a fine fragmentation in the first part of the plate followed by long 
radial cracks in the second half. 

SUMMARY 

A probabilistic (\Veibull ) model was used in different situat ions di sc ll ssed herein. First, a weakest link hypothesis was 
made. Under this assumption, a single (di screte) event leads to the complete failure of a structure. Then multiple 
cracki ng was discussed. A deterministic formulation can be used within the framework of Continuum Damage 
Mechanics, provided there are numerous local events occurring almost s imultaneously. However, strain·softening may 
lead to strain localization (i.e., macrocrack initiation) which is a discrete phenomenon again. Some solutions have been 
proposed, viz. non-local damage models [2 1] or discrete models [22,23]. Last, the developed damage model was 
applied to predict in a reasonable way the dynamic fragm entation exper ienced by a high performance concrete. 
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DYNAMIC TESTING OF CONCRETE WITH SPLIT HOPKINSON PRESSURE BARS 
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SUIllIlH10' : This article presents the experimental results of compressive and bending dynamical tests on concrete and reinforced 
concrete specimens. Dynamical tests wcre carried out with Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars and were coupled with static ones. The 
strength and the diOerence of response were compared ill both cases (rate sensitivity). The influence of the specimen's length for 
compress ive tests was studied. For bending tests, we looked at the strain rate eOect, the influcnce of distance between thc supports, of 
reinforcement and of boundary condit ions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The failure and collapse ofreinforced concrete structu res are studied in order to be used in vu lnerability analyses. These 
phenomena are complex and even in simple cases, it is not a lways possible to solve the problem with analytica l 
methods. The use ofnul11erical tools requires a precise knowledge of dynamical behaviour. The purpose of this study is 
to identify macroscopic models of reinforced concrete behaviour thanks to experiments. 
This article presents the experimental results of compressive and bending dynamical tests 011 concrete and reinforced 
concrete specimens. Dynamical tests were carried out with Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars (SHPB) either in the uSllal 

configuration or in a more original one to carry out dynamical bend ing tests, 

EXPEHIl\ IENTAL SYSTEl\ IS 

Dynllmic testing s,)'s tem 

To carry out a dynamical test with SHPB [11, a specimen is inserted between two bars. A longitudinal wave is induced 
in the incident bar after the impact of a projectile. On the bar-specimen interface, the wave is divided into two parts. A 
part is reflected and the other part is transmitted through the specimen and induces an elastic wave in the transmitter 
bar. Strain gauges are stuck on the bars and measure the elast ic strains of the bars. 
The following relations based on a one dimensional wave assumption relations, may be obtained: 

(J = E .• 

v(x, t) = - Cu ,. 
( I ) 

where a denotes the stress, & the strain, E the Young modu lus, Co the speed of elastic waves in bars and v the mass 
velocity. 
Thanks to the following well-known relation, it is poss ible to obtai n the displacement of input interface Ua and of 
output interface Ub, the input force Fa, the output force Fb, the input velocity Va and the output velocity Vb. 

~ I~ 
Gun 

Transmitter bar Incident bar 

specimen 
striker 

Ub Ua • 
&, Vb ecimen Va &, 

&, 
s • Eb Fa ~ 

Fig. 9-Simplified schema of SHPB 
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Va(t) = CO(Si(t)- S,( t)) 

Vb(t) = Co(s,(t)) 

Fa(t) = S.E.(Si (t) - S, (t)) 

Fb(t) = S.E.(s, (t)) 

where S, E denote the cross section and the Young modulus of bars, and Ej • E,. EI are respectively the incident , the 

reflected and th e transmitted strain. 

(2) 

(3) 

The main difficulty of this analys is lies in the wave shift ing problem. The strains used in equations (2) and (3) are 
assumed to be known at the specimen-bar interface but they are measured respectively at 1.5 meters on the incident bar 
and 40 cent imetres at the transmitter bar. This distance is significant especially for the incident bar because the incident 
wave and the reflected wave are measured with the same st rain gauges. The waves must be virtually shifted in time or 
in space. It is important to consider the wave dispersion and the relative time shift of the three waves. For the correct ion 
of dispersion[2][3] we used the Pochhammer and Chree ([4][5]) wave dispersion model which was appl ied by Davies 
[6] . The origin of the three waves Illust be shifted in a precise way to the time origin corresponding to the arriva l of the 
incident wave at the first interface. The correction technique is based on the initially elast ic response at the speci men
bar interface. 

In order to carry out dynamical bending tests, we used the SHPB in a different configuration. In this case, the 
transmitter bar was replaced by two transmitter bars (fig.2). Two transmitter waves were measured and they were 
ident ical. The analysis of signals was standard . These tests were carr ied out at LMS laboratory (Laboratory of Sol ids 
Mechanics, Ecole Poly technique, Palaiseau, France). 

Transmitter bars "'I 
Incident bar 

Fig. I O-System of dynmnical bend ing tests (LMS,X) 

To obtain more information about the response of concrete and reinforced concrete dur ing a dynamic load ing, we 
mod ified (figJ) the dynamical three-point bending test system (fig.2). We wanted to modify the boundary conditions, 
for example fi xing the specimen at both ends. 

Fig. II-Mod ified dynamical bending system«a) topview, (b) front view) 

Static testing s)'steJII 

The static tests were carried out on a traditional test ing machine with a 100 kN force meter. 

For compressive tests, the boundary conditions were the same as for dynamical tests. The interfaces between the testing 
machine and the specimen were two cylindrical pieces (diameter 40111111) of aluminiulll alloys (figA), similar to the 
SHPB bars. Figure 5 shows the three-point bending test used for the static bending tests and figure 6 shows a mod ified 
bending test. 
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Fig. 12- Static compress ive system Fig. 13- Three-point bending test Fig. 14-Modified bending test 

Specimens 

Concrete specimens are cylindrical (figA). Their diameter is 35 nll11 and the range of their length is 10 mm to 200 mm. 
(10 mm, 20 Illm, 40 111m, 80 111m, 100 111111, 160 mill , 200 mm). 
For bending tests and modified bending tests, small size beam specimens (figA and 5) are made of concrete or 
reinforced concrete. They are 160 millil11etres long, 40 mill wide and 40 llllll deep. 
The composition of concrete is the same for all specimens (tab. I ). 

Components Mass Percentage 

Sand 0 12 51.6 
Finest sand 9.2 
Silica fume 5.5 

Cement 52.5 22.1 
Water 11.5 

Concrete 
0.23% of cement mass 

fluiclifying 
Table I-Components of concrete 

EXI)ERIl\I ENTAL H. ESU LTS 

Compressive tcsts 

The object of thcse tests is to show the influence of the slenderness ratio. 

Figure 6 gathers all the results for static and dynamical tests and compares them to Hansen's static results [7). The 
relative resistance is plotted versus the length/diameter ratio. The relative resistance of a specimen is the ratio of 
specimen res istance to the resistance of a L/D=2 specimen. \Ve may underline that the curves decrease and reach a 
plateau. \Ve observe th is phenomenon both in static and dynamical tests. 

' .5 

• 
" 3.5 
~ 3 
0; 

[HAtlSEN196211 e 2.5 . 2 > 
1.5 

dynamita l le SI$ ., 
". ' "om 

0 .5 

0 , 
Len glhlOllm.t. r 

Fig. 7-Re lat ive res istance versus ratio LtD (Compari son Static/Dynamic) 

A stronger the resistance is obselved for dynamical tests, this is obviollsly a stra in rate effect [8,9, 10]. Figure 6 clearly 
shows that the dynamical resistance to static resistance ratio depends on the specimen's length. This rat io varies from 2 
for a 10 mm long specimen to 1.25 for a longer one. Bischoff and Perry [11] give us a value of 2 for a similar strain 
rate. This value Illay be the result of tests on small size specimens. 
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The ratio decreases with longer specimens and reaches a plateau for a length between 40 and 80 mill (I <L/D<2). The 
observation of the cracking profile of specimens after the test confinns the existence of a "characterist ic length" . 
Speci mens that are less than 80 111111 long are completely broken while the longer specimens st ill have a safe part and the 
broken one is between 70 and 90 nun long. 

To conclude, the resistance va lues (stat ic and dynamic) decrease when the specimen's length increases and remain 
constant it reaches once a characteristic length value. A rate effect is observed and the dynamic/static resistance ratio is 
dependent on the specimen's length. The L/D ratio in concrete resistance studies is a significant parameter. 

B ENDING TESTS 

Obscl'Vntions 011 three~poillt bcnding test 

The SHPB system gives us the forces at the speci ll1en ~ bar interfaces. The sensit ivity of different testing parameters on 
input and output forces are studied. The parameters are the strain rate, the distance between the suppOJ1s, the 
reinforcement and the boundary conditions. 

Strain I'ate influence 

The maximum forces are higher during dynamical tests. Table 2 shows the ratio for concrete and re inforced concrete 
specimens and for the distance between the supports. 

Materia l Concrete Reinforced concrete 
Distance between the supports 

I (inmm) 
60 140 140 

Maximum Forces Ratio 2,5 5,5 2,8 I (FMdyn/FMstat) 
Table 2- MaXlIl1Um Forces Rallo (FMdynIFMstat) 

Sensitivity to dist :lIIcc between SUppOl'ts 

The bending tests were carried out with two different distances between the supports, 6.1= 14cm and 6.1=6clll (fig.2). 
Figures 7 and 8 show the input and output force s in both cases. 
In the case of a concrete specimen wi th a distance between each support of 1401ll1ll , the input force reaches about 10000 
N while the value of the output force remains low (900N). \Vhen the distance between the supp0l1s decreases, the 
maximum value of the input force does not change (about 10000N) and the maximum value of the output force is abollt 
5000N, i.e.lmlfthat of the input force. It is also possible to assume a quasi static balance of forces. 
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Fig. IS-Test with distance t. 1~14cm Fig. 16-Test with t.1~6cm 

The stat ic bending tests were carried out with the same distances between the supports. The highest va lue of the force 
was multiplied by 2.1 when we moved the supports together. This ratio was equal to the length ratio (I~ 140/ 1 ~60). The 

bending moment at the middle orthe beam (M, = (FL) / 4 ) was also identical. 

Sensitivity to reinforcement 

Reinforcement with steel gave a plastic behaviour to the specimen . We observed for stat ic and dynamical tests that the 
forces remained constant after reaching their maximulll va lues. For static test this value was 1.8 higher for a reinforced 
cOllcrete specimen than for one in concrete while there was no difference for dynamical tests. 
Test ' s film showed the influence of steel in concrete (fig.9). During the test, a crack appeared at the center of both 
beams but its propagation was stopped by steel while the other specimen was broken into two parts. 
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Fig. 17-Final state aflel' a dynamical bending test «a) reinforced concrete, (b) concrete) 

Sensitivity to boundary conditions 

The modified bending system developed in LEES laboratory permits to observe the influence of the boundary 
condit ions. For dynamic cases this new system could enable us to distinguish two failures modes (shear failure and 
bending failure) on concrete specimens. 

A static loading causes a single crack at the center of the beam (fig.l 0) but in dynamical tests, two types of fai lures are 
observed (fig. 10, fig. I I). In dynamic cases (fig. I I and 12) we observed the same crack, denoted by I, as in static case. 
Other cracks denoted by 2 which only appear in dynamic case are at right angles (about 45°) to the loading direction. 
The film (1000/s) cannot indicate the order of appearance of the cracks. Figure 11 shows two consecutive pictures. 

Fig. IS-Crack on specimen after a static test 

Fig. 19-Consecutive pictures (6t~ lms) 

Fig. 20- Crack on specimen after dynamical tests 
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CONCLUSION 

We have presented in this paper static and dynamical tests of concrete and reinforced concrete with SHPB. These 
experimental studies have resulted in several interesting findings. The compressive tests higlight the strain rate effect of 
concrete and a structural effect for small size specimens. Bending tests higl ight the strain rate effect of concrete, its 
sensitivity to reinforcement and to boundary condit ions. 
At this point , several issues still need to be invest igated. First, 111odelisat ion and numerical simulations could be lI seful 
to validate the bending tests. Second, it would be interesti ng to understand the fai lure modes obtained with the mod ified 
bending system. Last, all these experiments could be useful to identify macroscopic models of concrete and reinforced 
concrete behaviour. 
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Summary: Milling tests have been performed on 5~axis machine fitted out with an electro~spindle with active magnetic bearings 
(AMS). These bearings are 110t affected by friction and wear. An experimental approach has been developed to determine the cutting 
forces in function of the measured control voltages of the milling spindle's magnetic bearings, The spindle is treated as a "black 
box", where the transfer functions linking the unknown cutting forces with control voltages are established experimentally. The 
validity of the cutting force calculation method was firstly established for slotting [1] and extend to the case of peripheral milling 
operation [2], This indirect method of cutting force determination provides a useful way to estimate tool wear and monitor on-line 
product quality in high~speed milling. 
The aim of this paper is to describe dynamic components of cutting forces in the case of slotting and peripheralmil1ing operation, 
Moreover, a comparison behveen cutting forces measurements obtained by using a Kistler dynamometer and from analysis of AMB 
command voltage underlines the less of accuracy on cutting forces measurements of Kistler dynamometer 9225B in high speed 
machining, 
However, gyroscopic efiects of the rotor motion limit the use of this method for instable conditions. Transfer functions between 
magnetic bearing and tool are measured using an impact hammer without rotation of the rotor, When milling, gyroscopic effects 
modify transfer functions around flexmal modes of the rotor. Moreover, regenerative chatter creates spectral arrays of high amplitude 
at frequencies that arc close to the flexural modes of the rotor. Consequently, reaction forces applied to the rotor by magnetic 
bearings are not properly transferred at the end of the tool to give cutting forces, Transfer functions are actually incorrect at 
frequencies close to the flexural modes of the rotor, where spectral arrays of high amplitude appear due to regenerative chatter 
vibrations, 

CUTTING FORCES MEASUREMENT METHODS 

The use of high-speed milling allows an increase of productivity by reducing the machining time, but additional tool 
costs reduce economic gains of this technology. The tool wear decreases with decreasing cutting forces, which are, 
moreover, the most important indicator of machining state and quality. Consequently, many methods of measuring 
cutting forces have been developed. Principal investigations have been focused on in-process force measurement 
systems because knowing cutting forces allows to reduce tool wear, to control continuously quality of the milling 
operation and to detect tool breakage. 
The most frequently used sensor is the piezoelectric dynamometer that provides the accurate measurement of cutting 
forces, However, the use of this method is limited by the dynamic responses of the sensor, each dynamometer being 
characterized by its bandwidth. Recently, Lapoujoulade et al. [3] and [4] and Tounsi and Otho [5] have proposed an 
accelerometer-based method to compensate signal distortions of piezoelectric dynamometer due to its self-dynamic 
behaviour. Their method allows the measurement of dynamic cutting forces, such as high speed milling forces, with a 
high frequency bandwidth up to 5 kHz, However, this device is expensive and the size of work pieces, on which it is 
possible to measure cutting forces during machining, is limited by the size of the dynamometer cover plate, typically of 
a few hundred millimeters, To avoid these limitations, indirect cutting force measurement methods have been developed 
[6], [7], [8], and [9]. However, the relatively low bandwidth of these sensors limits the use of all indirect cutting force 
measurements that can be found in literature to the case of low -speed milling, 
In this paper, a new method exploiting command voltages of the magnetic bearing of the S2M's spindle is proposed. A 
ShOlt description of S2M's spindle is presented in the next paragraph, Then, force measurement method based on the 
command voltages analysis is exposed. In the last part of this paper, a comparison with measurements obtained using a 
Kistler dynamometer for full and partial immersion milling operations underlines limitations of piezoelectric based 
sensors. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MILLING SPINDLE 

This spindle is composed of two radial active magnetic bearings, AMB I and AMB 2, and one axial AMB 3, (Fig. 
la).The milling tool (4) is fixed at the rotor by the way of the tool holder (5). A palt of the length of the spindle's rotor 
forms the rotor of the drives motor (6). 
A magnetic bearing is composed of two pairs of electromagnets exerting radial forces 011 the shaft and maintaining it in 
equilibrium position, as shown in Figure 1.b. The design of this magnetic bearing introduces two main orthogonal 
directions defined by axes V and W. Forces applied to the shaft by the magnet are proportional to the coils' current, 
which can be modulated. 
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AMB3 
AMB2 \ 

a) b) 

Fig. 1 : a - view of the milling spindle developed by S2M, b - main axes ofa magnetic bearing 

This specificity is used to maintain the shaft's rotation axis at the centre of the bearing in reacting to any load variation 
such as external disturbance forces or mass unbalance of the rotor. Position sensors measure the shaft displacement. 
\Vhen a position error is detected, the control loop system modulates the current in each coil to vary the force of the 
electromagnets in order to bring back the rotor to the required central position. Each pair of electromagnets is controlled 
independently. 
As explained previously, axis V and axis \V are the two main perpendicular directions of magnetic bearings. Radial 
cutting forces are commonly decomposed according to the coordinate system of the milling machine (X and Y axes), 
which are different from the AMB's V-\V axes. For the studied spindle, the X-axis of the milling machine was 
rotatively positioned 1500 from the V-axis of the electro-magnetic bearings. 

+ 
x 
.~ 

Fig. 2 : systems of en·es of the AMB (V-I1J alld of the millillg machille (X-l? 

CUTTING FORCE MEASUREMENTS FROM COMMAND VOLTAGES OF THE AMB 

The milling force components F'.t and Fy are the input quantities denoted EJ and E2• The four command voltages of the 
electromagnets constitute the output quantities denoted Sj, S2.33 and S-/. They constitute six degrees of freedom of the 
"black box", Eight complex transfer functions have to be determined linking each input parameter with four outputs. 

Measurement of command voltages of AMB's 

Command voltage S}, S2, S), and S4 are measured during the milling operation. Sj indicates the command voltage of the 
electromagnet that causes forces on the rotor in dofi+2 (i=l to 4), \Vhen a position error of the shaft is detected, the 
control loop system modulates the command voltage in the range -10 < U < 10 V. Depending 011 the sign of the 
command voltage, only one electromagnet in each pair of electromagnets varies its attraction force applied to the shaft 
in order to bring back the rotor to the required position. Figures 4, 6 and 8 illustrates the evolution of the command 
voltage Sl during a typical milling operations. Command voltages are measured in the temporal domain by using an 
eight channels spectral analyzer Pimento developed by LMS. The sampling frequency is 10 kHz and the total 
measurement time is 4 seconds. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied using a Mathematica's notebook to the 
four signals SI(t) to S4(t), where t represents the time. SlUm), S,Um), S3Um) and S4Um) are the frequential spectra 
obtained, where 0) indicates a frequency in Hel1z. 
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Transfer functions magnetic bearings ~ tool 

To determine the cutting force components from the command voltages, two impulse loadings were applied to the tool 
extremity in X and Y directions, snccessively. For each impulse, denoted respectively EI(t) and E,(t), four responses 
SI(t) to S4(t) were measured. Impulses and responses are measured in the temporal domain by using the eight channels' 
analyzer Pimento and transformed to the spectral space using one of the Mathematica Fast Fourier Transform 
techniques. Eight complex transfer functions are determined in this way. These functions are defined by the expression: 

(I) 

where i=1 to 4 indicates one of the fourth output parameters of the rotor and} = 1, 2 points to one of the two input 
degrees of freedom of the tool. So, the functions H11UW), H2IUW), H3I UW), H4IUW) are obtained simultaneously by 
measuring command voltages variations (SI to S4 in Volts) due to impulses applied at the end of the tool by an impact 
hammer in the X direction (EI in N). Impulses at the end of the tool in the Y direction (E2 in N) are used to determine 
experimentally the functions H12UW), H22UW), H32UW), H"Uw). A typical transfer function is presented in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 : transfer function H11 (amplitude and phase) 

Determination of cutting forces from electromagnets command voltages 

3000 

In this section, method of calculation of cutting forces, combining the eight transfer functions of the two bearings, is 
presented. As mentioned earlier, the complex transfer functions link command voltages to cutting forces. Consequently, 
the expression relating two inputs and four outputs parameters can be written: 

SI HI1 HI), 

S, 
= H'I H22 (!:) (2) 

S3 H31 H" 
S, H'I H" 

To circumvent the difficulty consisting in the inversion of a rectangular matrix, the least square method applied to the 
system of complex functions should be used, as exposed in [1]. In our case, the solution ofEq. (2) gives the cutting 

forces EI and E, : 

de-bl 
EI =-:~'

ad-be 

E 
_ al-ee , -

ad-be 

where 

where the conjugate term of the complex function Hi} is written Hi} . 

a = H l1 H n + H21H21 + H31 H 31 + H41H41 

b = HllH12 + H 2!Hn + H31H32 + H41H42 

C = H11 HI, + H'I H" + H31 H32 + H4IH42 (4) 

d = H]2H12 +H22H22 + H32H32 + H42H42 

e = HllS] + H 2lS2 + H 31 S3 + H41S4 

1= H12S1 + H22S, + H32S3 + H42 S4 

The cutting force EI(t) and E,(t) are obtained by applying an inverse FFT to functions EIU(3) and E2U(3) and by dividing 
temporal signals by the window of Hanning. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The aim of this paper is to determine dynamic components of cutting forces in the case of slotting and peripheral 
milling operation. Moreover, a comparison between cutting forces measurements obtained by using a Kistler 
dynamometer and from analysis of AMB command voltage underlines the less accuracy on cutting force measurements 
by Kistler dynamometer 92225B in high speed machining. All measurements presented in this section have been 
repeated three times to verify their consistency, a~ld very close values have been obtained. 

Cutting force measurements for slotting mId peripheral milling under stable conditions 

The validity of the above cutting force calculation method was firstly established for slotting [1] and extend to the case 
of peripheral milling operation [2] up to an excitation frequency of 4 KHz, which is twenty times the widest bandwidth 
of others methods that can be found in literature [9]. Two flute cylindrical tools have been used to machine slots and 
peripheral milling operations in aluminum AU4G. Command voltage S], S2, S), and S4 are measured during the milling 
operations. Typical measurement of S1 is represented during full immersion milling with a 32 mm diameter tool (Fig. 4) 
and during peripheral milling with a tool of <P~40 nnn (Fig. 5). 
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Fig.4: full immersion milling SI (cutting conditions: Fr = 0.36 mmitooth, d.o.c. = 4 mm, 
CD~14 000 rpm) a) before, during and after milling, b) during the milling operation 
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adoc ~ 10 mm, CD~lO 000 rpm) a) before, during and after milling, b) during the milling operation 

The analysis of FFT of command voltage measurements shows clearly dynamic characteristics of each type of milling 
operation. On each spectrum of the command voltage SI for a slot operation, three spectral arrays appear as shown in 
Figure 6.a : the first one corresponds to the shaft rotation frequency (166.7 Hz), the second to the tooth passing 
frequency (333.3 Hz), and the last appears at twice the tooth passing frequency (666.7 Hz). For a peripheral milling 
operation, the array at the shaft rotation frequency and the tooth passing frequency appear, as in the case of a full 
immersion operation, but seven harmonic rays at the tooth passing frequency are also present, as shown on figure 6.b. 
The high number of harmonic rays in the case of peripheral milling can be explained by the discontinuity of the cutting 
force functions caused by nil chip thickness when the cutting edge goes out from workpiece during up milling and come 
in workpiece for down milling. 
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The forces of machining calculated from command voltages of the magnetic bearing measurements have been 
compared with those given by the Kistler 4-components dynamometer for the each cutting test. For the slot operation, 
see Figure 7.a, both Fx and Fy cutting forces calculated using the least square method are in good agreement with 
measurements obtained with the Kistler dynamometer. 
But, it seems that the bandwidth of the Kistler dynamometer is too low to detect the secondary oscillations, which 
appear at four times the tooth passing frequency, recorded by the indirect method (fco 1290 Hz). The two curves exhibit 
the same tendency but the amplitudes of the secondary oscillations recorded by the Kistler dynamometer are less 
pronounced. 
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Fig.7 : comparison between clltting force Fy calculated from command voltages of magnetic bearings measurements 
and Fy measured with the Kistler 4-components dynamometer 

a) full immersion milling, b) peripheral milling 

However, Fx and Fy cutting forces measured for the peripheral operation with the Kistler dynamometer are very 
different from those calculated using AMB command voltage analysis, as shown Figure 7.b, In fact, harmonic rays of 
the ray at the tooth passing frequency are not detected the Kistler dynamometer. High frequency excitations make 
vibrating the Kistler dynamometer. It measures its own vibrations and not the cutting forces anymore. 
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Case of un sf able milling 

For full immersion milling tests with a speed of rotation of 12 000 rpm (200 Hz) and 13000 rpm (216.7 Hz). chatter 
regenerative vibrations distort the measured signal of cutting forces. The Kistler dynamometer measurements are vel)' 
different from the cutting force calculated using the least square method as shown in figure 8, and both measuring 
methods give incorrect results. 
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Fig.8 : cutting force measurements distorted by regenerative vibrations 

Spectral rays of frequency which are not a multiple of the tooth passing frequency appears on FFT of cutting force 
signals as shown in Figure 9. A ray at the frequency of first flexural mode (1050 Hz) always appears when the milling 
operation becomes unstable. It seems that the Kistler dynamometer failed to detect vibrations of frequency greater than 
1500 Hz. 
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Fig.9 : spectral array of cutting force Fy during unstable milling 
a- Fy calculated from command voltages of magnetic bearings measurements 

b- Fy measured with the Kistler 4-components dynamometer 

Regenerative chatter inducess the Kistler dynamometer vibrations and the influence of dynamic vibrations dominates 
the signal of chip forming force due to cutting. 
For the magnetic bearings based method, transfer functions between magnetic bearing and tool were measured using an 
impact hammer without rotation of the rotor. \Vhen milling, gyroscopic effects modify transfer functions around 
flexural modes of the rotor. Moreover, regenerative chatter creates spectral arrays of high amplitude at frequencies that 
are close to the flexural modes of the rotor. Consequently, reaction forces applied to the rotor by magnetic bearings are 
not properly transferred at the end of the tool to give cutting forces. Transfer functions are actually incorrect at 
frequencies close to the flexural modes of the rotor i.e.where spectral arrays of high amplitude appear due to 
regenerative chatter vibrations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental results presented above show that dynamic components of cutting forces in the case of slotting are 
different from those of peripheral milling operation. On the FFT of cutting forces measurement for peripheral milling 
operation, the array at the shaft rotation frequency and the one at the tooth passing frequency appear, as in the case of a 
full immersion operation, but equally seven significant harmonic rays of the ray at the tooth passing frequency when 
only one harmonic ray appears for the slotting case. The high number of harmonic rays in the case of peripheral milling 
can be explained by the discontinuity of the cutting forces functions caused by nonzero thickness of the chip when the 
cutting edge come out workpiece the up milling and come in workpiece for down milling. 
Moreover, a comparison between cutting force measurements obtained by using a Kistler dynamometer and from 
analysis of AMB command voltage underlines the less accuracy on cutting forces measurements of Kistler 
dynamometer 9225B. 
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The low bandwidth of the Kistler dynamometer (about 650 Hz) limits the use of this sensor in the case of high-speed 
milling, because significant excitation frequency is two times and seven times the tooth passing frequency respectively 
in the case of slotting and peripheral milling. 
However, gyroscopic effects of the rotor motion limit the use of the current version of this method to stable conditions. 
A semi analytical approach allowing the indirect determination of cutting forces including the Coriolis effect is in 
development. 
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Summitry : The understanding of concrete responses to short·lived stresses and high amplirude impulse loads are of vital importance 
in design and analysis of protective stmctures. However, under such loading the strength data of most brittle materials, amongst othcr 
concrete, are very limited. For instance, the data concerning the dynamic tensile behavior of concrete beyond the strain rate of about 
20 S·I are practically non existent. The shortage of the infonnation on this subject might be attributed primarily to an insufficiently 
developed base for dynamic tests applicable for brittle materials. 
An original experimental method for investigating the dynamic tensile strength of brittle materials such a concrete is developed in the 
Laboratory of Physics and Mechanics of Materials of Metz. The experimental method suggested by Klepaczko is based on a 
judicious combination of the Hopkinson bar principle and the spalling technique. This method allowed for reaching very high loading 
rates of about 5000 OPals (corresponding to strain rate up to 120 S·I). 

An experimental program on concrete was performed with this new equipment. The mean trends of the dynamic tensile behavior 
found in the literarure for high loading rates are confirmed by the experimental results obtained, specially the continuation of the 
drastically strong increase of the tensile strength beyond the strain rate threshold of 1 S·I. Those additional results pennit for better 
estimation of the concrete strength in tension and are used by many authors to model the concrete behavior within the following 
range of strain rates; 20 S·l to 1205.1• 

INTRODUCfION 

In the engineering practice, it is known that concrete inherently weak in tension is generally used as compressive 
member material in most structures. However, tensile behavior is a more intrinsic characteristic of concrete material. 
For a more accurate analysis and design optim ization of some modern protective structures, accollnt must be taken of 
the tensile strength of this material. Despite the impol1ant research effort devoted during the past several decades, the 
experimental and as well as the theoretical knowledge with regard to the tensile dynamic behavior of concrete are 
however still quantitatively limited. f\1ore emphasis is typically ~laced on the compressive behavior, for which more 
data is available (at strain rates in the order of 10 S·I to 1000 s· ), and less on the tensile response. In experiment the 
maximum strain rate reached in tension is less than 20 S·I and the physical mechanism governing the dynamic tensile 
failure is not well understood. The lack of such experimental data is essentially due to the difficulty of accurate 
measurement of tensile strength for brittle or quasi-brittle materials like ceramics, rock and concrete. This difficulty is 
strongly exacerbated when it concerns dynamic experimentation, for which all parameters could possibly affect the 
experimental results, and their subsequent interpretation. During the last decade, a vast research program devoted to the 
interaction between geo-materials, enviromnent and c ivil engineering works, GEO [1], was conducted by the French 
laboratory network. One group of these laboratories was in charge of the investigation axis concerning the 'behavior of 
concrete structures at high strain rates', with the main objective to provide experimental data and to model the cnlshing 
phenomenon and spalling of concrete under impact loading. The research project attributed to the Laboratory of Physics 
and Mechanics of Materials (LPMJvI, Metz University, France) was the experimental characterization of tensile 
behavior of concrete. In this framework, a new experimental method based on the Hopkinson bar is developed under the 
direction of K lepaczko, for estimating the tensile strength of concrete in strain rate ranged from 20 S·l to 120 S·I. 

In this paper the existing dynamic tensile testing techniques of concrete and their results are succinctly repm1ed, 
followed by the description of the original method developed in the LPMM. Some resuits obtained by means of this 
method are presented and compared with those existing in the literature. 

DYNAMIC TENSILE TESTING METHODS OF CONCRETE AND RESULTS 

Experimental methods and results 

The dynamic tensile experiments on concrete reported in the literature are performed in various test configurations. 
Nevertheless, the major test methods can be categorized globally as follows: the Constant Strain Rate Test, adapted to 
tension mode in SHPB (Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar) test, and finally all tests based on "the Stress Wave Technique", 
as described in [2]. The constant strain rate test constitutes an ideal test suitable for strain softening materials such 
concrete, which can be done in tension and bending. Tests are carried at a certain strain rate that remains constant 
throughout the whole experiment. It should be noted that high strain rates are not always possible to reach when sllch 
type of tests is app lied, because the difficulty to control the boundary condit ions and to ascertain the unifonnity of stress 
along the specimen due to the wave propagation. Higher strain rates lip to about 20 S·I can be reached with the 
conversion into tension of the SHPB apparatus, [3]. The first adaptat ion was developed in Delft University of 
Technology, [4]. This test set up consists of two coaxial elastic aluminum bars between which concrete specimen is 
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sandwiched. Tensile st ress pulses are generated by a weight hitting vert ically an anvil fixed at the end of the incident 
vertical bar. Another adaptation of SHPB called the Splitting Tensile Test consisted application the load along the 
specimen diameter, ill "Brazilian test" configuration, [5]. The principal problem of the techniques based on the 
Hopkinson bar principle in compression is to find the opt imal compromise between the size of the bars and the strain 
rate threshold, wh ich are antagonistic parameters in the wave propagation theory. The same loading rate range was 
reached also by the use of the so-called "Stress \Vave Technique", [6]. In this experiment, typ ical cylindrical or 
prismatic specimens are impacted at one end with high-velocity st rikers. \Vhen the wave reaches the other end of the 
cylinder it is reflected as tensile wave, witch causes the concrete to spall. For the stress measurements, the specimens 
are instrumented with strain gauge resistance. 

The experimental results of the last decades obtained by these various test methods are gathered in several reviews, 
[7,8]. In those retrospectives, the material studied was generally dry and wet micro- or mini-concrete (with approx. 10 
111m maximum aggregate size), in the fonn of cylindrical and prismatic specimens with relat ively small s ize. The 
concrete tested was from few days to several months aged and with compressive strength varying from 14 MPa up to 
about 70 MPa. The experimenta l database of the last decades concerning the dynamic tensile behavior of concrete 
pointed clearly on "the rate effect", that is the increase of the tensile strength with strain rate. This effect of strain rate on 
the tensile strengths is typically reported as dynamic increase factor (DIF), i.e. the ratio of dynamic to quasi-static static 
strength versus stra in rate on a semi-log or log-log scale. The enhancement is characterized by a slight continuous 
increase of the maximum recorded strength in the range between static loading and strain rate of about lIs and thereafter 
a steep increase of this strength for highest st rain rate. 
For strain rates lower than about I S·I, the observed phenomena is att ributed to the presence of excess moisture in 
concrete, [9,10]. The relatively higher strengths in dynamics can be due to micro-inertia or viscous-type forces act ing 
on microcracks at the meso-level. Nevertheless, at stra in rates higher than 1 S-I both wet and dry concretes exhibit 
a lmost the same signi ficant strain rate sensitivity and the physical reasons of this phenomenon pose an open quest ion. 

The analysis of the existing experimental methods presented above and observation of the current trends in testing of 
concrete in dynamic tension leads to the conclusion that the best con fi guration to reach high strain rates in tension is the 
anangement of cylindrical striker, instrumented Hopkinson bar and a cylindrical, relatively long specimen. Such 
arrangement permits for many different variations in geometry and measurements. For example, the specimen can be 
instnllllented or not. In the case of instnnnentation, it will playa role of Hopkinson bar as well. The level of the wave 
analysis may be also very different. This conclusion conducted to develop the new experimental method in the 
Laboratory of Physics and Mechanics of Materials of:Metz University. This efficient method of simple use combining 
the Hopkinson bar principle and the stress wave technique allowed for reaching strain rate in tension above 100 S-I. 

THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Test se tup find loading procedure 

The setup consists of an air launcher of cylindrical projectiles and a Hopkinson bar as measuring tool in tight contact 
colinearly with a concrete speci men. The cylindrical bars arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The Hopkinson 
bar of is instrumented with three SR stations and made of hard aluminium alloy (6065-T5). Projectiles are made of the 
same alloy and with different lengths. The specimens tested are not instrumented. 
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Fig.l : Sheme of the experimental arrangement and the loading principle. 

\Vhen the projectile impacts the measuring bar a longitudinal compressive incident stress wave cr I is induced. The 

compressive pulse propagates along the measuring bar. \Vhen arrived at the interface bar-specimen, part of the incident 

stress wi ll be t ransl1litt~d as compression wave crT into the specimen and a sllla ll part wi ll be 15 th reflected as cr R as 

tension wave, back of the measuring bar. The partitioning of the incident stress results from 
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the difference of the effective impedances between the measuring bar and the specimen. The compressive pulse crT 

transmitted into the specimen propagates along upon its arrival at the free end, and is reflected as a tensile pulse cr+ 

and superposed upon the still 31Tiving tail cr- . The resulting stress distribution leads to tensile stresses increasing with 
the distance from the free end and fast growing in time. \Vherever the peak value of the resulting stress distribution 
reaches the level of the tensile strength, the spalling oflllaterial occurs. The relatively short length of the striker bars (80 
mIll, 120 mm and 160 mm) allows for reaching elevated loading rates. 

Data acquisition system 

The recovered data after each test are the recorded pulses cr I and cr R at the three measuring stations and the fracture 

profile of the specimen. This latter accurately measured and digitalized, gives the spalling sites reported 
from the free end of the reconstituted specimen. The propagating pulses are recorded by means of three pairs of strain 
gages cemented to the bar surface. Two of these gages (Jl and 12) are situated each at 120 mm from the Hopkinson bar 
ends, and one (12) is cemented in the middle of the bar. These gages are connected to amplifiers (band pass 1.0 MHz)., 
then to four channel oscilloscopes with high sampling rates (1.0 GHz), recording at the same time the signals 
respectively in (JI, J2), and (J2, 13). These signals are visualized and stored under numerical format by PC's connected 
to the oscilloscopes, Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of data acquisition system with six high~speed CCD cameras 

The wave propagation in the Hopkinson bar is considered by taking into accollnt the geometrical dispersion, as well as 
the recent theoretical developments concerning the signal processing. see [II]. The incident and reflected pulses are 
corrected for the geometrical dispersion by time shifting to bar~specimen interface, where the transmitted pulse into 
specimen is determined. At the bar-specimen contact surface, the force equilibrium during the contact time as well as 
the propagation of the transmitted pulse are based on the unidimensional theory. The superposition of the transmitted 
pulse numerically simulated gives the chronological and also spatial evolution (assllming a constant longitudinal wave 
velocity Co) of the maximum tensile stress along the specimen . Considering an instantaneous and local fracture. the 
accurate measurement of the site of spall Zc, when confronted with the numerically evaluated resulting tensile stress 

evolution in the specimen, allows for detenllination of the spall strength cr F . 

It should be noted that application of high amplitudes of the incident wave leads to a consecutive multiple fracturing of 
the specimen, in such situation the chronology of spalling is very important. \Vhen a multiple spalling occurs only the 
first one is analyzed. In order to find the chronology of spalling, as well as to observe development of failure, a coupled 
arrangement of six fast CCD cameras has been applied. These cameras with a framing rate up to 106 frames per second, 
are triggered successively with a chosen time interval (from I ~tS to 10 illS.) thanks a set an electronic cards !lamed the 
synchronizer. The numerical pictures are stored by fast memory units connected to each camera and recovered by 
means of a demultiplixer in a PC, using an adapted program. For more details concerning the new experimental 
technique, the reader may be interested in [12]. 
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Concrcte and specimcn 

The mechanical characteristics and the composition of the tested concrete are given in Table I . The method of 
preparation of this concrete consists in preparation of homogeneolls large blocks and next trepanation of the cylindrical 
specimens of diameter 40 mill and length 120 mOl. Both faces of each specimen were machined to achieve parallel and 
flat surfaces. The specimens were protected in the wet state by a plastic foil and aluminum cover. The composition of 
the concrete is a compromise between a standard concrete with larger aggregate and the heterogeneity in relation to the 
specimen dimensions. 

TABLE 1: Composition and mechanical characteristics of the studied concrete 

Mix proportions 

Water 200 kg/m' 

Portland cement lIP 400 kg/m' 
Fine aggregate 0-2 mm 1783 kg/m' 

Mechanical characteristics 
Density 2395 kg/m' 
Young's Modulus 35 GPa 
Quasi·static compressive strength 42MPa 
Quasi-static tensile strength 4MPa 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Several ser ies of tests all wet micro-concrete specimens were performed with an impact velocity varying between 7 and 
15 mIs, corresponding for Illean values of transmitted compression stresses amplitudes ranged from 30 to 90 MPa. For 
each impact velocity, 3 to 5 specimens have been tested, for which one and sometimes two or even three fractures have 
been obtained. The failure profiles of the specimens are almost flat. Indeed, the measured failure position show a weak 
scattering from only I to 3%, which leads to confirm the uniformity of the loading stress profiles and the specimens 
homogeneity, justifying thus the hypothesis of the un idimens ional wave propagation in the specimen. The mean values 
of the loading rates for the experimentally detennined spalling sites are very high and varied from 800 up to about 5000 
OPals. 
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Fig. 3. Tensile strength ratios for wet concrete as function of (log) strain rate 
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For constant dynamic Young's modulus assumed as E = 4 1.5 GPa, the corresponding strain rates are ranged from 20 S·I 

to J 20 S·I. The obtained results reveal a substantial increase of the tensile strength as a function of the strain rate for the 
wet mini-concrete, F ig. 3. In the strain rate range stud ied, the DIF varies from 4 up to 10. 
These critical stresses of spalling obtained analytica lly by wave ana lysis were confronted to those determined through 
the veloc ity of ejected specimen fragments during the fracture process, measured by means of the CCD cameras. The 
considerable increase of the tensile strength is corroborated by the velocity measurement via the sequence of fram ing 
camera photographs of the tests. Some images of the CCD cameras with consecutive stages of the specimen ejection are 
shown jn Fig. 4. The specimen is broken into two pieces with relat ively flat fracture surface, The critical stress 
evaluated by the ejection velocity jn case of the tes t shown in Fig. 4 is O'F = 57 J\1Pa, very close to the cri tical frachlre 
stress obtained by the wave analys is which is 53 !vlPa. Th is test was perfol111ed with the mean st rain rate of abou t 11 2 s·!. 

1,=1280 lIS 1,=32601'5 

FigA. Camera photographs sequence ofa specimen fi-achlre process 

The results obtained with the new experimental method are compared to those found in the literature. Nevel1heJess, 
some authors reported results of experiments conducted at strain rates higher than 1 S·I , see [6,8] and all references 
therein. The evolution of the relative tensile strength versus the logarithm of stra in rate of the experiment rep0l1ed in 
this paper and those obtained by other authors are gathered in Fig. 5 . It appears clearly that the relative strength 
increases continuously without saturat ion when the strain rate is increased. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of various experimental data, after [6,8] 
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A direct obselvation of the fractured surfaces by the stereographic microscope confimled that the surfaces are very 
flat. Further, some pictures were taken with the optical microscope, they clearly shown that at short loading times 
majority of aggregates were cleaved, At very short loading time even very small aggregates were also cleaved. This 
confinns observations reported by different authors, for example [13], about domination of the intra-granular 
separation at high stra in rates in tension. 
These results were used by many researchers to model successfully the dynamic tensile behavior of concrete with 
different Ilumerical codes (Discrete Element Method, Finite Element Method), amongst others [14,15, 16]. 

CONCLUSION 

The dynamic tension tests completed with the new experimental arrangement, have shown a possibility to reach very 
high strain rates in tension for concrete and perhaps also for brittle materials like ceramics. In the range of strain rate 
from 20 5-

1 to 120 5-
1
, data on dynamic tensile strength of concrete are practically non existent in the literature_ 

The experimental investigation conducted by means of th is technique pennitted to produce additional data and better 
define the concrete tensile strength at high strain rates. The mean trends of the dynamic tensile behavior of concrete 
found in the literature are confirmed by the experimental results obtained, specially the substantial increase of the 
tensile strength with at high strain rates. At strain rates of about 100 S- I, the dynamic tensile strength of concrete can 
reach ten times the quasi-static one. The steep increase of the tensile strength at high strain rates could be explained by 
the inertia of micro-cracking and an extensive micro-cracking forced to propagate throughout stronger areas of the 
material notably the aggregates. The obtained results constitutes an appreciable reference and are used successfully by 
many researchers to model the dynamic failure of concrete_ 
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A METHOD FOR IDENTIFICATION OF MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR FROM HIGH 
SPEED COMPRESSION TEST USING A SERVO-HYDRAULIC PRESS 
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SUllllnaD' : Numerical simulations of dYllamic material fonnillg processes require accurate constitutive models desc ribing the 

materials behaviour at large plastic strains (50%- 150%), at high strai n rates (up to 102_103 S- I ) and taking into account adiabatic 
heating and thennni softening. The major d ifiiculty is that few experimental tests are enabled to reach all these criteria. for a few 
years, several studies have becn carried out on hydrnulic machines provided with a dynamic jack. However, for high stra in rntes, the 
load measurement is disturbed by the elastic response of the experimcntal set-up, provcd by the important oscillations with appenr on 
the load-displacements variation. This contribution proposes to improve the experimental dynamic compression test alla lysis and 
present a new method to convert experimental data into a true strcss-strain relationship. The method is based on a finite element 
model of the experimental seHlp and use the inverse analysis principle. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several indust rial applications, such as dynamic material fonning or machining processes, require to improve the 
analysis of material behaviour in order to describe correctly the material flow corresponding to high speed loadings. 
The choice of the constitutive model and the determination of its parameters should be made from tests generating such 
severe conditions: elevated strain rates, large strains and importan t rise of the temperature. Sometimes it is very difficult 
to find a mechanical test that enables to reach simultaneollsly all lite req uirements. For machining and dynamic material 
forming it is general consented that the axis-sYlllmetrical compression is the most suitable experimental test. The plastic 
strain can reach 100% and a large range of the strain rate can be obtained from different upsetting velocities and using a 
special specimen shape. However, for cOllventionalmachines, the stra in rates are limited to a few tens of S-I, whereas 
one would like to characterise materials lip to 10J _ 104 

S-I. To obtain higher strain rates (more than tOJ 
S-I), a special 

experimental set-up, named Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars [1 ,2] can be used, but the plastic st rain reached during the 
test is limited at 25%-50% and is not sufficient for a dynamic material forming characterisation. A suitable upsetting 
test, giving both large strain and large stra in rates requirements, can be obtained from a selva-hydraulic machine 
provided with a dynamic hydraulic jack that can reach 10 m/s . If a classical load cell is used, the experimental tests 
showed that the load/times curves are disturbed by imp0l1ant oscillations. Several researches highlighted this 
phenomenon and different approaches were explored. The first one concerns the lise of a filtering method to cOllvert the 
load /displacement variation into the true stress-strain curves [3]. The second one search to analyse the dynamic 
phenomena and to avoid the load oscillations increasing the first eigen frequency of the experimental set-up via a shape 
optimisation method [4,5]. The principal aim of this work is to propose a new method to analyse and identify the 
material behaviour from high speed compression tests. 

A first analysis concerns the dynamic response of the experimental set-up using a finite element model taking into 
account the elastic and inertia effects of the whole exper imental structure and stm1ing fr0111 a well-known elastic-plastic 
behaviour given from a standard specimen. The obtained numerical load-times variatioll and the corresponding eigen 
frequencies are compared with the experimental ones. The good correlation between the numerical result s and the 
experiment valid the relevance of numerical description, especially concerning the observed dynamic phenomena. 
Because the analysis of rheological behaviour for high temperatures requires a special experimental equipment, a shape 
optimisation of the whole experimental set· up in order to reduce the load oscillations seems very difficult. Therefore a 
parameter calibration of the elastic set-up model (via an optimisation tool) is sufficient to insure the quantitative 
capability of the building numerical model to describe real dynamic phenomena. 

The second part is focllsed 011 the identification of the material behaviour by mean of a two-step sequential 
identification method. In a first step the variation of the load all the specimen interfaces is estimated from the global 
responses of the load cell. Using the numerical model , which describe the whole structure existing between specimen 
and load cell, an inverse problem can be then formulated, regardi ng the load/times variation on the specimen interface 
as an unknown boundary condition. Knowing all the loading data at the contact surfaces of the specimen with the tools: 
impact velocity on the upper surface and variation of the load on the low surface, the constitutive behaviour of the 
specimen material can be obtained from a thermo·elasto-viscoplastic finite element computation. Finally, behaviour ofa 
XClO steel, submitted to different compression speeds (between 3.10-4 and 3 m/s) and heated at different temperatures 
(200°C - 400 ' C) will be presented. 
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NUMERICAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

The dynamic compression tests are carried alit OJ} a compllter·controlled servo·hydraulic testing machine provided with 
a dynamic jack allowing to obtain a maximum impact velocity of 9 mls. A classical load cell fixed on the equipment 
rack is used to measure the time load variation and a L VDr displacement sensor, set on the top of the jack, measure the 
corresponding displacement. The experimental measurement signals are acquired at a frequency of 5 MHz to avoid all 
problems caused by electronic equipment. For high temperature tests a furnace is set on the machine and a water 
coolant part is put between the sensor and the heated parts in order to protect the load cell from heating. An upper tool 
is chosen out of the fhmace so as to protect the jack from high temperatures. The whole experimental compression set
up is illustrated in Fig. I-a. As the inertia effects generated by the dynamic tests are quite imp0l1ant, special specimens 
were designed in order to avoid an overload of the sensor and to control the impact velocity [6] . The obtained specimen 
geometry is shown in Fig I-b and has been used successfully in quasi-static or dynamic loading. 
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Fig. I. a- Experimental set-up of servo-hydraulic compression machine, b- Specimen assembly and optimal geometry 

According to a maximulll load of 25 KN, the following optimal dimensions are recommended for a steel specimen: 
heights of H = 16mm, h = 6 nun and diameters of D = 8null, d = 4 nun. Moreover a Ilumerical FE model of classical 

compression tests was shown an independence of the load with respect to the friction on the specimen-tools interfaces, 
consequently the influence of friction phenomenon can be neglected [7]. Actually, the principal problem on 
experimental characterization of high speed dynamic tests is the appearance of important oscillations all the load
displacement curves. However, it is generally assumed that for a dynamic loading, the 1110st important mechanical 
characteristics are represented by inertia effect, elastic propel1ies and shape of the structure [8]. A precise 
comprehension of these phenomena requires to analyse rigorously the dynamic behaviour of whole experimental 
stl'llcture, essentially represented here by the assembly of the lower bar, water cooler part and load sensor (Fig. 2-a). 
Concerning the impact ve locity on the upper specimen surface, it can be controlled by an electro-hydraulic regulation of 
the jack speed and can be regarded as an well-known boundary condition for the specimen. It is then possible to use a 
dynamic FE model start ing from the structure mesh (Fig. 2-b). As the dynamic behaviour of the experimental assembly 
can' t be analysed from a direct impact of the chosen stlllcture, which leads to an overload of the cell measure, a 
specimen with a lower yield stress must be added. A first study has been performed for a 50CrM04 steel specimen using 
a known elasto-plastic behaviour, previously identified from other experimental tests, varying the strain rates from 0.05 

s-l to 5 s-J. The behaviour of all others parts is considered only as elastic. More details on the numerical results 
obtained with CASTEM2000 software have been already presented by Diot, S. [8). Analysis of the Eigen frequencies 
has shown a very good agreement between the computed values and the experimental ones. Concerning the load
displacement variation, a comparison between the experimental and numerical model, for a compression test carried out 
at 3 m/s and at a temperature of 25°C, is presented in Fig. 2-c. 
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Fig. 2. a- Experimental structure (Lb = 244 111111). b- Finite Element model. c- Comparison between experiment and 

computat ion for a compression ofa 50Cri\104 steel at 3 m/s. 

The good correlation, obtained especially for the oscillations shape, shows that a dynamic FE model. based only 011 an 
inel1ia phenomenon and elastic behaviour. allows to reproduce the observed experimental dynamic effects. These 
results permits to confi rm that the principal phenomenon of impact loadings is the propagation of an elast ic 
deformation, named elastic strain or elastic stress wave. Because the numerical model requires to define the elastic 
properties characterising the structure rigidity, it is possible to consider that the load magnitude is essent ially sensitive 
with respect to the following parameters: Young modulus Eb and material density Ph of the bar and of the cooler part 

(Ee, Pe), equivalent st iffness Ks and equivalent mass c for the load sensor. Conceming the small deviation of the 

computed curve as compared to the experi mental one, caused by the difference between the delay of the elastic wave 
propagation, an offset time Atd can be add as a additional unknown parameter. Consequently the global elastic dynamic 

behaviour of the exper imental set-up can be completely defined by the set of the following structural parameters 
Ps ~{6td, Eb, Pb, Ks, Ksl. 

PARAMETER CALIBRATION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL 

On a computational point of view, to obtain a correct prediction of the proposed numerical model, first is necessary to 
perform a parameter calibration . To find the optimal values of structural parameters it is then necessary to lise an 
optimisation method, minimizing the deviation between the observed experimental data and the corresponding 
numerical results. 

Structural Initial 
Parameters Values 
K, [KN/nml] 5000 

M, [Kg] 4.3 

Eb [MFa] 21 1000 

Pb [Kgm-3 ] 8190 

6td, [s] 7.00E-5 

6td, [s] 6.00E-5 

6td) [s] 4.00E-5 

6td, [s] 3.00E-5 

Deviation f%l 33.8 

a) 
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Fig. 3. a-Ident ified values of structural parameters (OPTPAR software), b- Comparison between the numerical model 
and experiment after structural parameter calibration (configuration I: Lb = 244 mill, with the cooler part) 
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To increase the parameter sensi tivity and the quality of the parameter identification, four differe nt design of the 
experimental structure have been chosen, starting from two different lengths of the bar (Lb = 244 nUll and Lb = 56 111m) 

and using two options for the mechanical assembly: a first one which introduce the cooler part and a second one without 
this part. Choosing a non-linear least-squares method, the cost function which must to be minimized with respect to the 
structural parameter is defined here by : 

N, N· I ., N, ~ 1 2j 
Q(Ps )~~f i~l (PS. t + t.td,l -Fi:l (t)j / ~2., :l(tlJ (I) 

i=l l=! i=11 :::1 

where N j represents the number of the measured data corresponding to each stmcture configuration i, Nc is the number 

of experimental structures (Ne = 4), Fe is the experimental loads and Fe the computed ones. 

Concerning the parameters values and the load variatioll, the obtained results are presented in Fig. 3. A good agreement 
is obtained between the experimental and numerical predictions, so the proposed numerical model can be lIsed to 
analyse material behaviour undergoing impact loadings. 

\DENTIFICA TlON ALGORITHM OF MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR 

Thenno-elasto-viscoplastic behaviour of metallic materials undergoing a dynamic compression impact requires to 
convert the measured load-disp"lacement variation into the tme stress-strain curves. For an isotropic and homogeneous 
mater ial these ones must to be estimated using ~Il available constitutive equation, expressing the equivalent Von-Mises 

stress cr as a function of the cumulated plastic strai n E, generalized strain-rates '£ and temperature T: 

(2) 

The previous dynamic analysis of the experimental test has shown that it is very difficult to obtain directly this material 
behaviour infonnation and a method based on the inverse analys is principle Illllst be used. Firstly, we can search to 

evaluate the variation of the load on the low bar-specimen interface Fse (AI), regarded as an unknown boundary 

condition, stal1ing from the load-sensor measurements Fe (6.1) (Fig. 4-a). 

Wbatl. unknown 

Fe, (t.I) 

What I. known 

F'(t.I) 

v What Is unknown 

u = u(Pe , £, t, T, ... ) 

Wh. t Is known 

a) b) 
Fig. 4. a- Definition of the first inverse problem, b- Model of the rheological identification problem 

If a Ilumerical finite element simulat ion is used for elastic deformation of the structure part, an inverse problem can be 

formulated: IVhat is the load jUllctioll Fse. applied on the upper illfelface, which permits to obtaill the observed 

experimental vallles Fe on the load sensor? In order to obtain a classical identification problem, a parametric 

formulation of the F: (AI) is needed, using a piece-wise linear interpolation method or an approximate relationship 

given by: 

The main advantage of the last one is the reduced number of the unknown parameters Pa = {al' a2, 83} which allows to 

a smallest computing times of the identification procedure. The ident ification problem is then defined by: 
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Jil/dP. whichmil/imizes Q(Pa)~ ~ ~(Pa)-Fie j /~ [ e 3 
i=1 J i=l 

(4) 

Material behaviour can be now obtained from a second numerical analysis, limited only on the specimen deformat ion, 
defining the boundary conditions as a constant impact velocity V 011 the upper surface and as a sticking condition on 
the lower surface (Fig. 4-b). The very small displacement of the specimen-bar interfaces is neglected as compared to 
the upper surface one. Stat1ing from a chosen constitutive law it is then possible to obtain the constitutive parameters 
Pc from a rheological identification problem: What is the parameters values Pc defining the constitulive behaviollr 

which permits 10 obtaill/he close values of Ihe observed loads Fse onlhe specimen intelface? formulated as: 

(5) 

where Fsee represents the finite element estimation of the specimen loads, 

This method is essent ially based on a rigorous computation of the loads appl ied at the specimen interfaces and his main 
advantage is the possibility to estimate the material constitutive parameters, in a similar way, for a stat ic and/or a 
dynamic compression loading, A complete numerical analysis of the robustness and feasibility of the proposed 
ident ification procedure is presented in [9] , 

APPLICATION 

To verify and validate the proposed two·step sequential identification algorithm, real experimental compression tests for 
a XC 10 steel specimen are considered, Stal1ing from different compression velocities (colTespollding approximately to 
0.05,5 and 500 s-I) and different initial temperatures of the material (20"C, 200"C and 400"C), the experimental load
displacement curves are pictured in Fig, 5, 
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Fig. 5, Experimental load measured by th~ load· sensor (static and dynamic compression ofaXClO steel) 
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Fig. 6. New experimental data characterising the load-displacement variation on the specimen interface. 

In the first time, the load variation on the specimen interface is estimated by solving numerically the inverse finit e 
element model outlined above. The results are shown in Fig. 6 and can be regarded as the new experimental data, able 
to be convert into a constitutive relation expressing the true stress in terms of plastic deformation variables. According 
to previolls works on the field of dynamic thermo-elaslo-viscoplastic behaviour the following const itutive equation is 
proposed to be identified: 

00 = KEn(T) Sillh - I [1.3591 ( /~o ~(T) }xp flIT = 
n(T) = no + nIT, m(T} = mo + ml T 

(6) 

Figure 7 shows the numerical results conceming the identified values of the constitutive parameters (Fig. 7-a) and the 
comparison between the experimental curves and the computed ones (Fig. 7-b). \Ve can observe a good agreement 
between the real and the predicted behaviour (global error of7.8%). 

Rheological Initial 
Parameters Values 

K [MPa] 275.380 
no 0.134 

nl [K-I] 4.05E-5 

1110 0.066 

1111 [K-I] -9.1E-5 

~ 114.3 

Eo I. 

Deviation [%] 26.6% 

a} 

Identified 
Values 
320.087 

0.228 

-1.I5E-4 

0.089 

-1.I 5E-4 

189.7 
I. 

7.8% 

Load fNl 
16000 -----
14000 -

12000 -----

10000 

6000 
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4000 

2000 

0 
0 

r 
• 39-4 mis, experience 

- 3e·4 mls. ealeu! 
• 3e-2 mls. expenenee 

- 30-2 mls. caleul 
• 3 mls. e>penence 

- 3 .mls. celeul 

2 3 

Displacement rnull 1 
b} 

• 

Fig. 7. a- Identified values of the rheological parameters, b- Comparison between the model predictions and experiment 
(for a initial specimen temperature TO ~ 400°C) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed two steep sequential identification algorithm penn its to identify rigorollsly the material constants from 
dynamic compression tests. Obviollsly, this method requires an a priori formulation of the constitutive relationship used 
by the finite element model, nevel1heless it can be successfully employed to determine the material constants and to 
analyse different constitutive models via a posterior comparison between the numerical results and the obselVed 
experimental data. His main advantage is the possibility to treat both the quasi·static and the dynamic tests, using a 
same computational method. In the fuhlre, different constitutive equations will be analysed using the proposed 
algorithm, principally to describe the change on the st rain-rate sensitivity during the transition between quasi-static 
loading and the dynamic one. 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF 81'.'IOOTH TIl\o1F~SPACE DECOMPOSED 
IMPACT ON A CONCRETE STnUCTUIU~ WITH A VL,)COPI.ASTIC 

VI8CODAMAGEABLFJ BEHAVIOUR 

Cl.llom5. I".Gnt,uill'JL nlld A. Ibrahimlwgo\,i<; 
LillDntlnlT~ ck M.5caolque tit. dfl'rcdlllO~In, 61, ayrmtl!- rlu PrGilcnt. \VJloou, 

!'H~U-5. {1n.chau C~dru, FRANa~" 

SumllliUY: Tho pllrpostl of tills p"llor '" 10 P'''''lIlt emr ""Iy of collductlng era,11 .1mulatiolls of I1lrrml!> .trike!' 
Iikl' commorcial aircr.ft. 01110 concml" st.ructure •. \\\> Ii,.!· upgro.ded tI", implementation of " behaviour inItially 
devoloppC!d by I'. a.lllingl. foil in ord"r to mako iI. 1lI0r" efliden!, tlll!lI W<l deveJopped a tin",.."p"c" docOInllcallioll 
of til(! imp.ct. Blg"'\ eOUlI",u"l with all ol'lIIlie Ina>!, of Illl! Btn",tur<!, tile ,;gIlnl ili thm. iulerpolalcd lol\owlng .01llO 
roforr,,,,,, flmeliorr •• ml "Ilpliod 011 1110 struoLure with" me.1t t!~lt, may hav£! a dil["renl geometry and tllat. could 
ho warsm alld tba! h .. 1 ho villl'(Jda"'''l'.rohlo and viscoI,laHc implOlmnled ht~~.vio"r. AU tl", eOlllplIt.tiOlIH .. \,,.0 

eondudod wilh lira FE cod" IS-Dy". 3D. Ilene", wo firot I'l'O,m.t tllO hotmviour .nd its implmnontlilian t11<!11 

W<l exposet,he ""'y W<l build tho oquivalent impact loading. 'I'ho ""mllpl", me pTOv'"kld in tlOC! or.l Pl"'''"t.~tio" 
01 tho P'l'ilt. 

INTlWDUC'l'ION 

In tho impact. pll<!1I0111r.OCJtl ilrat. ocr.urn 011 Iho 1!I1Idled &trudufO, high sir""""" "my Impl"'" : tlr", lrod. to 
UI(! campact!on of COlh"-wta ~lC'iatl~1 witb :l volumo dt:rlU:lHO oYer 10 %. In Ul.O proamt pallQr, we ])((@nt a. 
con,titutive rolotion for <o!lcrota III (lynami<" b ....... 1 on viscopb;I:,dly 'OI11bitll!d witlr 1'.10 depmlden! continuum 
dmnagl1. This n!latkm i."'I rmtrii'ted to C.3S<\':i with mcxI8r~tt(!. strain rat~a. in roncl"(!to, Corrl1lJ.lOnding typlcaUy to 
illlpaeta of Illojo:,tll", at " voloe/t.y lIN< th.n 3M) m/' , yiolding .11 hydrcEt<1tio pra,,"l1,(! hi tho m.t"rial wltic.il fa 
I"", t.h.1I I GP, .. 

III Lho following fi~U(1nl WQ- will d(!L~il ibe t'OIlstUUtiVtl ml:athm wiwru UuuC! medl311f.smS are combined: 
coiupactiull ."llkh '" modelkd with all I>:nnogonimtioll tcdllliqoo, 'malle damage wlrkll L~ d<R'fib",1 wl!1I " rata 
(kpondo,,! ,bm.go modol and compr"""ou f>Uum wlricl. 1'1110<\01100 with v'!&""plosUdL), combined to d.m"W'. 
\\\! pro",nt am tlto nmlwrkal impleUllllllatiml of tit" ,kvekplJod modal. 

DBSL1UIlTION OF TUB CONSTl'I'UTJVI~ HBLA'I'ION 

,(,h(!"£! are t.wo mecl13.nism3 whieh induce ~ V'~ui;tt.ion o-f tllf.! elasUe moduli of Ule utaterial: mkrocracking in 
hmakm and thocr\lshing of the. tClIHmt. or mort-3r nmt.rix in hydrost.:1tic compr~ion. }!br too firsl pilmwuwuan, 
W<l 11'" " d.""",.1 r.le ,klpend(!lIt. ehlIn.go mo,kll 17J, wltkh u"'. two dalIl:rgo vari.bl". in Older to pmvld(! " 
realistic rffi{lOlta::!- of t.ho mawrtl1 in utliaAitlJ l'£tllprfffion while J1r~r'liIlg a goad dmcript.io!l of what. oC'turs ill 
ton.lou, wlrkb is ~ dtaracl~riHt!c of damage model •. nate elfool. oro 'I<!ce.sa,y bl order 10 telrr£M:>lIt. dynamic 
experimonts (mrntly elYll"I"'" l<!lI8llo le.IB). In additioll, ml" dopomk""y pro,erve. vmll po.ed.",,,, of tho 
"'luatio"s of m(.tion WIWll stmln .ollmling occurs 181. 
Tho oocolld phrulOJll(!UOIl '" captured by .!!!ill!,;" lIlodified GUl>lJn yield fundioIl in whitl! tho poro";ty of tiw 
mawrlal r is govllrned by tile plastic. flow (too JlOTOAly always dacra:u.;(!s hoc-a:u&! in t-ellsion mh':.rocracklng 
(I{,(""l! first.). I" addition, we II"" a bJmogenisalloli t<!citniqllo to have ol'talie prOI)(gtiffi of tIl.l<!,I.1 [lInc!!o"s of 
t.\le vJri.tion of porusit.y, ""peci.lly dming hydrrnlalk loadings. '11m method 'hll! 10 Morl-l'u".ka i. ""Ioded 
b,rn1Jlill il. provides o.xplldl "Xl'ro";O!!" of tile mlrol' lind bllll, moduli of (uu<J"<Wked) collcrete fUlw!lon of tlw 
porffiit.y. 
ThffiO tw'O mechanical (dfocb arc comhinoo 'm tho fimll l"(~l.Uonsllills which rolate Ul~ S:f(~ to Ute elastk: 
5trains: 
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(1) 

wlK!ro U", shml' G and b\llk mooul'l J{ om oht~ined .",illll' Mori-'l."'llm'. "Jqll'e •• iDns [10] wlth Uw moduli 
of 1·110 cimQlllIclOllSIll.'1t.rbt willlolll POC"" 11M alld GM and tho pOlu9ILy f': 

(2) 

'11K! dam.ge model I. isMI of U", worbs of Mozan [91. Wo can cutaill " rail! depond<!l1t form or liti" mod"I, 
.imilar to Um "'lU3U<>IlE ll>.l'd by Dubo el. (1/.171, tilling Ow following definit:lo" 01 tho damage nte: 

(3) 

wham g< ,~ .,fE, (,f)+ l' is tim equivalellt ,,\.r.in whklt permit to have" g<l(xl "'p"""1I1aUrn of d.umgfl 
growth with tI"" loading path. 

CoI.llt(Jllio OIm( Staini"r lImp as",! ,,&illlil.r vi&:opla8tk m(J(li!! ill which U", dofillition of tho P!:llltio mllltipl'lm' 
.(COUIlIll rm lb, variation or poroEity of tho lU<ltorlnJ. \\\! follow how til" amue .pproa(ll and dnfilw 1110 
vis(,C"Jplastk: Iflnltiplit.![ i:L."i : 

wbNa "I"r is • mntlll'i<ll ]l".",oll)r. 
'n", vlseopl.Etk, .ir.!"s aw obt.'1ino:i following P<!rZYlla's approach: 

1·~VCI· (Uij' uhI, f') ,~ 3~2 + 2-], I' ,ail! (q2/1 ) - (I + (q,I' )') ~ 0 
aM .:./IJ\! 

wlwr£! trllJ is Uli.1 IilrC55 ill C()lwrot.e without voids :uld ':111 fb, qj am Elc:ubn I:t.U~lmetQn5. 

IivlPLBMBN'!'A'I'ION \VITH A nBTUHN l"IAPPING 
ALGORITHM 

(.j) 

(5) 

(OJ 

GwQ.U tl~ coomplrudty of tho con~.itutht:! reiatoclIls 2nd their :.\ir'O l wltirh is to model CORemto in f~u~t. tf311l'icml 
dynamics, the modol h .. lloouimp!mnomro ill the Iinit" oletnont. <,,(li! DYNAJD '1'110 objodiVt:' or tho IIlliUm"Ie,1 
implementaUoll of tho model Is to be able to "'Iklll.lo tho new "tato of "In.,,; .t timo t. + A1 knowing tho 
illcwmellt of stmi .. & .nd tho ,,1<lto of matorkullt. ti",,, t. 
If wo [oll.klor 1110 COllliiitutive "'ll~ltioll' pWvlOl",ly 11"'I<)1l10d (for the C'J&;! whore U", dam>1go ia ronst.'lIt), we 
"'In rophm.'i(! II"" "'1""UooS millg til!! mlditiv(' decolllposinoll of J.ll(! airail", a!ld ollt."lln an el"tk pm:li£tor "I " 
rm·urn mopping >11g<lrithm 15): 

. ., 
Ejj = E:ij 

j = (I - D) [J{i,,~'ii + 2G(fij - ~"kkS;;)J 
':I:':P 0 Ejf =:.~ 
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and .{ viscopJa>.tie corroct.iclIl: 

(8) 

. . E t. t) flN"l' 
11M c, A(I_ r)crM 1)f1i, I1ij 

sUl:..mUUllg t<llI"tlmI8 &', 8<1 and !Ie in e'lu •. tion 80 Wil otJI3;1l: 

(9) 

wll,.." t(t) ill "",.1""1 .• t tlmo /.: 

cll) =.(1 - IJ) Ii ,--, di' + 2G, --- 1/3, --, t!;-, . [, l!F'm' (OF;V7' /)Pm')] 
Ocr.. I 8t:r i, 8" kk I 

[
tJK ,. [}Pm , , 

- (I - 1J) Uf" k ' (I - f) 'J ' tl{, •• 'Co.' <Ii, (10) 

/)0 ,. {!P,w J + 2-,k, (\ - J ) ,f'. -. -, (,~, - tj3'Ei:k' "ii) 
Of' tll1kk " 

If \Yo considc£(rl eqwatlon 4. Vffi can wr"n,o: 

<Ia f' I fl',vT\ .. 
(i'i:'= (I - /')\ mv.,rlc(t)1 

~= l' j/im'\k(l_rw{)I?,v", 
<II, (I r)\m".t . i},yu 

(II) 

<fn ,II = l' I F.V"'). /;" /)Ji;V'l' cr' , 
<It (1 - f') \ m"" (\ - J')f1,1S Ol1i; " 

In HI(! tlme <I..-;""I:,VO of the yield IlIlWtoc1l1: 

dl~~'V1' fJf'~'Vr da l)l-~vr <if" lJP~l' dUM -----' -+-.--+----ell -, 011 '<It ilf" <It IJ<rM ' <II (12) 

\\'e obtain au ordinary differential equal\oll to rolvfl to c.onlputn tho. IIt-sitian o( tho s{rffiS [Joint. on the return 
pat.h: 

[<dam ~~ (I _ IJ) 11K j' _ iJK 
flJ' 

" I)G.. 
(J~""' = (I - D)-1' -IX: . Of' 
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We O<III t,Il,", write, in III" i!<!rativ(! l'>ct1om(!, tI", ciilfere"t, corrocl!ouo: 

. 1'[') pli) 
A= .. -1YI. 

1 - P'{I) Jfivp 

{i+I) Ii) .m I 
I1n '11 =GJ1+i +I1,dlo A{i) 

{'l.I) (i) ,ti) I 
aMn+l = UMn;,.l + °Mn·11 . A{'] 

-(i+I) .. I't') I"ii) t I.,p .. "n + ,,+I'Am" 

t(;'I") •.. tli) + _1_. log ( /i;,\iJ. ') 
, - 'li)" nl;+l) 

a z'N1' 

til" it,rative "dlmll" elld wllOn we Imvo ',[i+l) = tit, 

'I'IMI<}"SPACE DECOMPOSITION AND BUILDING OF' 'rIm 
nVIPACT LOADING 

(ltl) 

In " filEt. ,,1<>(1, \YO lined to h,m, tllfJ hiding function d,oc, to tho illlp:!ct 01' <f.lell finite '~O!non! noM of tho 
wnowte .Il"lloturo collcaflwd willi tI", 1m»",! pl""lOmenoll. We will 11"'11 :1""'Uno tlli.t "II tho lo.dillg "ign.I>! 
.<In be deWlII!l(l5(l(J <Ollsi,ooring tho li:d!owing equ.tkm: 

(17) 

In tl1j.l~ut, WO Ii:lOU' only CUI:l1I "xisy,mtrk ('lIse of I'roj",We. As allOW'll in Figura I, we """" refin(!(i ma."!. 
in tilo tmlmcted or"" 'llId "co:u"" "'''' ill t!", o1l",r paris of tIl" ~'1.". 

{ill Sinooth pro}l!:!t.ilo Il.r.d tho clnstiusflab 

__ SQlllllli.litt."flolPQlk ~.lhl 
• •• SQI"li:A ItflIiiGdtdlHf\l/li.it~ I'\tifl' 
_ Sqiu·"h11Iltoldta.tholtrnab-WOOIlOO1l 
••• F"lllllil~1 

J1igure I: E135tk D""l •• mie(juiv»klllt, lo:Iding building steps 
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'Ill<! load-t.illlt! fUII'tion in tho impact diroctkm of Ule (Irojedilo i'llidrotiu(I at tlte impaoted 11m/<>. (oIlO\\ing 
(Ille I"Jdius. In a syele-matic PorlilJoclive vro wallt.(~d to generall7l!' tho method (~\"(!n to wry norsy signrtls, 6(] wo 
apply n Snvit,ky-Gol"y filtl" all til" sigll"l that IYo'" been pk4«><1 .1 mcil 110<le, ..., 16j. 

011 eaoh 1I0(/<> we docompo,,, !.Ito sign.l In tho Ii:JUowillg mpm.oni;ltivo (ur"UQI!!l : ~ "' radius froIll Ii", ax .. 
of tho pmjodil" 
ll(r) : the d.illY [unction i. lito dmay bel.wool! tlto v,'ry fitm. tilll(! of imp'''''' (t = 0) .. td IllO tim" UIO slgn.1 
begills at 1I1i! co!lsidm",d nodo 
D(r) : tho duration (u!lcHon i. tI", dUT<ltian of tlli! load-tlllli! slilnal at Ihe wn,;<101",<1 !lode 
l'dI') : 1.I",,!h peak oJ!,,...ve<l 0 .. til<! "glml, i. e. Iocnl lIY.IX;IIl<\ 011 Ul!! fuil Big ... l 
tJ1l, (,.) : I.he tin", at whkh til" ~.'" Jlf!:,k i. w .. ooered 
f(l) : lite fOf<l!-wfem".., fUllction a. : f(t) = 8in("v{'t)) 

\\\1 "all the" finally wcite I.h.t at ""dl lIode : 

P(I', Ij ~ 8,'1' [ll (11(1'), D(~), TW') , 'pi("» • f(I)] (HI) 

11:J('8} runc,tiona ::JrO kno\'m at (!~ry lIo:k~ of Uv~, relinod nlruitk m~h, wo malw :l Hermit!) polyu:omi:;\) 
intorpol3Jion h(d,WOOlJ tho~)) points. \\rith UlIlSO inlorpot-alim18, \'(~ (.'tlU obt",in t-hl! rnn~.tions at. Clwry Hodes I}f a 
collr"" lIOil-Hllmr meal! for Ul<> imp:lCt<!d atn«:tum. \\10 "'"' wh.t. \It! «Ill ""II" "local Hermite polynomial", t·h" 
me'lls thai. we build tI,,! intmpobJ.loll far ,"leh [x" :r".I,] 01 til,(! glohal [:Co, ",.]. As we build it 011 t.wo poillts we 
got a faunh ordor polynomial, 1.h .. ~\ukJs ns to lmv" high degr"" polynomial b"""II"" of our rdillo;J mffih '\lid 
tlteU to be confronted 1.0 rungo plWllOlilOllGIl n"m tim bmmdariffi of tho Intocval due to 1.110 high <legr"". If wo 
consider, g fundklll known at "" <llld "'i.11 "nd interpolating it intG'· IE [z" :r'.I,]' Wi! huild Ii :IS folkl"" : 

( Ill) 

wh~: 

(20) 

As wo know tlw""veral Intorpolaled tlmu-'IY~W <!oemllKOlitkm fllllCl\O!!!l 01 liT<! .;gn.t, we C.ll rebuild tho 
luUaigmd :1t.lhe Ilal, .. 01' f.ite ll<ln-Iille~r ca"liolllffih. Tho rebuild!lI&" 01 Ute full oigll,,1 i. pm.rmll!d holh in Uw 
lalfow'mg lill'" ,,!\d in tho Vigure I. 
St"p I : Dno 10 tile ,1, b "nd Ii,. IUnenOll" the heg'nming of l"A(Himo history, its Bnd and lhe lilllo 01' each 
[loaks .m placed. 
S[ep 2 : 'I'll<! ,,,,(ownee luudioll f(l) !. pl"""d on "very pruk-time 01 Ill<! oignal. 
Step 3 : FAcl> Itt) Is 11ln.~j(Jd 01' dOn.'«1 lallowlng Ihe verll.,,1 roadling Iho i'(r i)' wo "live thon a f.(I) . 
Slep '\ : 'HIe f,,(tJ fUllction is lIlullipli«1 by tile 1"",,1 lIT<!sh density rolkl ".[woon mfined .,~l eo:lT/1<! meBIt all 
tile- COIlEid(!red uexie-, this. IlW:.\lIS Uml \'rt.'! writ8 : 

1.(1) = f,.(I.). Pmm 
fJrr:.fin~,-J 

If UI" p""k .. til" 111,,1 or the. l>at 01 tiT<! illtel'vul we inn.tl! or deHate 1.(/) rrnpectively to rl and J) ,. rio 
SI"II 6 ; 'I'hell "'" build til<! lillal slgn.1 itl luklng tiT<! Sup [(f,.r,), (t) l 
Th" Ii"al aigll.l i8 tllml 1'01lorl"d on tho 1I0d", of til" CO:Il,,", IJ.Oll-lill"'" mesh. 
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CONCLUSION 

A tDII.tilutiV!! rohtOClIl .ilJlOO al. d"",rlbing tho WHIIOIlHo of conccolo In dYIl.ll1k" IYo'" boon pm."nted. It· COU\'.·III" 
a d<l!lCril'tioll of microcrakiIlg ill \ellsioll and COIllllrffi8ioo, ,md 01 compaction dlln to hydrast'llk COIl111fffi8ioil. 
The mode} combines v'ui·copl •• t.lcif.y with" rale depeudellt damag" mooel. Comp.dkm Is d"""ribed with a 
ilOmDg£1lIi>i:ltiGIl tecimiqll(!, :lllSUlIllllg tila! cOlICro\e I." ilOlllOglllJi!Ol!>! IlY.lterial with void .. 1t5 hllplidt. IlIlineriml 
implelllOnlaU(Dl using till:! Ortiz and Simo return 1ll1lPIIlng .igoritllm haY<! al"" boon pr""'1l1oo. 
111otime""pa,," dOWOlpClsitkm motllOd oflll<' imp.d.looding we prop""" he'"".n .llernaliV!!lo ,oV!!ml mothod~ 
like Riem's modol [II tOr it· !."". ram or the r""pem80 of tit" .trudure in tI.e load .. tim<> Ill5tory alld of the spatia! 
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ON THE STRAIN RATE DEPENDENT BEHAVIOUR OF SHORT FIBRE REINFORCED 
COMPOSITES 

Zouhaier Jendli', Joseph FitOllssi', Fodil Meraghni, and Didier Baptiste' 

• LM3 UMR-CNRS 8006. ENSAM Paris, 151 btl. tie I'H6pilaI750}3 Paris. Fl'lIlIce; LMPF, J£-2381, 
ENSAM Cilii/olls ell Challlpagne. rile Snilll Dominique, SP 50S 5/006 C/uilolls ell Champagne. Frallce. 

SumnHID': Analysing the damaged elastic behaviour of compositc materials under dynamic loading requires specific insights into the 
damage mechanisms evolution as a function of the strain rates. The comprehension relies upon the development of theoretical 
simulation approaches and an experimental methodology for strain rates up to 200 S-I. The present work aims at investigating 
experimentally, at microscopic and macroscopic material scales, the effects of the strain rate on the damage behaviour of a sheet 
moulding compound composite material subjected to high-speed tensile tests. To this end, we used the intermpted tensile test 
technique. The applied experimental procedure has been optimiscd in an attempt to isolate the inherent inertial disturbances 
attributed to the tcst system. The optimisation aims at minimizing the amplitude ofmcasurcments perturbation in ordcr to give rise to 
homogeneous stress/strain fields within the tested specimen. Using a scrvo-hydmulic machine, monotonic and intermpted tensile 
tests were perfomled at difierent strain rates and coupled to scanning electronic microscope observations. The developed approach 
has been applied at st rain rates varying from the quasi-static 10-3 m/s to 20 m/s for SMC-R26 composite material. In th is paper, 
experimental findings havc established that the material macroscopic response is governed by the damage gro,,1h on the micro- and 
mcsoscale levels. Finally, the obtained results shed light on the visco-damaged nature of the non-linear behaviour under a moderate 
dynamic loading. 

INTRODUCfION 

\Vhile metals have been studied extensively over a wide range of strain rates, limited information is available with 
regard to the effects of strain rate on composite mechanical performances. Mechanical response of fibre reinforced 
polymer composites tinder low and high-speed loading is not well understood. In fact, investigating dynamic behaviour 
of composites requires the development of an experimental methodology able to describe efficiently load-rate effects. 
Success with the high strain rate testing of polymer composites depends widely on the ability to isolate the inherent 
inertial disturbances attributed to the test system [1-6-8]. The primary objective of the present work is to se t lip and 
optimise an experimental approach aimed at characterising the mechanical behaviour of composite materials subjected 
to rapid loadings. The experimental methodology is built lIpon monotonic and interrupted rapid tensile tests and were 
coupled to microscopic observations using scanning electronic microscopic. Tensile testes were perfonned at different 

crosshead velocities yielding to strain rates from i =2.IO"s ·' (quasi-static) tOi = 200s _I. On the one hand, this study 

intended to quantify the strain·rate effects on the overall behaviour in terms of elastic properties, damage and ultimate 
characteristics. On the other hand, it contributes to investigate local processes involving damage initiation and gro\\1h. 
Nevertheless, high-speed mechanical testing of polymer composites arises specific difficulties inherent to inertial 
effects, non-uniform stress/strain distributions and measurements repeatability of the material composite materials 
behaviour. The use of a servo·hydraulic test machine raises some issues related to the test control variables, notably for 
interrupted tests [7-9]. Due to the stress-wave propagation, the strain and the stress are non-uniform and hence the 
strain-rate cannot be spatially constant into the tested specimen. To reduce this difficulty, numerical computations have 
led to an optimal design of the specimen geometry and the experimental damping system in terms of thickness and 
material. These simulations were achieved using ABAQUS finite element code [10] and are intended to model the 
stress wave propagation occurring for a high·speed tens ile test. The developed experimental methodology is applied on 
a Sheet Moulding Compound (SMC·R26). 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY: PROCEDURE AND TESTING DEVICES 

Material description 

The tested composite material is a Sheet Moulding Compound noted SMC-R26. It cons ists of an unsaturated polyester 
resin re inforced by glass fibres and weakly filled with calcium carbonate fillers (CaC03). Glass fibres have a weight 
content of 26 % and are assembled in bundles in such a way that each one contains approximately 200 fibres. These 
packets of fibres are randomly oriented in the material compression plane and have a constant length (L= 25 mm) with a 
fibre diameter of 15 ~lIn. The random distribution of reinforcement confers to the material a microscopic heterogeneolls 
aspect and an overall transverse isotropic mechanical behaviour. The SMC-R26 tested plates were prepared of thickness 
2.7 mill and were cured at 140 °C with an applied pressure averaging between 7 and 8 MPa for 2 minutes [9]. High
speed tens ile tests have been conducted llpon a servo· hydraulic test machine. As specified by the manufacturer 
(Schenck), the test machine can reach a crosshead speed range from 10-3 m/s to 20 mis, Moreover, the test force level is 
measured by a piezo-electric load cell ofa 50 kN capacity. Strain rates have been estimated exclusively on the basis of 
strain gauge responses, Tensile tests were carried out at different strain rates according to two ways. 
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High-speed tcnsile tests until rupturc 

High·strain rates tensile tests were conducted using servo·hydraulic machine at different strain-rates until the composite 
specimen total failure. The test machine is equipped with a launching system. The composite specimen is positioned 
between the load cell (upper extremity) and the moving device (lower extremity) as sketched in figu re I. Prior to the 
contact between the sliding bar and the hydraul ic jack, the latter is accelerated on a straight displacement of 135 mm in 
order to achieve the constrained crosshead velocity. Once the contact occurs, the speci men is then subjected to a tension 
at a constant load·rate. The damping joint placed between the slide and the hydraulic j ack may attenuate partially the 
wave effects caused by the dynamic shock . 

135mm 

~"'1~~~-- Load celi 
------ Composite specimen 

"",;,,'-----Fixing system 

f----- Sliding bar 

~---- Hydraulic jack 

't..~~~:!':~r----Dampi ng joint 

----- Displacement direct ion 

(0) (b) 

Interrupted 
Test device 

Fig. 1. Schema of the device used for high-speed tensile experiments until specimen rupture (a) and for interrupted 
high-speed tensile experiment (b) using servo-hydraulic machine. 

IntelTupted high·speed tensile tests 

The origiuality of this experimental methodology, proposed by Latailiade et aI.[7] , consists of the capability to interrupt 
the specimen loading at fixed stress levels. Indeed, due to inertial effects of the launching system, a rapid tensile test 
cannot be interrupted until the total failure of the specimen. Accordingly, the specimen is loaded simultaneously with a 
double-notched fuse sample (Fig. I-b) characterised by an elastic brittle fracture. The fu se ligament width is assigned to 
a suitable level load to be reached when interrupting the load ing of the specimen. The above brings about then a stress 
release in the specimen. This procedure is repeated several times onto the same specimen by changing the fu se (width) 
before each a new re-Ioading. One can hence reach a load level greater than the prev ious. 

OPTIMISATION OF HIGH-SPEED TENSILE EXPERIMENTS 

Experimental optimisation procedure: Dampingjoint and speci men geometry 
The damping joint inserted between the sliding bar and the tube of the hydraulic j ack enables a partial absorption of the 
generated stress wave. Nevel1heless, the damping joint must be able to attenuate the shock wave during the first stage 
of its elastic compression. It is obvious that the above affects the load rate . Consequently, an optimal design of the 
damping j oint , in terms of constitutive mate rial and thickness, may result in a constant strain-rate into the tested 
specimen. For different crosshead veloci ties, several geometries and materials of the damping joint have been 
experimentally tested so that gives ri se to homogeneous strain/stress in the central zone of the composite specimen. 
This optimisation led to choose a damping joint consisting of a low impedance material: rubber nitrile of 1.5 111111 

thickness. Furthermore, composite specimen geometry has been opt imised as a result of numerical computations using 
ABAQUS finite element code. The optimisation procedure relies upon coupling FE numerical results and experimental 
data. It falls into fOllr stages: 

i. A tens ile test is conducted at a fixed displacement-rate. The displacement induced at specimen extremities is 
measured. The damping joint, positioned between the sliding and the hydraulic j ack, may limit the shock until its 
total elastic compression corresponding to a ri se time noted hereafter (tr). The latter is averaging between 2. 104 s 
and 10-6 s as a function of the adopted joint thickness and the imposed velocity. Beyond this time, the composi te 
specimen is therefore subjected to a dynamic loading. The first stage aims then at est imating experimentally the 
rise time (t r). 

ii. Having estimated the rise time, boundaries conditions are applied on the specimen extremities in terms of 
imposed velocity, to compute numerically the dynamic response of the specimen. 

iii. On the basis of the FE simulations and assuming that the specimen behaves as an elastic solid, a recursive 
optimisation procedure results in the determination of optimal geometric parameters: Lh L], LJ and R. 
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These parameters are those of a dumbbell-shaped specimen and are optim ised in such a way of reducing the stress wave 
effects in the overall response and generating homogeneous stress/strain field (Fig. 2). 
iv. Finally, high-speed tensile tests are achieved on SMC-R26 composite specimen to validate its optimised 
geometry. The optimised specimen dimensions are summarised in table I. 

L, (mm) L, (mm) L, (mOl) R (mOl) 

SMC-R26 6 80 30 7 
Table J. Specimen dimensions optimised for SMC-R26 composite material. 

For interrupted high-speed tensile tests, the optimisation procedure is illustrated in the following sections. First, it aims 
at optimising the fuse and therefore the system consisting of the fu se sample in series with the composite specimen. 
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Fig. 2: Spat io-temporal profile of the longitudinal stress (022) calculated along the centraili ne of the SMC specimen. -, 
Loading conditions: Imposed velocity V= I m/s giving rise to a strain-rate &=205 

Optimisation and validation of the fuse geometl'Y 

For interrupted high-speed tensile test'S, the load level reached prior to an elastic release is assigned to the fuse ligament 
width . Hence, a preliminary experimental analysis intends to characterise the failure load evolution as a function of the 
ligament width (\V). As abovementioned, the fuse lllust fail as a brittle material and exhibits a linear elastic mechanical 
response. which is insensitive to the strain-rate. Several experimental rapid tensile tests were conducted and have 
allowed retaining a double notched fuse that consisting of polymethyhnethacrylate (PMMA). On the basis of the 
expected load levels, the fuse samples arc double notched bars of thickness 4 mm, 80 111111 length and 20 111111 total 
width . These high-velocity tensile tests have contributed to establish experimentally the relationship between the 
interrupting load level and the fuse ligament width as illustrated in the Table 2. 

Ligament width (mill) 7 10.5 12 13.5 14.5 IS 15.5 16 
Maximal load (N) 822 1059 1089 1314 1511 1635 172 1 1842 

Table 2. Correlation between maximal load levels and the ligament width of PMMA fuse. These load levels are 
est imated for tensile tests performed at 1 m/s crosshead displacement rate. 

Using ABAQUS code, numerical simulations were carried out to assess the stress wave propagation involved into the 
fuse sample during high-velocity tensile tests. BOllndary conditions applied for these numerical computations are those 
defined by experimental conditions and results. These are appl ied in terms of rise tillle (Ir =IO·4s) and maximal velocity 
(V ma.'I:= lm/s). The PMMA fuse is clamped at an extremity and subjected to a constrained displacement-rate. In what 
follows, numerical results for a velocity (Vma.'\(=lm/s) are presented for the fuse specimen with a ligament width \V=7 
111111 . Note that for the others ligament widths, numerical simulations provide similar results. Considering the different 
time increments, one notices that the front of longitudinal stress wave remains steady close to the fuse notch (FigJ-a). 
For the whole time steps, FE analysis shows that the stress front is not shifted along the fuse longitudinal line. In 
addition, the stress distributions, produced during the dynamic event, are numerically est imated along the fuse line as 
well as along the ligament width . As reported by figure 3-a, these stress distributions exhibit a homothetic increase as a 
function of time increments. On the basis of these results, one can claim that, in terms of dispersion and perturbation, 
adopt ing experimental condit ions minimizes stress wave effects. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Numerical predictions of the st ress distributions along the fuse line (022) estimated for different calculation 
steps (\v~7 mm), (b) Longitudinal stress profile calculated along the sys tem fuse-specimen line, SMC-R26 

Optimisation and validation of the system: fuse in series with the composite specimen 

The optimisation of the whole system was conducted according to the same stages described in the previous section. In 
what follows, the composite specimen is perfectly clamped at the upper extremity and is in series with the PMMA fuse. 
The latter is fixed to the sliding bar (lower extremity). Numerical computat ions are performed upon this system 
subjected to boundary conditions described in a previous sect ion. These conditions consist of a ve locity cllrve defined 
by a rise time (tr=10·4s) and maximal velocity (Vmax= I m/s). SMC composite test specimens are rectangular section 
tabbed ends bars and having the dimensions of 36x6.5x2.7mIll3

• Tabs with tapered ends are bonded on each side of the 
specimen. These tabs allow a progressive load introduction. They will reduce stress concentration and thus the shock 
wave st ress effects. The adopted specimen geometry was chosen in order to carry out microscopic observations using a 
scanning electronic microscope (SEM) after each interrupted high-speed tensile test. Figure 3-b shows an example of 
the stress distribution calculated for different increments load and represented along the central line of the system: fuse
composite specimen. 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS AND VALIDATION 

The developed optimisation methodology is based on experimental tests and coupled to the Ilumerical s imulations. It 
was validated at strain rates up to 200 S-I for Sheet Moulding Compound (SMC-R26), 

Effects of strain-rnte 011 the ovcrnll tensilc response 

The application of the optimised methodology has contributed to investigate the senslttvlty of the mechanical 
characterist ics to the stra in-rate, in terms of the linear, non-linear behaviour and ultimate properties. These high-stra in 
rate tensile tests were conducted on SMC-R composite at different strain-rates until the specimen total failure. Note that 
for the investigated material the stra in rates have been determined directly on the basis of stra in gauges temporal 
responses. As shown in the Figure 4, stress-strain (a- B) tensile curves plotted for several strain rates show noticeably 
that the overa ll behaviour is load-rate dependent. Indeed, under rapid traction SMC-R composites exhibit typically a 
non-linear response. The beginning of the non-linearity is noticed around 30% of the maximum loading and 
corresponds to the first stages of the damage growth generated by the matrix micro·cracks leading to interface 
decohesions. 

160 

120 

i[ 
~ ro 

40 

0 
0 

Fig. 4. Experimental strain-stress tensile curves for SMC-R26 composites obtained for testes carried out at strain rate: 
0,022,4,23,109 and 150 S- I 
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An inflection point , commonly called knee-point, characterizes the latter. Tensile tests were achieved at crosshead 
velocities from quasi-static to 9 m/s correspond ing to strain rates from 10') to 150 S·I . Figure 4 shows that initial slopes 
of the stress-strain curves, est imated for a stra in less than 0.3 %, are roughly identical for the different tested strain 
rates. Therefore, the above implies that the elastic modulus remain insensitive to the load rate for the tested veloc ity 
range. It has a rough average value of 13 OPa. However, the microstructure variability of this class of materials [9, II] 
can bring about a slight discrepancy notably for dynamic loadings. 
Additionally, figure 4 indicates that the non-linear stage of the overall response ri ses moderately as the strain rate 
increases. FUl1hermore, a mechanical behaviour accollllllodation is noticed for the high stra in rates. The above arises 
through an increase of the ultimate stra in and stress, Indeed, in terms of stress and strain, ultimate properties and the 
damage threshold increase sign ificantly for high strain rate. As illustrated in figure 5, one can see that the strain rate 
effect is more noticeable and marked on the ultimate stress than the strain. 
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Fig. 5. Effects of strain-rate on the damage threshold and ultimate propel1ies ill terms of strain and stress. 

These experimental findings are consistent with those obtained in other works [1-2]. These authors have pointed out 
that tensile strength increases with strain rate. In addition, one notes a shift of the damage by increasing the strain rate. 
Actually, when varying the stain rate from the quasi-static to 250 5. 1, the stress damage threshold is delayed from 30 
MPa to 80 MPa (Fig. 5). While, the strain damage onset increases from 0.25 % to 0.77 %. 

Effects of strain-rate 011 the damage 011 set and Idllctic 

Interrupted high-speed tensile tests have widely contr ibuted to evaluate the rate dependence of the damage in terms of 
initiation and kinetic of the experimented composite. Damage analysis was conducted according to two ways. The first 
intends to estimate the macroscopic Young's modulus reduction (Dmac,o) whereas the second aims at quantifying the 
damage accumulation (dmicro) at the microscopic material scale. Macroscopic damage can be quantified by the tensile 
modulus reduct ion lIsing the well-known damage mechanics [7-11]. The damage scalar parameter is thus expressed, 
Eq. (I) slich as: 

DlllJcro = I - (I ) 

EO and ED, are respectively the Young's modulus of virgin and damaged material . (EO) is determined by the initial slope 
of the stress-strain curve. The current modulus (ED) is estimated by the slope of the reloading curve after to each tensile 
test interrupt ion at a predefined load level. 

Additionally, the local damage est imation aims at establishing a relationship between the micro-defects density, 
generated by the interface decohesions, and the macroscopic strain/s tress applied level. After each interrupted tensile 
test, damage accumulation is investigated by means of SEM micrographs performed upon a representative element 
volume (REV). Specimen cartography is achieved using image-analys is. These contribute to characterizing the bundles 
degradation, in tenllS of matrix micro-cracks and fibre-matrix debonding. This investigation results in a quantitative 
damage evaluation by estimating defects effects. For that , one defines first a microstructural parameter describing the 
de bonded fibres content (fd). The microscopic damage state is then represented at the local scale as, Eq. (2): 

(2) 

fd is the volume fraction of debonded fibres and fv is the fibre volume content in the (REV). 

Interrupted high-speed tensile tests have been achieved on SMC-R26 composite for the following strain rates: 0.0002, 
3, 8 and 20.5 5'. These correspond respectively to crosshead velocities of 2.10-4, 0.2, 0.5 and 1 m!s. As reported in 
figure 6-a, the evolution of the macroscopic damage parameter is plotted against the strain level for three tested strain 
rates. Experimental findings from interrupted tensile tests confirm that increasing the strain rate leads to a delayed 
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macroscopic damage initiation. Indeed, for a strain rate of ~S·I, macroscopic degradation begins at a strain level of 
0.25% when for a strain rate of20.5 5.

1
, the first stiffness reduction appears at a strain in the order of 0.43%. 

Hence, ·it easily follows that the damage evolution is relatively reduced as the crosshead rate increases from quasi-static 
to intermediate. Thus, one can claim that the stiffness reduction is rate dependent 
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Fig. 6. (a) Longitudinal Young 's modulus reduction and (b) damage parameter (dmicro) evolution vs. applied strain and 

plotted for differenl Slrain-rate. SMC-R26. 

Figure 6-b illustrates the acculllulation of micro-defects, generated by the interface decohes ions, as a function of the 
macroscopic strain level. One observes that at the local scale, the damage growth is shifted in tenn of strain and 
exhibits a lessened kinetic due to the strain rate effect. Both aspects are related to the v iscous effect generated by the 
delay of the diss ipation occurring at interfacial zones. Consequently. one notices a lag in the macroscopic damage 
initiation coupled to a slight decreas ing in term of its evolut ion . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present work has proved that servo-hydraulic testing machine may be suitable to examine strain-rate effects on overa ll 
compositc behaviour for a moderate rates up to 200s· l

. Ncvertheless, success with the high strain rate test ing of polymer 
composites requires an experimental methodology able to isolate inertial disturbances attributed to the test system. To this 
cnd, an experimental mcthodology has been deve loped and optimised. It aims at minimizing the amplitude of mcasurements 
perturbation for giving rise to homogeneous stress/strain fields within the tcsted specimen. Experimental findings, obtained 
from monotonic and interrupted tensile tests performed at diOcrent strain rate, were inputted in numerical computations using 
ABAQUS FE code [10] for optimising iteratively the experimental conditions. The analysis of the stress wave propagation 
occurring for a high-speed tcnsile test has resulted in an optimal design of the specimen geometry and the experimental 
damping system: thickness and material characteristics. On one hand, the optimisation has contributed to generate uniform 
strain and stress field s yield ing hence to a strain-rate spatially constant into the tested spccimen. One the other hand, it has 
enabled to set up the interrupted high-speed tensile tests. These have provided the monitoring of the stiffness reduction 
evolution and the damage accumulation by interrupting the test at predefined load levels. 
The developed experimental methodology based on dynamic tensile tests has contributed to cmphasize the strain rate cffects 
on overall behaviour ofSMC-R26. As the strain rate increased, noticeable effects consist of a delayed damage onset followed 
by a slightly reduced damage accumulation. It was established that the strain rate brings about a viscous nature of damage 
evolution leading hence to the notion of the visco·damaged bchaviour. Due to the time-dependant damaged·behaviour, the 
interface strcngths are increased, which explains readily the accommodation exhibited at the macroscopic scalc. As the strain 
rate increases, the damage viscosity reduces then the degradation and its kinetic. 
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SIMULATION OF COMPLEX IMP ACT PROBLEMS WITH IMPLICIT TIME 
ALGORITHMS. APPLICATION TO CRASHWORTHINESS PROBLEMS 

Ludovic Noels, Laurent Stainier and Jean-Philippe Ponthot 

LTAS-MilielL" ContillllS & Thermomecalliqlle, Department of AeroSpace, Mechanics and Materials, University a/Liege, 
Chemin des Chevreuils 1, B-4000 Liege, BelgiulII 

Summmy: Recently, robust implicit energy and momentum conserving algorithms have been developed in the nonwlincar range. The 
authors extended these algorithms to hypoelasticity-based constitutive models and introduced numerical dissipation, opening the way 
to more complex simulations such as blade-loss in a turbofan. 

INTRODUCTION 

When studying impact problems, time integration of the equations of evolution occurs in the non-linear range. Usually, 
explicit algorithms are used in such a context. Nevertheless, due to its lack of stability in the non-linear range, and its 
limitation in the time step size, an implicit scheme could advantageollsly be llsed. The most widely used implicit 
algorithm is the Newmark algorithm [1]. Nevertheless, when this algorithm is used in the non-linear range, the 
conservation of the energy is no longer satisfied. To avoid divergence due to the numerical instabilities, numerical 
damping was introduced, leading to the generalized-amethods [2). But these schemes can exhibit instabilities in the 
non-linear range too [3]. Therefore a new family of integration algorithms for structural dynamics has appeared that 
satisfies the mechanical laws of conservation (Le. conservation of linear momentum, angular momentum and total 
energy) and that remains stable in the non-linear range. 

The first algorithm verifYing these properties was described by Simo and Tarnow [4]. They called this algorithm Energy 
Momentum Conserving Algorithm or EMCA. It consists in a mid-point scheme with an adequate evaluation of the 
internal forces. This adequate evaluation was given for a Saint Venant-Kirchhoffhyperelastic material. A generalization 
to other hyperelastic models was given by Laursen [5], who iteratively solved a new equation for each Gauss point to 
determine the adequate second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. Another solution that avoids this iterative procedure, and 
leads to a general formulation of the second Piola-Kirchhoffstress tensor, was given by Gonzalez [6]. This formulation 
is valid for general hyperelastic materials. The EMCA was recently extended to dynamic finite deformation plasticity 
by Meng and Laursen [7]. The finite element discretization leads to high frequency modes that are purely numeric. To 
avoid the convergence problems resulting from these modes, Armero and Romero [8,9] introduced numerical 
dissipation in these conserving algorithms. This dissipation only affects the total energy but preserves the angular 
momentum. Moreover, it is proved to be stable in the non-linear range, contrarily to the a- generalizep algorithms. It is 
called Energy Dissipative Momentum Conserving algorithm or EDMC. Besides, Armero and Petocz [10, II] proposed a 
treatment of contact interactions in a consistent way in the non-linear range. 

All the conserving methods described above were established for hyperelastic materials. We have recently [12,13) 
established a new expression of the internal forces for the hypoelastic materials using the final rotation scheme [14]. 
\Vhen associated with the mid-point scheme, this expression ensures the conservation laws of mechanics for a 
hypoelastic constitutive model. Moreover, we proved that this adaptation remains consistent with the Drucker postulate 
when plastic deformation occurs. Nevertheless, to be able to simulate complex impact problems, two improvements are 
necessmy. The first one is to introduce numerical dissipation in a consistent way for such hypoelastic constitutive 
models [15]. This numerical dissipation avoids the numerical high frequency modes parasiting the physical solution. 
The second one is an enhancement of the contact formulation proposed by Armero and Pet6cz to surfaces with 
discontinuous normal, as is the case when the two bodies in contact are deformable and are thus discretized by finite 
elements [16). With such improvements, we are able to simulate complex problems of impact such as a blade-loss in a 
turbo engine. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 

The turbo-engine is modeled with a shaft that has an imposed revolution motion on one extremity. At its other 
extremity, there is a disk with 24 blades. The shaft, the disk and the blades are part of the rotor, which is in rotation in a 
stator. The stator is composed of a casing and a bearing. The rotor has a cyclic symmetry of 15 degrees. Fig. 21 
illustrates a IS-degree part of the rotor. The blade is defined from a ruled surface that has two splines for extremities. 
The blade is made of an alloy (density 3600 kg/m', Young's modulus 88000 N/mm', Poisson's coefficient 0.31, initial 
yield stress 880 N/mm' and hardening parameter 26700 N/mm'). The disk and the shaft are composed of another alloy 
(density 6300 kg/m', Young's modulus 165000 N/mm', Poisson's coefficient 0.31, initial yield stress 800 N/mm' and 
hardening parameter 271 N/mm'). The blade is discretized with 99 elements: 11 in length (elements at the head of the 
blade are 50% smaller than at the root), 9 elements in height and I element on the thickness. 
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The disk has 2 elements on the thickness and 72 elements on the circumference. The shaft has 1 element on its thickness 
and II elements on its length (8 for the constant section shaft and 3 for the conical part). The shaft has 72 elements on 
its circumference. The elements are 8-node bricks with constant pressure. 

Point Spline I Spline 2 
1 (200; 0; 0) (791.9; -113.4;8.9) 
2 (199.3; 8.9; 19.7) (793.9; -94.7; 28.2) 
3 (198.8; 16.3; 39.9) (795.1; -75.9; 47.5) 
4 (198.3; 22.1; 60.7) (796.4; -57.0; 66.7) 
5 (198; 26.3; 81.9) (797.6; -38.2; 85.9) 
6 (197.9; 28.9; 103.4) (798.8; -19.4; 105.2) 
7 (197.8; 29.7; 125) (800.; -0.6; 124.4) 
8 (197.9; 28.9; 146.6) (799.8; 18.3; 143.7) 
9 (198; 26.3; 168.0) (799.1; 37.1; 162.9) 
10 (198.3; 22.1; 189.2) (798.0; 55.7; 182.3) 
11 (198.8; 16.3; 210.1) (796.5; 74.3; 201.8) 
12 (199.3; 8.9; 230.3) (794.6; 92.6; 221.4) 
13 (200; 0; 0.25) (792.3; 110.7; 241.3) 

Fig. 21. model (dimensions in 111m). 

The casing is a cylinder made of an aluminium alloy (density 2710 kglm3
, Young's modulus 55200 N/mm 2

, Poisson's 
coefficient 0.31, yield stress 550 Nlmm' and hardening parameter 281 N/mm'). Its geometry is illustrated at Fig. 22a. 
The bearing has a conical geomelly (Fig. 22b) and is made of an alloy (density 3600 kglm', Young's modulus 88000 
Nltnm2, Poisson's coefficient 0.31, yield stress 550 N/mm2 and hardening parameter 2600 N/l11m2). The displacement of 
the shaft is restrained by the bearing thanks to a central node (Fig. 22b). There are springs between the central node and 
the extremity nodes of the bearing and there are springs between the central node and two rows on nodes of the shaft. 
Each spring has a stiffness of 108 N/mm. A mass of 0.05kg is associated with the central node. The bearing and the 
casing have 1 element on the thickness. The casing has 36 elements on its circumference and 8 elements on its length. 
The bearing has 3 elements on its length and 20 on its circumference. The elements are 8-node bricks with constant 
pressure. 
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Fig. 22. Stator model, a- casing, b- bearing. 

INITIAL CONFIGURATION 

220 

At til11e t=Os, the initial configuration of the rotor is computed for a rotation velocity of 4775 rpm. This initial 
configuration is computed with a Newton-Raphson scheme where the external forces are the analytical inertial forces 
computed from the nodes position and from the imposed rotation velocity. The von Mises stresses reSUlting from this 
uniform rotation velocity are illustrated at Fig. 23. The blade pointed by an arrow is independent from the disk. To 
evaluate the initial configuration, it is linked to the disk thanks to an adhesion law (normal penalty 109

, tangential 
penalty 108

). After the initial configuration is evaluated, this link is removed and the free blade interacts with the other 
blades and with the casing. The interaction between the blades and the casing is simulated with a Coulomb friction law 
(normal penalty 10', tangential penalty 10' and friction coefficient 0.1). 
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The interaction between the free blade and the other blades is simulated with the same law. Contact interactions 
between attached blades are simulated with a frictionless law (normal penalty 109

). 

o 192;<;lj';'I~!Il5 •• 5117711111111711710 x~ 
Fig. 23. Initial von Mises stress (Mpa) of the rotor (front view). 

NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE FIRST REVOLUTION 

Now we analyze the first revolution of the rotor after the blade loss. We use the EDMC (first order accurate) algorithm 
with a spectral radius equal at the infinity frequency 0.8. The time step size is computed from an automatic criterion 
[17] and with an accuracy of 10'4 on the integration error. The Hessian matrix is updated only when necessaIY [I 7]. 
Each time step is computed with a Newton-Raphson scheme (tolerance = 10") enhanced by a line-search [18] (tolerance 
10"). 

Fig. 24. Configuration and equivalent plastic strain after a qualier of revolution, a- front view, b- rear view. 

Fig. 24a and Fig. 24b illustrate respectively the front and the rear view of the configuration after a quarter of revolution. 
The free blade interacts with the first next (attached) blade. Fig. 25a and Fig. 25b illustrate respectively the front view 
and the rear view of the configuration after half a revolution. The free blade remains between the linked blades and the 
casing. Due to the friction law, the attached blades bend. The head of the free blade enters into contact with the fifth 
linked blade. Fig. 26a and Fig. 26b illustrate respectively the front view and the rear view of the deformation after three 
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quarters of a revolution. The head of the free blade has led the fifth blade to bend significantly, and the free blade is 
pushed towards the rear of the casing. Fig. 27a and Fig. 27b illustrate respectively the front view and the rear view of 
the results after a revolution. The free blade was pushed away from the disk so that the remaining interactions only 
occur between the linked blades and the casing. 

Fig. 25. Configuration and equivalent plastic strain after half a revolution, a- front view, b- rear view. 

a 0.038 a 0.038 

Fig. 26. Configuration and equivalent plastic strain after three quarters of revolution, a- front view, b- rear view. 

The total force on the bearing is illustrated at Fig. 28a. It appears that this force is linear during the first instants, when 
the bearing reacts to the presence of an unbalanced shaft. But when the free blade interacts with both the linked blades 
and the casing, the force starts oscillating. The time evolution of the force on the casing (Fig. 28b) results from the 
interaction of the blades on the casing and the force oscillates during the whole simulation. 
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o 0.039 0.079 0.118 0.158 

Fig. 27. Configuration and equivalent plastic strain after a quarter of revolution, a- front view, b- real' view. 
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Fig. 28. Time evolution of the clamping forces, a- casing, b- bearing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

. ----,-------

0.8 1.0 

In this paper we proved that new developments in the study of the implicit schemes stability allow us to compute 
complex dynamics such as a blade loss problem. Advantages of the implicit scheme compared to the explicit one are its 
stability in the non-linear range that is mathematically proved and its ability to use large time step size. For the present 
simulation, the mean implicit time step size is equal to about 1.8 IlS and the explicit critical time step is equal to 0.07 ~ts. 
But thanks to the automatic Hessian matrix update and time step computation, the implicit steps are not much more 
expensive that the explicit ones. The implicit simulation is therefore twice cheaper than the explicit one. 
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MgSODYNA~'IICS OF A 3D C/C COMPOSITE UNDER SHOCK 
LOADlNG: A DEDICATED COMPUTATIONAL MUI;l'I-SCALE 

APPROACH 
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- 9' ''It.fEIl ... the const.il~II, l vo relnt.lon 01 fiB; 

Itorntlvc rugOl'itlWI The principia i. 10 """rch lor ll iioid ulternal ivel)' In Ad nnd 1'. '1"0 steps ", ay 
bo dofinorl In lhi' prooos., : 

• Loon 1 .top 

Du ring \.110 local _lop, 3 rol II \.1011 8" In Ad i. OUPIXl5!!<lIy kllown. We look lor ~n+ 1/2 = (B!,+I/" i?', . )/'1) 
ill I' slid I t ll,,1 (B~, ~ I /' - tT8",IP,.+I/' - "n) Is In G linanr "I"'CO S+. Th;' ca n b:! Irnllsl.)10d by : 
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( I) 

(2) 

wll",o h+ anel H I- aro I"mune lurs or Ihe mol.hoel enll"d t ho ",," rch diroctIOl". 1,+ is "'~"'.Ily a 
(.OJlBtnnt sentar and H -f bas b:mn chca:!11 in ord ~J 1,0 h,:WD an uxp1i.ci t expn:t;Sion of l~+ I /'J 1 f,f. 

/!. I! ~ n+ ' /' = t ". 'fl, iB . tep is d"""" i bocl in ligllro 3" . 

• Glom I Slop 

During UIO glob"1 s lop, 'l ,olu\.lon 9"4 'I' III r Is s uppc:a!dly known. We look lo r 8,, 41 III Ad . ueh 
11IaL (.,..+, - 9:,4 1/,, 8. 1-1 - §?'+ I'l) l. in a linoar . pat" B - . T his e:1Il bo t r,,", lntocl by : 

(3) 

(4) 

whoro H - and 11 - :II'" LIm p:mll1l0lors of Iho 11I0lhod, :11>.0 called Iho "" lI'ch e1 ir(!elioll • . T hi. BiOI' is 
deecrlbed In liguro 3b. 

Dependlllg all 1.110 way ono ehoe,",<> 10 go from Ad 10 r, \.Imt I. t.o "ay t ho chalco o f t he .",,,eh 
dlroe llon, t il" lIlelllod will sllghl.ly dlllnge. T ile " ' Heh ,lI m" l lon thai eOIlCl'rn. Ille Inlorr,,0O3 Is 
us ua lly a fi cnla r. The ..... reh d irec\.loll t.h at "on cern, I.ho slIool r II cW"" Is :1 bit morc diflielllt 10 pi ck . 

A HllIl vor. lon W:l" t ho s impl t. ex lens lon 10 Lho \YOlk In 19]. ehooo ng H - , In \.110 subs i rucill res, '" 
Ihe Init l,,1 ol:l8l.1e Hook£! opomlor. U. lng a Nowmark lirno Inlcgrotio n schorno or 11 Hil T EChorne , 
1110 rigid ity o peml Ols 01 \.110 s ubs lnlcl.llr"" :11'!! therulOlo COllal,,,,t alld lII11y be 1"",lod o nly o noo 
11Oforo any ealeul.l liona :11'0 procmdod. Durlllg l h is s tep, o no hos to solve Olle glOl:<l1 proble m o n 
meh 8uool.rll clll .. e bul I.hls proble lll Is IIl1m r. 'rho nOllllllt'<1IIt l"" appea .. ln Iho "'Iuatlons lhroug h n 
volumlcol te rm In tho w cond p:1fl. 01 tim eqllilibrillm "'Ilmliou. T his IeI'm dlsnppo," .. ir tho bohnvlor 
Is ",,11. lIod by "n' More d Ol a ils CJII1 liB I'ound in itO]. 
T his simple mOI·hod show .. " good e lliele ll cy If I.ho 1I01l1iuO:IIIU", arc s lI1a ll , i.e. II' tho ... lI'la lion of 
tiro la ngollt rlgldily I. 011",11. T he convergence 1'1110 01' lire me l hod Is d ase 10 I.h" IIIIUol l'm'Sloll 
dedicated 10 Iinoa .. 8ul-.;t·l1Ielll .. a; Howover, whon Ihe vllrln l loll of tI,o I"ngen~ rlg ldlly Is lrnpOl lolIl., 
Iho oonl'l!t;';enco 1'1110 drol~' :1 l1 d this lI1o~hod Is no t "IficloIlL. 

A FOCOlld IT rslolI has booll cOllchwlJed III onlill' to I·rent highly nOllliIlO:l .. probloms. T ho idea is 10 
dIO"",O H - :IS tho 10Ilg ... l. behovlor 01 tho &:Jlut lon i. HI" 

I>: - f : ( tt" _ ' /2 = HNLI. .. _ I /> 5) 

Doing so, t he glob.~1 probloms to w ll'o nm s UII lillo" r b UI Ihe oper:t tOJ .. dl:lI1gD t hrollghout the 
ite m llons o f t h" 1I101.ho d. Artor I:ho " pp lic."Uon or 11 t lmo Intr.g mUou sdle me, t he probl",n ilL w eh 
timo .st.ep t n+J m:ly be written :LS: 

K · ....,U' ... 
NLU,.+ I = F'r, H (0) 

KNL Is :I d yn:lm lc opernlO!: Ih :l l. dopell d. o n H Nt" Ihef . lo l'(! II Is lion eonsl,, "!.. '.10 >.011'0 I·hls 
problem, we lise " procondi t.lolIL'd conjugale gradient "I!;:OriLhm. T his allows us 10 solvo it wiLh " 
millimllm number 01 ilem\.lons . 
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~n.1/2 __ ~ ___ r 

(b) Kkbnl "'P 

[i'igu,,, 3: T he 111"0 . 1",fJ' of Ihe L"Un Jrwthod 

F IRST 3D C OMP UTATlONS 

III a rdor 10 I I. I.he polellli"lily o f \.he l1Ie lhod 10 .. Ive huge OOl11l'lIl nl: ion" n:m impacL e'lSl! wIth Iil .. "r 
. ul:<!lrllcLlIr"" h .LS boo" coud ueltd. This eXiLIu p le wa.' Imil led in 11m IiOlhvma CoFASL (developed by 
I,:",ronl. C halllplllloy) . In I.he IIl",h of Ihe figum 'I(a), Iha irllpnclo r (aluminium), Ihe smnplD (3D C/O) , 
Ihe blilror ,mel Lho lYindolY (!!xp"rhU"UI,,1 dovl en; 111 ad!! of PMM A in orrler 10 Iml'O II cIem, o lllp UI sig"''') 
:ue m lm:'l!l1ted from right. to lefl; . AI t = 0, I.he imlXlclo r hits Iho Emuple wllh nn Inil;I.1 velod ly \'0. 

T ho 11I 00uory = 1 01 I.his eXiun plc! (llbonl. I ~O, OOO DO l's "nd 400 Ume sl0I:";) . holYod t.I,e nll(,,,,,,,iLy 
10 nmke th Is colllplll., I.ion pamllel. T his 311mved us 10 oompul", t his """mp le In I"", t.lm u o no honr on 
:\[, o ntG IN 2000 p"m llel machiue. Tho 10ngl \.Udlnal s l.I"'" i. sholYu III fi gure d(b). In t h l' fi gure, 
Ihe lo ngitudilml yarus in t llll diredion II :1Il! II rtificially 'l!mov,.'" 1.0 incr",1Sll I·h .. cornpmhons lon 01 t ho 
figura. As . hown, we ol:<!orve that Lho lougil n dina l ~'arus rollla oul .. T hi. phenomeDou i. ol:<!orvoo also 
oxperimenta lll', indlJ(; ng priuts in Ihe buner. 

" -
~- ,-

(ft) hf,-~11 or thQ. lfubrtructuTnlian (b) R~ul t'J: IOllgiludin .... l lSlrcs!i in Lhll lRllllpJQ 

Figul"O 4: Suhstlu et",.od Im"I, a nd ,."""It. 
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10 EX AM P rA!J WITI:! NONLrN EAR SUBSTRUCTURES 

III order 10 111'>1, tho olHd<!llCY Dr Ihe lIIethod 10 w Il'o Um nonliuoar behavior 0 1" I.bo 81111<51.11"'1111' .... t ho 
C:t8i! 01" n Imr ~lIbllliU o:l IO n trnctioll /COIllPI'I~OIl I",ding is trm lro, III order 10 '''ProsollL tho o::lIuplox 
behav ior 01 tho malrix blocks, Um l~h:tvior of Iho bar is diiTor" .. t In l.mcUDII a lld compre.aon. T ho 
modols, r~cn1iod brinny In Ute loliowing, illO dEtnilod in II]. 

r 

• D ol,\), dmrlllg" In imctlou: t ho idoll. h"m is 10 limit I.ho dalUlIge miD by I ITo ' 

= ~ [ <" >~ " ] pIlI <cr >+ Froo t-'tltlfogy 
2 E B( I - d) 

Y = ..2.... £ [DPijJ] d f} Dnmllge loroe 
Inl , II /Jd (7) a 

f lY ) = (2:.)'" Dam lIge lor", 
Y o 

d = :J I - o~ ( 1(>' )- "> .. ) Dmnngn rlloo 

• Colllpnctioll III corulll",",lon: Ihe lIIa lorilll co"'lXIcts ulltli it ranch"" I 1m donEe m:tla "inl 's Young 
modlllu.'i E'fJ4 I" 

T ho ""nmplo Is doscri bod In lig"''' !in , T ho 81·r<l!L' liold 18 8hOl'11I In liguro 5 il. 

r'L)~ ... ______ -, 

U . l.' D~ .. 
,u KOO l:31 -
y~ • ( ;.J ft r~ 1 

a .. {t , [I;o;, 

'I , • 0,4 117 
"-. ;;0;; t: .. , 

Pigllw ~: NlIIIIorlcal examplo 

(b) .Ir ... n.id 

(8) 

Tho m.IIIIL. 6hoIY tha i VlO nro able to IUPICdll CO tho diIrernnt Wlwe .pood. III UIO matorlal. In l.ho fi lEt 

ph=, Ihe motorial i. under COIllIJI't"';ioll !lnd t.i ID wnV[£ pJOpngat.ing In t he O:>lIIp~IIII,"lorl"l nre faster 
I hOIl t.i,e WlWOS prop.:II':" UlIg In Ihe \' ltgill llIa terl ,,1. A. described III [71, we !Ire 31'0 "blo to CIOllt@ ,hock. , 
OJ diwonLinLJitl"", IVlt.h !I "'gular la,ading. T ho shock I. emotE.<! whon Lito Iastor wnvrG rroch t.he slowel 
0 11 (oS. 

On 1.110 othol' hand, when tho nmlerinlls In 100lsion, 1110 W:..1V85 ;un slowf.! J' thnll t.ho ela.st,lc on(!S, which 
Is III oono(",lollco wit.h the plty.I",. 
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CON LUSlON 

The goal of lhe pre...,nled work is 10 build" melhod 6uit:tble 10 dool wilh a ma;a!cale d<!Scription of 
" 3D cle in dYImmies. The "olUlian i. based on au mlxocl dornnin doo;:lIT1pmll.ion met.hod, 9Jlv(!d by 
the Lal'in mol.hod, which lakes into aco:mnl tim lIonlinoar bnh:wlor of lho 8ubG"lrucluras and jntrtrUlCffi. 
A pr<<XJllclit.iou[<i conjugale grnd.lent algorilhm iB usod tD w Ive Iho Iin""r p roblems. The nonliuemitie... 
II",lIed are dnmngn alld mmp.actlan. 

FbI' lht! moment, cornputalions 0 11 :L largo [lumber or DOF-s have bel!n lI:l~ldo on p .. 'lrall £ll (.\)ll1pulers 
bllt. with Iinea.r sulX'il.lllclur(!.'l. On lim olher band, in Elmplo cn>£", Wll are able la dm l with irnport:ml 
.Iructuml Ilolllinenlit/ .... The per6pective of I his work is 10 bo able 10 deal with l'Ol.h difficulti.,. :t!. t. iI" 
",une timo. This d lort Is in plC{!;II:'''''. 
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BEHAVIOR OF THE REINFORCED CONCRETE CIRCULAR PLATES SUBJECTED TO 
IMPULSIVE LOADING 

Adam Zyskowski·, Krzysztof\Voznica, Patrice Bailly 

LaboratOl), of Energetic, Erplosions and Structures, ENS! de BOlll-ges 
10 BId Lahitolle 18 000 BOllrges, France 

Summary; The aim of the study is to provide an adequate approach to dimension the reinforced concrete structures subjected 
to dynamic pressure loading. The work covers the numerical simulations of circular plates and focuses on multi-layered finite 
element method formulation. The impulsive loading applied on the plate has the characteristics of the pressure wave resulting 
detonation, To vcritY the influence on the results of biaxial stress distribution, the Mindlin theory together with corotational shell 
formulation and hexahedral elements' formulations are used. Among several constitutive laws of concrete, an equivalent softening 
diagram-based model with initial dynamic yield limit originally developed and applied for framc structures is chosen. The steel 
behavior is modeled by viscoplastic Perzyna modeL Both constitutive formulations are supplied by the subroutine written in Fortran 
and implemented in Autodyn corle, 

INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, due to the extensive use of reinforced concrete material and the risk related to the terrorist menace, 
the methods of prediction of the behavior of reinforced-concrete structures subjected to impulsive loading focus 
the attention of civil engineers. Because of the deficiency in analytical methods, in order to evaluate the dynamic 
behavior of structure, the finite element method -continues to be the predominant strategy. As distinct from analytical 
calculations, such approach accompanied with the explicit scheme makes possible to take into consideration both 
geometric (large displacements, deformations and rotations) and material non~1inearities (plasticity, strain-hardening, 
softening and failure). The composition of reinforced concrete is, however, a major factol' that renders difficult 
application of this approach. The geometIy and location of reinforcement embedded in the concrete lead 
the mathematical formulation of an element quite complex [1, 9]. To overcome this problem some of the authors 
propose multilayered strategy with the steel material separated from the concrete [7, 8]. 

To conduct the dynamical structural analysis there are many software packages accessible on the market Their 
implementation, however, is based on the various theories and different initial assumptions. For that reason, taking 
advantage of them is not a straightforward task. The main difficulty is the verification of the results obtained and their 
comparison to the experimental results, 

The presented study is a part of the more global work that considers an ability of finite element codes to perform 
analysis of dynamically loaded reinforced-concrete members. The prime aim of this work is to verify two calculation 
approaches implemented in a general purpose finite difference, finite volume and finite element method presented 
in Autodyn 3D code for dynamically loaded reinforced concrete plates. The considered methods are 
the three-dimensional hexahedral elements expressed in Lagrange coordinates and the three-dimensional composite 
shell elements, formulated in corotational coordinate system that rotates with material. The secondaty objective is the 
implementation of the constitutive models, which in the near future will serve as the basis for more generalized models. 

THEORETICAL BASIS 

From multiple analysis techniques presented initially in Autodyn v. 4.3 a Lagrange named and a 3D Shell fonTIulations 
are selected as the basic platform for this study. To update the solution in successive time steps, an explicit central 
difference scheme is used. 

For the hexahedral (brick) elements, the method of solution is founded on the approach derived by Wilkins [12] and is 
precisely described in [2]. Hence, only the comprehensive information is reviewed here. Fig. I-a illustrates the 
computational algorithm. 
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Direct calculation 

b) 

SHELL Incremental stress-straln 
relation and yield condition 

Integration Constitutive 
model 

Corolalional Mindlin 
velocity-sualn formulation 

Integration of slresses 
over shell thickness 

Equation 
of motion 
~ Nodal forces f.:-- Conservation . t . of momentum 

Boundary and Interactive forces 

t 
Boundary and interactive forces 

t 
START START I 

Fig. 1. Computational cycles for: a - hexahedral elements, b - shell elements [2] 

As presented, the calculations begin with the computation of boundaiy and interactive forces. In the successive step, 
the obtained values are combined with the internal forces computed, during the previous time cycle. Then from 
the consecutive integration of momentum equation the accelerations, velocities and positions are computed. From these 
values, the new zonal volumes and strain rates are calculated. \Vith the use of a constitutive model together with 
the energy equation the zonal pressures, stresses and energies are computed, providing forces for use at the stali 
Of the next integration cycle [2]. 

The element implemented in Autodyn has a generalized hexahedral shape and consists of eight nodes. At each node 
positions, velocities and accelerations are defined. The other variables as pressure, internal energy, density, stress 
deviators, strain deviators, mass and temperature are calculated at an element center. An algorithm of hourglass forces 
is developed by Hallquist [6]. 
The relation between the strain rates &1) and the velocities x, y, i is expressed in the well-known form: 

. ox 
8 ;::

xx ox' 
. 0" 
8~~ ;:: 0= ' . 1 (0' f!i) & =- -+-

l' 2 ilz iJy , (I) 

In the case of the plate element the Mindlin-Reissner theory is applied. The bilinear four-node isoparametric elements 
with several quadrature points based on the resultant stress theOlY are used [3, 4]. Compared to the Lagrange 
formulations this approach noticeably simplifies the basic equations on an element level. 

The geometry of the shell is defined by its midsurface, with coordinates denoted by 

The velocity of the midsurface vnt is given by: 

jV:) = j~:) . 
Vi' y. 

v; i
m 

, .m . , ym ,zm and its thickness h . 

(2) 

The vectors tangent to the midsurface are el and e2 , and a fiber direction is defined by t . The fiber direction is initially 

coincident with e3 , where: 

(2) 

and the angle between 1 and e3 is assumed to remain small, so that: 

(3) 
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where: the values of 0 for most elastic-plastic calculations are in the order of 10-2
. The triad ep e2 , e3 is defined 

to be corotational in the sense that it rotates with the material except that the vectors e, and e2 remain tangent 

to the midsurface. If condition is met, the difference between the rotation of the material and the triad ej should 
be small. 
In the Mindlin theory of plates and shells, the velocity of a point in the shell is defined by the velocity of the midsurface 

v" and the angular velocity vector (} by: 

(4) 

where: 2 - is the local coordinate in the e3 direction. 

The corotational components of the strain rate dl} expressed in the local coordinates are given by: 

(5) 

Substituting (5) into (6) the relations for the strain rates are obtained: 

d -- --+--+z ---- _ 1 [<hi; Oll~ _(OOy 00,)] 
~'20/iJX 0/0;' 

(6) 

(7) 

The stress state in the shell is subdivided as follows: 

(8) 

The computational procedure is analogous to the algorithm for 3D brick elements (Fig. I-b). 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

The example chosen in the studies is founded on the work by Toutlemonde [II] and presented schematically in Fig. 2-a. 
The simulation of the reinforced concrete plate is conducted using the layered finite element method, as shown 
in Fig. 2-b. To avoid excessive computational times the considered problem is modeled by one quarter of the plate with 
planes of symmetry aligned with the x- and y-axes (Fig. 2-b). The decomposition of the plate is carried out 
by specifYing lOx I 0 elements for the shell and IOxlOx8 elements for the brick models, respectively in x, y and z 
directions. The shape of the mesh is illustrated in Fig. 2-a. The plate is divided into eight layers from which seven of 
11.36 nll11 thick each is filled with the concrete material. The material in the last layer is defined as steel. The plate is 
loaded by the triangular pressure impulse as presented in Fig. 2-a. 

To avoid very small numerical values of mass, volume and pressure within numerical cell the units of mm, mg and ms 
are used. Moreover, to limit the truncation error the 8 bytes definition of the user variables and double precision version 
of the code are utilized. The time increments are l!J ~ 2.2E-7 [s] for the shell and l!J ~ 1.7 £-8 [s] for the hexahedral 
models. The time of the analyses is set to five 111S. The computational time on Intel Pentium IV 1.7 GHz system varied 
from 70 minutes to 20 hours for shell and hexahedral models respectively. 
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Fig. 2. a - Plate geometry and loading function, b - layers' convention 

Concrete model 

In the case of concrete modeling, the uniaxial model founded on the work by B![k and Stolarski [5] is simplified to 
represent the monotonous behavior of material. This model is based on an equivalent softening diagrams and 
is characterized by: 
• linear - elastic segment up to the dynamic strength calculated by making use of Campbell's 

criterion: 

"[17 1 ]" J -- dl=lo 
o 170 

(9) 

where: CTo - static yield stress, a, to - material constants, CT t - function of stress-strain for the dynamic elastic 

part, f" - beginning time of dynamic yielding. Simplification of above equation results in: 

, 
17" =17 [a +1 , 0 , 

£,;:]".+' 10 -- • 
170 

(10) 

Therefore, the expression for dynamic elastic strain limit: 

(11) 

• ideally plastic branch in the range specified by deformation &, - &, 

• and the lineal' degradation of material's strength 8r - 8" . 

The material model together with relevant parameters is presented in the Fig. 3. 

aJ 
E." for 8 <8. 

": for 6.:>;6 <8, 

crT· 
... ~ CT

c 
=: 

":(I-~) for 8,50<8" 
i O. -8, 

I C- O jor 8:2: 6" cr. . ... 

I 
... , ...... , .. 

.... , .. 
I 

I , 
l : .)flI"C,gfl , .. ~ 

0 6, 6, 6 6 
" 

Parameters Concrete [5[ Steel [5[ 

Yield strength [Pa] 170 = 15E+6 uo=335E+6 

Young modulus [Pal £,=27E+9 E, =2IE+10 

Poisson coefficient v=0.2 v=0.3 

Material constant a, = 17.75 -
Material constant [s] to= 0.180 -
Ideal plas!. branch limit e, - 0.002 -
Ultimate deformation &,=0.012 -
Coefficient of vise. [s'] - r = 40.4 

Exponent - n-5 
Fig. 3. a - uniaxial model of concrete - in compression, b - concrete and steel model parameters. 
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Steel model 

During the deformation process, the state of stress in the reinforcement bars could be considered as an uniaxial. Hence, 
the viscoplastic constitutive model ofPerzyna [10] can be written as: 

( . )"" (J'o~k 6S~'(J' +k 

where: (1'0 - instantaneous elastic limit, r -viscosity coefficient, n - exponent. 

The parameters used in the studies are presented in Fig. 3-b. 

(12) 

Both concrete and steel models are implemented in the Autodyn code by the use of EXYLD user subroutine. 
The algorithm of principal stress calculation is realized through EXEDIT subroutine. All of the external procedures are 
written in Fortran. The EXYLD routine is called by main program at each cycle for each cell. 

RESULTS 

In Fig. 4 the principal stress I variation for the outer layers in the center of the plate are presented. Comparing Fig. 4-a 
and Fig. 4-b, it is observed that maximum stress amplitudes take place at the same time. As supposed, the concrete 
material is subjected to the compression state of stress while the steel to the tension. The stress values in the top layer 
are one order of magnitude smaller from those obtained in the bottom layer. From Fig. 4, it is clear that use of the shell 
elements cause the temporal variation of stress to be more quick and abrupt. In addition, their application reduces 
the maximum amplitudes. 
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Fig. 4. Principal stress I for shell and hexahedral elements: a - layer I - concrete, b - layer 8 - steel 

The introduction of the fictitious - forces such as hourglass damping forces, anti-tangle forces or pseudo-viscous forces 
preclude the conservation of the equilibrium equations. For that reason, to render the solution credible the results have 
to be accompanied by small energy error. In the conducted analyses, the maximum error expressed as the difference 
between the current energy of the system and work done on it, is set to 5 %. As presented in Fig. 5, the limit-error 
requirement is maintained and oscillates round zero. 
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Fig. 5. HistOlY of the energy balance. 
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The vertical deflections of the middle point of the plate for various concrete strengths are presented in Fig, 6, 
The results show high dependence of the material strength, Comparing graphs, a significant difference in the amplitudes 
can be noticed, Increase of the static yield stress causes the amplitudes to be more pronounced what is pat1icularly 
visible using the shell models. Regarding brick approach, only a slight variation between the results of considered 
models is observed, The differences between shell and brick formulations begin to appear just after the first maximum 
deflection and reduce with the increase of the concrete strength, For concrete strength equal to 45 MPa the response 
of the plate is independent of the model applied. Considering the frequency of vibration, it is observed that the periods 
of oscillation are almost identical. 
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Fig. 6. Middle point vibrations of the plate for several strength configurations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the fact that hexahedral mesh is composed from the elements with large aspect ratios and the loss 
of accuracy would be expected, it is found, that the calculations with such approach result in less erroneous solution, 
Considering the computational time it is strongly advisable to use the shell elements. In that formulation, contrary to the 
brick elements where the full strain rate tensor is evaluated at each integration point, some of the strain rate components 

(d)'Z, dn ) are determined once per element (thickness), Besides, the shell formulation only requires 

a plane-stress constitutive equation, which effectively reduces the number of state variables associated and as effect 
leads the computations to be more efficient. 
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A STUDY OF DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE AUTOCLA YED AERATED CONCRETE 

lR. Klepaczko ** and R. Belouettar * 
• LabomlDlJ' ofCi\'il E"gineering, Amwba Un;wrsity, PB: J], A1Inaba, Algeria 

•• LaboraloJ)' ofPh),sics alld Mechanics of MaleJials, UMR CNRS 75-S./, Mel= Uni\'ersity, 
lie dll Smllc),. 570-15 Mel= cedex 01. France 

SummaD', This work presents an experimental study on the dynamic behavior of autoelavcd aerated concrete. The papcr reports a 
series of tests with a Hopkinson Pressure Bar [1 ,2] applied to the direct impact technique [5]. Several strain rates were applied 
varying from quasi-static to impact between J Ax I 02 5" ' to 10J S·I . Two states of the aerated concrete were tested, that is dry and 
saturated with water, In general, an increase of strain rate causes an increase of the critical failure st ress ror such materials, In thc 
quasi·static range and up to ccrtain critical impact veloc ity Vc the alltoclaved aerated concrete shows a positive strain rate sensitiv ity 
However, when a critical impact yelocity Vc is reached Ii ycry specific behavior is observed, that is the cell structure is pulyerized 
near the plane of impact. This eO'ec! is completely new, 

INTRODUCfJON 

Cellural concretes are mostly used in the building industry as a material with a low thermal conductivity. However, this 
material is not so strong and can be easily crushed, It appears that during an impact loading it can be pulverised without 
difficulty, Such behavior is important, for example, in case of earthquakes or short-time loadings caused by impact. 
Because the cell structure of such material is very brittle it leads to instantaneous crushing near the load ing zone. 
In order to find the rate sensitivity and an impact resistance to crushing a study was carried out in quasi static 
compression tests with a servo·hydraulic fast testi ng machine, In order to cover the widest possible range of strain 
rates, the range of~l1asi.static strain rates was applied varying from 10 -4 S·I to 10 S -1 and the high strain range was 
applied up to 103 s- ,Thus in the quasi-static range of strain rates the sensitivity could be found, The next step was to 
test stich materials using specially designed experimental set-up designed and constructed at LPMM, 

DIRECT IMPACT TESTS 

The first mechanical tests at high strain rate were carried out by B,Hopkinson [1] based on the concept of ballistic 
pendulum and elastic wave propagation in a bar, called since" Hopkinson bar ", It was only since 1948 that the 
Hopkinson bar has been instrumented by Davies [2]. In both cases the bars served as specific gages to determined short 
pressures. One year later Kolsky developed technique called the "Split Hokinson Pressure Bar" or Kolsky apparatus, 
[3]. There were two instrumented Davies' bars with a small cylindrical specimens insel1ed ill between, The Kolsky 
apparatus was modified later on by Lindholm [4]. In general, its principle is based on the theory of the elastic wave 
propagation in bars and makes it possible to obtain a large range of high strain rates varying from 5*10 2 s -I to 5.1 0 ) s 
.1, [3,4,7]. In this study. however. only one Hopkinson bar instrumented with SR gages was applied in combination with 
non·contact optical displacement gage [5]. The principle of experimental set-up is shown in Fig, I 

x+--
H
r

O_P_k_il_SO_"_b_"t..:.' ______ ._v_e---,I~ 
Projectile 

t \ 
Gauge Specimen 

Fig.1 Principle of the Hopkinson bar in direct impact arrangement 

DETERMINATION OF THE OUTPUT QUANTITIES 

In order to obtain the critical compression stress at failure in the setup shown in Fig, I, A simple theory of wave 
propagation in bars was applied, During contact between the projectile and the specimen a damage occurs on a part of 
the thickness of the specimen, The critical force of failure is transmitted into the Hopkinson bar and it can be measured 
as a fUllctioll of time by the SR gage An equilibriulll of forces is assumed between the specimen of autoclaved aerated 
concrete and projectile: Fep = Fp ' where Ftp is the force in the specimen Fp is the force of the projectile, thus 

Acp<Jep =Ap<Jp, whereAcp is the cross section surface of specimen and Apis the cross section surface of the 

projectile, The impact velocity Yo measured 
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Three sources of light, fiber optics and three photodiodes, Fig.I, is split into two mass veloci ties in the specimen 
and projectile, Vo = Vep + Vp. This assumption is valid only at the first instant of the contact specimen/projectile. The 

well known relation between stress and the mass ve locity leads to the following relations Ocp =PcpCoep Vep and 

op = PpCop Vp where COs and Cop are respectively the elastic wave speeds in the specimen and projectile and Pcp and 

pp are the densities of the specimen and projectile. The relation between stresses and the impact ve locity is g iven by 

__ 0--=",,,-_ + __ o"p_ Vo ~ 
Pcp COi.'p pp Cop 

The assumption of the force equilibrium during first instant of crushing leads to the following relation 

( I ) 

(2) 

Where an = PnCooET(t) and PB , Coo and ET(t) are respectively the density, the elast ic wave speed and the 

transmitted wave recorded by SR gage·s as a fu nction of time, all in the Hopkinson bar. Th is si mplified formula allows 
to estimate the critical failure stress as well as the critical impact velocity Voc for various quas i-brittle materials loaded 
at various impact velocities when the critical conditions are detected in the ET(tc) s ignal , where te is the instant of 
fa ilure. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE SET-UP FOR DIRECT IMPACT LOADING 

The arrangement applied for the direct impact tests is shown in Fig.2. It makes possible to determine not only the 
cri tical impact velocity ofcrllshing but also, due to application of the optical displacement gage, to determine the whole 
stress versus strain re lat ion at high st rain rates . This set-up has been developed at the Laboratory of Physics and 
Mechanics of Materials (LPMM), [5] . 

Hopkinson bar Gauge-s Specime n 
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Fig. 2. Arrangement of Hopkinsoll bar with direct impact, [5]. 
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Fig. 3.Digital record representing a typical test of autoclaved aerated concrete ofBCK type. 

A gas gun launches a projectile at a desired velocity Vo. The specimen is supported by the Hopkinson tube. The tube is 
closed in front by a thin steel plate to support a specimen. Application of the Hopkinson tube instead of a bar 
substantially increased sensitivity of measurement of the transmitted waves. This improvement was caused by a low 
velocity of crushing found for the aerated concrete being tested. The displacement of the projectile during the contact 
with specimen is measured by the first canal of the optical displacement gage, the second channel can measure 
displacement of the tube front. The complete set ofl11easurements consists of the impact velocity Vo (three photodiodes 
and two time counters) and the displacement of projectile in contact with specimen UA (t), the di splacement of the tube 
front UD(t) and the transmitted elastic wave in the Hopkinson tube Er(t}. All electric s ignals after conditioning are stored 
in a digital oscilloscope with maximum sampling rate I GHz. Later the digital records are stored in a PC for fllliher 
analyses. 

ANALYSIS OF STORED SIGNALS 

The impact velocity Vo is directly related to the pressure in the chamber of the gas launcher, and the nominal strain rate 

is defined as £; = Vo / Is, where Is is the specimen length. Because both, the displacement of the contact 

projectile/specimen UA(t) and the transmitted wave ET(t) are recorded it makes possible to determine completely the 
behavior of a specimen, [5]. The net displacement of the specimen is calculated by the difference between the 
displacement UA(t) and displacement of the tube Un(t), thus the nominal strain can be also found 

(3) 

The displacement of the tube at the time of loading is related directly to the transmitted wave by the following relation 

where Co is the elastic wave speed. 

I 

UB = Co fE , (S)dS 
o 

(4) 

The stress measurement is possible by the means the SR gauges via the transmitted wave ET(t). The stress as well as the 
force can be given according to the s ignal of the transmitted wave [JK]. 

(5) 

where EB = PBC~ is the modulus of elasticity of the tube. In the case of compression, the force which acts on the 

surface of contact of the bar and of the specimen is assumed to be the same. Thus the mean force loading the specimen, 
and consequently the nominal stress O'n • can be written in the following way: 
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and 

F (I) 
Un(l) = ; 

'" 
where As is the cross section of the Hopkinson tube. 

RESULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS 

(6) 

(7) 

The tests were carried out on two types of aerated concrete. The specimens were tested in two different states: the dlY 
state and the wet state (saturated with water). For the reason of dispersion of the results, mainly stresses, five tests were 
performed at each impact velocity Vo. The assllmed impact velocities of the projectiles are: 5m/s, 10 mIs, 20 mIs, 30 
m/s and 35 m/s. The cylindrical projectiles of diameter 49.8 n1l11 were machined out of aluminum al loy 20 17A, of 
density and modulus of elasticity respectively equal to 2.79 g/Clll) and 74 GPa. The specimens were in the form of 
cubes with the side dimension 40.0 mill . Thus the five programmed velocities for the dynamic tests yield stra in rates 
fromI.4 3* IO's-1 108.75* '0 ' s-' 
After analysis of all records the values of the critical stress of crushing were obtained. The results are presented in the 
form of O'c verSllS log( t) in figures 4a and 4b for dry and wet BCK aera ted concrete, Figs Sa and 5b show similar 
results for BCM aerated concrete. The wet materials show higher critical stresses as compared to dlY materials. The 
sensitivity is observed between speeds 10 S·I and 1.43* 102 

S·I • At lower strain rates the rate sensitivity of the critical 
stress is positive, but at certain strain rate, typically higher than 102 S·I • one notices a reduction in the critical stresses 
when the strain rate is increased beyond of this crit ical va lue.ln some cases a minimum of the cr itical stress is obtained, 
Theil an increase in the critical stresses is observed anew, The mean values of the crit ical stresses are denoted by dark 
triangles. The results for dry and wet autoclaved aerated concrete BCK are shown in Fig.4 . \Vhereas the results for dry 
and wet SCM aerated concrete are shown in Fig,5. 
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Fig. Sa - Crit ica l stress versus logarithm of strain rate for dry autoelaved aerated concrete BCM. 
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Fig. 5b - Crit ical stress versus logarithm of strain rate for wet autoclaved aerated concrete BCM 

CONCLUSIONS 

The scheme of the direct impact experiment seems to be very usefu l in materials test ing at high stra in rates [5,6]. 
Application of the nOll-contact optical displacement gages enabled to measure the real mean strain in a specimen 
leading to the complete measurements of stresses and strains . Elimination of time leads to estimation of the stress -stra in 
characteristics at relative ly high strain rates. 
It is concluded after the results obtained during the dynamic tests of the autoclaved aerated concrete BCK and BCM that 
the autoclaved aerated concrete has a positive rate sensitivity at low and medium strain rates. But at the high stra in rates 
a critical impact velocity Voc occurs, thi s velocity is around 5.0 mis the two mate rials tested. The BCM reaches a 
maximum value of the critical stress of 5.3 MPa in dry state and 4.5 tvtPa in the wet state (strain rate 1.43* 102 s - I). 
Whereas for the sallle stmin mte the va lues of the critical stress for the BCK is only 3.75 MPa (in dry state) and 4.00 
MPa (in wet state). Both material showed a higher rate sensitivity in the state saturated with water. The effect of 
saturation of pores with water intervenes in this behavior. 
At strain rates higher than ..... 1.4* 102 s -I ( ..... 5.0 mis) the stress of failure decreases. This decrease of the failure stress is 
due mainly due pulverization of the specimen material close to the impact surface. When the strain rate increases 
beyond the crit ical value the materi al undergoes further damage on a certain thickness and the waves can be transmitted 
aga in . Anyway, such behavior proves that the transmission of the waves is disturbed around the critical impact 
ve locities. This effect should be tested with more details in the future. 
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